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ABSTRACT

Essays on Volatility Derivatives and Portfolio Optimization 

Ashish Jain

This thesis is a collection of four papers: 1) Discrete and continuously sampled volatil

ity and variance swaps, 2) Pricing and hedging of volatility derivatives, 3) VIX index and 

VIX futures, and 4)Asset allocation and generalized buy and hold trading strategies. 

The first three papers answer various questions relating to the volatility derivatives. 

Volatility derivatives are securities whose payoff depends on the realized variance of an 

underlying asset or an index. These include variance swaps, volatility swaps and vari

ance options. All of these derivatives are trading in over-the-counter market. With the 

popularity of these products and increasing demand of these OTC products, the Chicago 

Board of Options Exchange (CBOE) changed the definition of VIX index and launched 

VIX futures on VIX index. The new definition of VIX index approximates the one month 

variance swap rate. In second chapter we investigate the effect of discrete sampling and 

asset price jumps on fair variance swap strikes. We calculate the fair discrete volatility 

strike and the fair discrete variance strike in different models of the underlying evolu

tion of the asset price: the Black-Scholes model, the Heston stochastic volatility model, 

the Merton jump-diffusion model and the Bates and Scott stochastic volatility model 

with jumps. We determine fair discrete and continuous variance strikes analytically and 

fair discrete and continuous volatility strikes using simulation and variance reduction 

techniques and numerical integration techniques in all models. Numerical results are 

provided to show that the well known convexity correction formula doesn’t work well to
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approximate volatility strikes in the jump-diffusion models. We find that, for realistic 

contract specifications and realistic risk-neutral asset price processes, the effect of dis

crete sampling in minimal while the effect of jumps can be significant.

In the third chapter we present pricing and hedging of variance swaps and other volatility 

derivatives, e.g., volatility swaps and variance options, in the Heston stochastic volatil

ity model using partial differential equation techniques. We formulate an optimization 

problem to determine the number of options required to best hedge a variance swap. We 

propose a method to dynamically hedge volatility derivatives using variance swaps and 

a finite number of European call and put options.

In the fourth chapter we study the pricing of VIX futures in the Heston stochastic volatil

ity (SV) model and the Bates and Scott stochastic volatility with jumps (SVJ) model. 

We provide formulas to price VIX futures under the SV and SVJ models. We discuss the 

properties of these models in fitting VIX futures prices using market VIX futures data 

and SPX options data. We empirically investigate profit and loss of strategies which 

invest in variance swaps and VIX futures empirically using historical data of the SPX 

index level, VIX index level and VIX futures data. We compare the empirical results 

with theoretical predictions from the SV and SVJ model.

In fifth chapter we present the generalized buy-and-hold (GBH) portfolio strategies which 

are defined to be the class of strategies where the terminal wealth is a function of only 

the terminal security prices. We solve for the optimal GBH strategy when security prices 

follow a multi-dimensional diffusion process and when markets are incomplete. Using 

recently developed duality techniques, we compare the optimal GBH portfolio to the
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optimal dynamic trading strategy. While the optimal dynamic strategy often signifi

cantly outperforms the GBH strategy, this is not true in general. In particular, when 

no-borrowing or no-short sales constraints are imposed on dynamic trading strategies, it 

is possible for the optimal GBH strategy to significantly outperform the optimal dynamic 

trading strategy. For the class of security price dynamics under consideration, we also 

obtain a closed-form solution for the terminal wealth and expected utility of the classic 

constant proportion trading strategy and conclude that this strategy is inferior to the 

optimal GBH strategy.
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1

Chapter 1 

Introduction

This thesis develops pricing and hedging formulas for volatility derivatives, e.g., variance 

swaps, volatility swaps, variance options, VIX futures, in different asset pricing models 

which include stochastic volatility and jumps. The last chapter of this thesis develops 

new class of trading strategies, the generalized buy-and-hold (GBH) portfolio strategies 

in an incomplete market setting and compares the utility of these strategies with the 

optimal dynamic trading strategy using duality techniques.

In this chapter we give a brief motivation for the following chapters. Section 1.1 gives a 

brief overview of the chapters on volatility derivatives and section 1.2 gives an overview 

of last chapter on asset allocation and generalized buy and hold trading strategies.

1.1 V o la tility  D eriva tives

Volatility and variance swaps are forward contracts in which one counterparty agrees to 

pay the other a notional amount times the difference between a fixed level and a realized 

level of variance and volatility, respectively. The fixed level is called the variance strike 

for variance swaps and the volatility strike for volatility swaps. This is typically set 

initially so that the net present value of the payoff is zero. The realized variance is
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determined by the average variance of the asset over the life of the swap.

Let 0 =  to < < ... < tn = T  be a partition of the time interval [0,T] into n  equal

segments of length At, i.e., £, =  iT /n  for each i =  0, l , ...,n . Most traded contracts 

define the realized variance to be

F j ( 0 , n , r )  = £Tg(ln(&l))! ( 1 . L 1 )

for a swap covering n  return observations. Here Si is the price of the asset at the ith 

observation time ti and A F  is the annualization factor, e.g., 252 (= n /T ) if the maturity 

of the swap, T, is one year with daily sampling. This definition of realized variance differs 

from the usual sample variance because the sample average is not subtracted from each 

observation. Since the sample average is approximately zero the realized variance is close 

to the sample variance.

The analysis in most papers in the literature is based on an idealized contract where 

realized variance and volatility are defined with continuous sampling, e.g., a continuously 

sampled realized variance, VC(Q,T), defined by:

Vc(0,T) = lim Vd(0,n,T)  (1.1.2)
n —*oo

In second chapter we analyze the differences between actual contracts based on discrete

sampling and idealized contracts based on continuous sampling. We calculate the fair

discrete volatility strike and the fair discrete variance strike in different models of the 

underlying evolution of the asset price: the Black-Scholes model, the Heston stochastic 

volatility model (SV), the Merton jump-diffusion model (J) and a combined Bates (1996) 

and Scott (1997) stochastic volatility jump model (SVJ). We determine fair discrete and
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continuous variance strikes analytically and fair discrete and continuous volatility strikes 

using simulation and variance reduction techniques and numerical integration techniques 

in all models. Brockhaus and Long (2000) provide a convexity correction formula for 

calculating the fair volatility strike using a Taylor’s expansion of the square root func

tion. We provide a theoretical condition required for the convexity correction formula to 

provide a good approximation to fair volatility strikes. The theoretical condition implies 

that the convexity correction formula is a good approximation if the realized variance 

on each sample path is less than twice the expected value of the realized variance. We 

quantify this condition in terms of the excess probability and compute this for all four 

models. We show that the convexity correction formula doesn’t work well to approxi

mate volatility strikes in the SV, J and SVJ models. We prove that the expected discrete 

realized variance converges linearly with the number of sampling dates to the expected 

continuous realized variance in all models. Numerical results show that the expected 

discrete realized volatility converges linearly with the number of sampling dates to the 

expected continuous realized volatility in all models.

In third chapter we propose a methodology for hedging volatility swaps and variance 

options using variance swaps. The no arbitrage relationship can be exploited in the 

pricing and hedging of volatility derivatives. We compute fair volatility strikes and price 

variance options by deriving a partial differentia] equation that must be satisfied by 

volatility derivatives in the Heston stochastic volatility model. We compute the risk 

management parameters (greeks) of volatility derivatives by solving a series of partial 

differential equations. We formulate an optimization problem to determine the number
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of options required to best hedge a variance swap. We propose a method to dynamically 

hedge volatility derivatives using variance swaps and a finite number of European call 

and put options.

In fourth chapter we study the pricing of VIX futures in the Heston stochastic volatility 

(SV) model and the Bates and Scott stochastic volatility with jumps (SVJ) model. VIX 

futures are exchange traded contracts on a one month volatility index level (VIX) de

rived from a basket of S&P 500 (SPX) index options. We study how sensitive the VIX 

formula is to the interval between discrete set of strikes and a finite range of strikes of 

SPX options used in the computation. We provide formulas to price VIX futures under 

the SV and SVJ models. We discuss the properties of these models in fitting VIX futures 

prices using market VIX futures data and SPX options data. We empirically investigate 

profit and loss of strategies which invest in variance swaps and VIX futures empirically 

using historical data of the SPX index level, VIX index level and VIX futures data. We 

compare the empirical results with theoretical predictions from the SV and SVJ model. 

In an attempt to make the chapters as self contained as possible, some material is re

peated in some chapters.

1.2 A sse t A llo ca tio n  and G en eralized  B u y-an d -H old  S tra te 
g ies

In the last chapter of this thesis we introduce a particular class of strategies, the gener

alized buy-and-hold (GBH) strategies. We define the GBH strategies to be the class of 

strategies where the terminal wealth is a function of only the terminal security prices. 

In contrast, the terminal wealth of a standard static buy-and-holy strategy is always an
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5

affine function of terminal security prices. However, it should be possible1 to approx

imate the payoff of a GBH strategy using a static portfolio consisting of positions in 

the cash account, the underlying securities and some judiciously chosen European-style 

options on these securities. When the expected utility of the optimal GBH portfolio 

is comparable to the expected utility of the optimal dynamic strategy, then many in

vestors2 should benefit by instead adopting the more static-like optimal GBH portfolio. 

Indeed, when investors face position constraints such as no short-sales or no borrowing 

constraints, the GBH portfolio can have a significantly higher expected utility than the 

optimal dynamic strategy that trades only in the underlying securities.

We solve for the optimal GBH strategy when security prices follow a multi-dimensional 

diffusion process and when markets are incomplete. Using recently developed duality 

techniques, we compare the optimal GBH portfolio to the optimal dynamic trading 

strategy. While the optimal dynamic strategy often significantly outperforms the GBH 

strategy, this is not true in general. In particular, when no-borrowing or no-short sales 

constraints are imposed on dynamic trading strategies, it is possible for the optimal GBH 

strategy to significantly outperform the optimal dynamic trading strategy.

The main contributions of fourth chapter are: First, we extend the applicability of the 

dual methods developed in Haugh, Kogan and Wang3 (2006) to evaluate a new class 

of strategies, i.e. the GBH strategies. Second, we also derive a closed form solution

for the optimal wealth and expected utility of that wealth when security dynamics are

1Haugh and Lo (2001) show how a static position with just a few well-chosen vanilla European options 
can be used to approximate the payoff of a GBH strategy when there is just one risky security.

2In particular, those investors for whom dynamic trading is impractical either due to large trading 
costs or trading constraints.

3Hereafter, referred to as HKW.
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predictable and a constant proportion portfolio strategy is employed. This strategy is 

often considered by researchers who wish to estimate the value of predictability in secu

rity prices to investors. Indeed, we use this closed form solution to improve on HKW’s 

analysis of the constant proportion portfolio trading strategy.
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C hapter 2

Effect of Jum ps and D iscrete  
Sampling on V olatility and 
Variance Swaps

2.1 In trod u ction

Volatility and variance swaps are forward contracts in which one counterparty agrees to 

pay the other a notional amount times the difference between a fixed level and a real

ized level of variance and volatility, respectively. The fixed level is called the variance 

strike for variance swaps and the volatility strike for volatility swaps. This is typically 

set initially so that the net present value of the payoff is zero. The realized variance is 

determined by the average variance of the asset over the life of the swap.

The variance swap payoff is defined as

(Vd(0,n,T) -  K var(n)) x N

where Vd(0, n, T ) is the realized stock variance (as defined below) over the life of the 

contract, [0,T], n is the number of sampling dates, K var(n) is the variance strike, and
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N  is the notional amount of the swap in dollars. The holder of a variance swap at expi

ration receives N  dollars for every unit by which the stock’s realized variance Vd(0, n, T) 

exceeds the variance strike K var(n).  The variance strike is quoted as volatility squared, 

e.g., (20%)2.

The volatility swap payoff is defined as

(y/Vd(0,n,T)  -  K vol(n)) x N

where y/V^O, n, T)  is the realized stock volatility (quoted in annual terms as defined 

below) over the life of the contract, n  is the number of sampling dates, K voi(n) is the 

volatility strike, and N  is the notional amount of the swap in dollars. The volatility strike 

K voi{n)  is typically quoted as volatility, e.g., 20%. The procedure for calculating realized 

volatility and variance is specified in the contract and includes details about the source 

and observation frequency of the price of the underlying asset, the annualization factor to 

be used in moving to an annualized volatility and the method of calculating the variance.

Let 0 = to < t\ < ... < tn = T  be a partition of the time interval [0, T] into n  equal 

segments of length At,  i.e., ti =  iT /n  for each i =  0 ,1, . . . ,  n.  Most traded contracts 

define the realized variance to be

WO,„,r) = f g ( l „ 0 ± i ) ) 2 (2.!.!)

for a swap covering n  return observations. In most traded contracts m  is equal to
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n — 1. Here Si is the price of the asset at the ith observation time ti and A F  is the 

annualization factor, e.g., 252 (— n / T ) if the maturity of the swap, T, is one year with 

daily sampling. This definition of realized variance differs from the usual sample variance 

because the sample average is not subtracted from each observation. Since the sample 

average is approximately zero the realized variance is close to the sample variance.

Demeterfi, Derman, Kamal and Zou (1999) examined properties of variance and 

volatility swaps. They derived an analytical formula for the variance strike in the pres

ence of a volatility skew. Brockhaus and Long (2000) provided an analytical approxi

mation for the pricing of volatility swaps. Javaheri, Wilmott and Haug (2002) discussed 

the valuation of volatility swaps in the GARCH(1,1) stochastic volatility model. They 

used a partial differential equation approach to determine the first two moments of the 

realized variance and then used a convexity approximation formula to price the volatility 

swaps. Little and Pant (2001) developed a finite difference method for the valuation of 

variance swaps in the case of discrete sampling in an extended Black-Scholes framework. 

Detemple and Osakwe (2000) priced European and American options on spot volatility 

when volatility follows a diffusion process. Carr, Geman, Madan and Yor (2005) priced 

options on realized variance by directly modeling the quadratic variation of the underly

ing asset using a Levy process. Carr and Lee (2005) priced arbitrary payoffs of realized 

variance under a zero correlation assumption between the stock price process and vari

ance process. Sepp (2006) priced options on realized variance in the Heston stochastic 

volatility model by solving a partial differential equation. Buehler (2006) proposed a
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general approach to model a term structure of variance swaps in an HJM-type frame

work. Meddahi (2002) presented quantitative measures of the realized volatility in the 

Eigenfunction stochastic volatility model for different sampling sizes.

The analysis in most of these papers is based on an idealized contract where realized 

variance and volatility are defined with continuous sampling, e.g., a continuously sam

pled realized variance, 14(0, T), defined by:

Vc(0 ,T )=  lim Vd(0,n,T)  (2.1.2)
n—> oo

In this chapter we analyze the differences between actual contracts based on discrete 

sampling and idealized contracts based on continuous sampling. Another objective of 

this chapter is to analyze the effect of ignoring jumps in the underlying on fair variance 

swap strikes.

In financial models we typically specify the dynamics of the stock price and variance 

using stochastic differential equations (SDE) and discrete and continuous realized vari

ance depend on the modeling assumptions. The Black-Scholes model proposed in the 

early 1970’s assumes that a stock price follows a lognormal distribution and the volatility 

term is constant. This constant volatility assumption is not typically satisfied by op

tions trading in the market and subsequently many different models have been proposed. 

Merton (1973) extended the constant volatility assumption in Black-Scholes model to a
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term structure of volatility, i.e., a = a(t). Derman and Kani (1994) and Derman, Kani 

and Zou (1996) extended this to local volatility models where volatility is a function 

of two parameters, time and the current level of the underlying, i.e., a  =  a(t,S(t)). 

Several models have been developed where volatility is modeled as a stochastic process 

often including mean reversion. Hull and White (1987) proposed a lognormal model for 

the variance process with independence between the driving Brownian motions of the 

stock price and variance processes. Heston (1993) proposed a mean reverting model for 

variance that allows for correlation between volatility and the asset level. Stein and 

Stein (1991) and Schobel and Zhu (1999) proposed a stochastic volatility model in which 

volatility of underlying asset follows Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Bates (1996) and Scott 

(1997) proposed a stochastic volatility with jumps model by adding log-normal jumps in 

stock price process in the Heston stochastic volatility model.

Continuous realized variance depends on the model assumed for the underlying asset 

price. Depending on the model, discrete realized variance and continuous realized vari

ance can be different. The fair strike of a variance swap (with discrete or continuous 

sampling) is defined to be the strike which makes the net present value of the swap 

equal to zero. We call it the fair variance strike. The fair discrete volatility strike and 

fair discrete variance strikes are defined similarly. In this chapter we analyze discrete 

variance swaps and continuous variance swaps and the effect of the number of sampling 

dates on fair variance strikes and fair volatility strikes. Various authors have proposed 

to replicate a variance swap using a static portfolio of out-of-money call and put options.
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This ignores the effect of jumps in the underlying. The fair variance swap strike will 

differ from the static replicating portfolio of options if the underlying has jumps. In this 

chapter we investigate the following questions:

•  W hat is the effect of ignoring jumps in the underlying on fair variance swap strikes?

• W hat is the relationship between fair variance strikes and fair volatility strikes?

• How do fair variance strikes and fair volatility strikes vary in different models?

• W hat is the convergence rate of expected discrete realized variance to expected 

continuous realized variance with the number of sampling dates? Are fair discrete 

variance strikes and fair discrete volatility strikes with daily, weekly or monthly 

sampling significantly different than fair continuous variance strikes and fair con

tinuous volatility strikes, respectively?

•  How well does the convexity correction formula approximate fair volatility strikes?

In this chapter, we analyze all these issues under four different models of underlying 

evolution of asset price: the Black Scholes model, the Heston stochastic volatility model, 

the Merton jump-diffusion model and stochastic volatility model with jumps.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We begin briefly by introducing 

volatility derivatives in section 2.2 and provide the formulas available to price these 

derivatives. In section 2.3 we analyze variance and volatility swaps in the Black-Scholes 

model and determine the convergence rate of the discrete variance strike to the continuous
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variance strike. In sections 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6, we present analysis in the stochastic volatility 

model, the jump-diffusion model and stochastic volatility model with jumps respectively. 

In section 2.7 we present numerical results and concluding remarks are given in section 

2 . 8 .

2.2 V o la tility  D eriva tives

2.2.1 Variance swaps

In this section, we provide definitions of discretely sampled realized variance and contin

uously sampled realized variance and review how to replicate variance swaps when the 

stock price process is continuous. We assume the risk neutral dynamics of the underlying 

asset St are given by:

=  rdt + crtdW® (2 -2 .1)
St

where r  is the risk free rate, W  is a standard Brownian motion under the risk neu

tral measure Q. We assume throughout in this chapter that there exists a unique risk 

neutral measure Q. The parameter at represents the level of volatility. The standard 

Black-Scholes model assumes that this parameter is constant, while in stochastic volatil

ity models at is specified by another diffusion process. In this chapter we assume that it 

is given by the Heston stochastic volatility model. We will specify its dynamics later.

A variance swap is a forward contract on the realized variance of underlying security. 

The floating leg of variance swap is the realized variance and is calculated using the
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second moment of log returns of the underlying asset:

R% =  In =  1, 2 , . - ,n

where 0 =  to < fi <  ... < tn =  T  is a partition of the time interval [0, T] into n  equal 

segments of length A t,  i.e., t, = iT /n  for each i — 0 ,1 ,...,n. The discrete realized 

variance, 14(0, n ,T ), from equation (3.2.1) can be written as:

m  1 E E o 'O " ^ ) ) 2
U 0 ' n ' T)  =  2 >  =  ( ,  -  l)A t <2‘2'2)

The variable leg of the variance swap, or the discretely sampled realized variance, in 

the limit approaches the continuously sampled realized variance, 14(0, T), that is:

Vc(0,T) = lim Vd(0,n,T)  =  lim — (2.2.3)
n—»oo n—>oo (n — 1)1 L J

v 7 i= l

Jacod and Protter (1998) provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the rate of 

convergence of the Euler scheme approximation of the solution to a stochastic differen

tial equation to be l /^ fn .  The discrete realized variance, V^(0, n, T), is the Euler scheme 

approximation of the stochastic differential equation (5.2.1) followed by underlying asset 

St when sampling size is n. Thus, the rate of convergence of discrete realized variance, 

Vd(0,n,T), to continuous realized variance, 14(0,T), is 1 /y/n.

In the case of the Black-Scholes model and the Heston stochastic volatility model1, 

continuous realized variance is given by:

1Equation (2.2.4) holds for asset price models following the dynamics in (5.2.1). When jumps are 
introduced the definition of Vc(0 ,T)  will be different.
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(2.2.4)

Continuous realized variance can be replicated by a static position in a log contract 

(Demeterfi et al. 1999) and a dynamic trading strategy in the underlying asset. Applying 

Ito’s lemma to equation (5.2.1) we get

position in the log contract and payoffs from a dynamic trading strategy which holds 

1 /St  shares of the underlying stock at each instant of time t. In particular, equation

(3.5.1) holds in the Black-Scholes model and the Heston stochastic volatility model.

Next, we give definitions of realized variance and accumulated variance with discrete 

sampling and continuous sampling. Continuous realized variance between time t and T  

is given by

(2.2.5)

Subtracting equation (2.2.5) from equation (5.2.1) and rearranging we get,

(2 .2 .6 )

Equation (3.5.1) shows that continuous realized variance can be replicated by a short

(2.2.7)
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Continuous accumulated variance from the start of the contract (time 0) until time t  

is defined by

Ic{t’T)  = f l  **dS ( 2 '2 '8 )

Thus, from equations (2.2.7) and (2.2.8) we can write

Vc( 0 , T )  =  I c ( t , T )  +  Vc( t , T )

We define P c( t , T , K , I ) ,  as the expected present value at time t  of the payoff of a 

continuous variance swap with variance strike, K ,  i.e.,

Pc(t, T, K, I) = E ?  ( e - r(T-V  ( /  +  Vc(t, D - K )  )  (2.2.9)

where the superscript Q  denotes the risk neutral measure and the subscript t  denotes 

expectation at time t .  Throughout this chapter expectation is always in the risk neutral 

measure so we will drop the superscript. The fair continuous variance strike, K*ar, is 

defined to be the strike such that the net present value of the swap at time t  — 0 is zero, 

i.e.,

Pc(  o, T ,  K*var , I )  =  E o [  e~rT ( yc(0, T )  -  K*var ) ) =  0 (2 .2 .10)

Solving (3.2.6) for K*ar gives

K*var =  E 0 [Vc (0 , T ) }  =  E 0 2ds (2 .2 .11)
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The discrete realized variance between times tz =  iT /n  and T  when there are n  

sampling dates between the start of contract at t = 0 and its maturity at t — T  is given 

by

Vd(i,n ,T )  — (2-2.12)

The discrete accumulated variance from the start of the contract, t =  0, until time U 

is defined by

<2 - 2 - 1 3 >

From equations (2.2.12) and (2.2.13) we can write

Vd(0, n, T ) =  I d(i, n, T) + Vd{i, n, T )

We define Pd(i,n ,T , K, Id(i,n ,T)) ,  as the expected present value at time t, =  iT /n  

of the payoff of a discrete variance swap with strike K. It is given by

Pd(i, n, T, K, I) = Eti ( e~r(T~ti') ( I +  Vd(i,n ,T )  -  k ) )  (2.2.14)

The fair discrete variance strike, K*ar(n), is defined to be the strike such that the 

expected net present value of the swap at time t = 0 is zero, i.e.,

Pd(0, n, T, K*var(n), I) = E0 e~rl ^ (0 , n, T) -  K*var{n) = 0  (2.2.15)
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At time t =  0, Pd(0, n, T, K, I)  can be written as

P c i o, T ,  K, I )  + e~rT K*ar(n) -  K*mv a r (2.2.16)

We will use these definitions to show the linear convergence rate of Pd{0, n, T, K, I)  

to Pc(0 ,T ,K ,I ) .

2.2.2 V olatility  swaps

The floating leg of a volatility swap on an asset S  is the realized volatility of that 

asset’s price. This volatility is commonly calculated using the square root of the realized 

variance defined in equation (2.2.2). The fair strike K*ol of a continuous volatility swap 

is set at the initiation of the contract so that the contract net present value is equal to 

zero, i.e.,

E0 e~rT( V v ^ f ) - K * vol) = 0 (2.2.17)

Solving (3.2.8) for the fair continuous volatility strike, K*ol, we get

K*vol = E[y/Vc(0,T)} = E0

Similarly, the fair discrete volatility strike is given by:

K*vol( n ) = E 0 ^ V d(0,n,T) (2.2.18)
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2.2.3 C onvexity correction formula

In this section we present the convexity correction formula (Brockhaus and Long 2000) 

to approximate fair volatility strikes. Then we present an argument to show that it may 

not provide an accurate approximation.

Jensen’s inequality shows that the fair volatility strike is bounded above by the square 

root of the fair variance strike2.

K o i = £ o [ \ / K M ]  <  y/Eo[Vc(0,T)] = y/K*^. (2.2.19) 

A similar result holds in the discrete case:

K*vol(n) = EoW Vd(0,n,T)} < V E 0[Vd(0,n,T)} = y /K * J n )  (2.2.20)

Brockhaus and Long (2000) provide a convexity correction formula for calculating the 

fair volatility strike using a Taylor’s expansion of the square root function. A second 

order Taylor’s expansion of /(x )  — yfx  around xo gives

+  (2 .2 .21 )
2v^o 8xo2

where is the 3rd derivative of function f (x )  for some e in (xq, x ). The first three

terms on the right hand side provide a good approximation of y/x for all values of x in the

2For the concave square root function Jensen’s inequality is:

E{y/x)  <  y / E( x)
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neighborhood of xq for which Taylor’s series converges. For Taylor’s series to converge, 

x  — xo should lie in the radius of convergence, which for the square root function is

\x — mo I <  x 0 (2 .2 .22)

When this condition holds, the last term in equation (2.2.21) is bounded and the first 

three terms provide a good estimate to compute the value of function at a point, in this 

case yfx .  Now, substitute x  — V^(0, T) and xq = E[Vc ( 0 , T ) \  in equation (2.2.21) to get:

TO0;^Tr>;r)1) - i v M ~ m i 0 - T)])22 y / E [ V c ( 0 , T ) \  8E[Vc ( 0 , T ) } i

(2.2.23)

The terms on the right hand side in equation (2.2.23) provide a good estimate of the

square root of the realized variance \ f V c(0, T )  on a single stock price path if the realized 

variance 14(0, T) satisfies the condition:

\VC( 0 , T )  -  E ( V c( 0 , T ) ) \  <  E ( V C(Q, T) )  (2.2.24)

which can also be rewritten as

0 < 14(0, T )  <  2 E ( V C(0, T ) )  (2.2.25)

If condition (2.2.25) holds on all stock price paths under the risk neutral measure 

then the right hand side of equation (2.2.23) provides a good estimate of square root
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of realized variance \ /V c(0, T) on all stock price paths. Hence, we can take expectation 

under risk neutral measure on both sides of equation (2.2.23) to get:

K o lK ^ r - y * { V M \ (2-2.26)
8E[Vc(0,T)]i

Formula (2.2.26) is called the convexity correction formula and the 2nd order term in 

equation (2.2.26) is the convexity correction term. It can be used to approximate the 

fair volatility strike. As explained above this will be a good approximation if condition 

(2.2.25) holds on all sample paths. We can rewrite this condition in terms of the excess 

probability

p = P(VC(0, T) > 2E(VC(0, T))) (2.2.27)

Thus, condition (2.2.25) to use the convexity correction formula translates to the 

excess probability being equal to zero, i.e., p = 0. Equation (2.2.26) also holds for fair 

discrete volatility strikes if condition (2.2.25) is satisfied by the discrete realized variance.

When the excess probability (2.2.27) is not equal to zero then the higher order terms 

in the Taylor’s expansion are not negligible compared to the first three terms in the 

expansion. If we include the 3rd and 4th order expansion terms in equation (2.2.26) we 

get,

E i v m r j ]  ■ ~ E ^ T)])2
2y/E[Vc{0,T)} 8E[Vc{0,T)}2

(Vc(0,T) -  E[VC(Q,T)})3 5(14(0, T) -  E[VC(0, T )])4

16E[VC(0,T)]* l28E[Vc(0,T)}i

(2.2.28)
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We refer the last two terms in Taylor’s expansion as the 3rd and 4th order terms. When 

p  is not equal to zero then the higher moments of 14(0, T) — E(VC{0, T))  are not negligible.

In the Black-Scholes model, the excess probability is equal to zero in the continuous 

case and the higher moments of continuous realized variance are zero since volatility 

is constant. Hence, the convexity correction formula holds with equality in (2.2.26) in 

the Black-Scholes model and can be used to compute the fair continuous volatility strike.

In the discrete case, i.e., for a finite number of sampling dates n, the excess proba

bility is not equal to zero and the higher moments of the discrete realized variance in 

the Black-Scholes model are not zero. The magnitude of the 3rd and 4th order terms 

are comparable to first two terms and the excess probability p is not zero with discrete 

sampling in the Black-Scholes model. Hence, the convexity correction formula (2.2.26) 

will not provide a good approximation of the fair volatility strike in the Black-Scholes 

model when the number of sampling dates n  is small.

In the Heston stochastic volatility model, the excess probability p is not equal to zero, 

the 3rd and 4th order terms in equation (2.2.28) are not small and hence the convexity 

correction formula will not provide a good estimate of the fair volatility strike. This is 

true in the Merton jump-diffusion model as well. Section 2.7 provides numerical results 

illustrating the computation of volatility strikes from the convexity correction formula, 

the 3rd and 4th order terms in equation (2.2.28) and the excess probability in all three
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models.

2.3 B lack -Scholes M od el

In this section we present an analysis of the convergence of expected discrete realized 

variance to expected continuous realized variance with number of sampling dates in the

strikes and fair continuous variance strikes. The Black-Scholes model assumes the un

derlying asset follows the process in (5.2.1) with at set to the constant value a.

In the case of continuous sampling, the fair continuous variance strike using (3.2.2) 

and (3.2.6) is given by

since in the Black-Scholes model volatility a  is constant and so the fair continuous 

volatility strike is square root of the fair continuous variance strike. But in the discrete 

case this result does not hold.

2.3.1 Black-Scholes M odel: D iscrete Variance Strike

In this section we compute the fair discrete variance strike in the Black-Scholes model 

and compute the variance of the discrete realized variance (2 .2 .2).

Black-Scholes model. This result gives the relationship between fair discrete variance

•T
(2.3.1)

and

K*vol = E0[ , /V M T ) \  = E 0 (2.3.2)
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P ro p o sitio n  1 In the Black-Scholes model

E 0[Vd(0 ,n ,T ))  =  E 0{Vc(0 ,T ))  + a2 + {rn j f )2T

2 a2 + { r _ l (J2)2T
— o +  i (2.3.3)

7 1 — 1

and the eocpectation of discrete realized variance converges to the continuous realized 

variance linearly with the number of sampling dates (n = T /A t) .  As a consequence

K*var(n) = K*var + g2 +  (^ _ f 2)2T (2-3.4)

and the fair discrete variance strike converges to the fair continuous variance strike 

linearly with the number of sampling dates (n = T /A t) .

Proof: In the case of discrete sampling we derive the variance strike as follows. 

Applying Ito’s lemma to In St we get,

d(ln St) = (r — ^ a2)dt + adWt (2.3.5)

Integrating equation (2.3.5) from tj to tj+i we get,

In St,ti+i — (r -  ^cr2)Af +  aVAtZi+i  (2.3.6)
Su

where ~  N (0,1). Squaring both sides of equation (2.3.6) and summing from time 

0 to time n — 1 we get,
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(2.3.7)

Dividing equation (2.3.7) on both sides by (n — 1)At and taking expectation under 

the risk neutral measure and using equation (2 .2 .2) we get

since A t =  T/n ,  i?o[-Zi+i] =  0 and Eq{Z*+1] =  1. Rearranging gives (2.3.3) and (2.4.7) 

is immediate from the definitions of K*ar(n) and K*ar. □

Hence, from equation (2.2.16) the initial value of a discrete variance swap, Pd(0, n, T, K, I), 

converges linearly to the initial value of a continuous variance swap, Pc(0 ,T ,K ,I) ,  with 

the number of sampling dates. This l /n  convergence rate is similar to many weak con

vergence results since fair discrete strikes are expectations of a smooth function of the 

sample path of the underlying asset price (see, e.g., (Kloeden and Platen 1999)). In con

trast, Jacod and Protter (1998) provide necessary and sufficient condition for the rate 

of convergence of discrete realized variance to continuous realized variance to be 1 / \JTi. 

This slower rate occurs because the convergence is in a pathwise or strong sense.

E0[Vd(0,n,T)}
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Next we compute the variance of the discrete realized variance Vd(0,n,T) and its 

convergence rate with number of sampling dates.

P ro p o sitio n  2 In the Black-Scholes model

Var[Vd(0, n,T)\ =
2a4n 4a2(r -  \cr2)2T

(n — l )2 (n — l )2
(2.3.9)

and the variance of the discrete realized variance converges to 0 as the sampling in

terval (A t = T / n ) goes to zero.

Proof: The variance of the realized variance is given by

Var[Vd(0, n , T)] =  Var
n- 1 „2 7 2

z i+1E-< J r
2 = 0

n — 1
+  Var £ 2a ( r - ^ r 2) A t * | ^

L i=0

■>. 1 AU  _
-  r

=  2 a
n 1

4<r2(r -  <̂72)2

rn—1 n—1

E > j V iE z* i
L 1 = 0  2 = 0  

T
(n — l )2 2 (n — l )2

□ (2.3.10)

Thus, in the Black-Scholes model the variance of the discrete realized variance con

verges to zero (2.3.9). This also holds for higher moments of discrete realized variance. 

Hence, in the Black-Scholes model the fair continuous volatility strike (2.2.26) is equal 

to the square root of the fair continuous variance strike, K*ar.
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2.3.2 Black-Scholes M odel: D iscrete V olatility  Strike

In this section we compute the fair discrete volatility strike in the Black-Scholes model. 

The square root function can be expressed (Schurger 2002) as:

1 r ° °  1 _  e - s x
y/x = —7=  3-ds (2.3.11)

W *  Jo s 2

Taking expectations on both sides of (2.3.11) and interchanging the expectation and 

integral using Fubini’s theorem we get,

i  r 0 0  i  _  j?(p~sx\
E(y/x) = /  \----- Us (2.3.12)

W *  Jo s  2

Using this formula we can compute the discrete volatility strike in the Black-Scholes 

model.

P ro p o sitio n  3 In the Black-Scholes model, the Laplace transform of the discrete realized 

variance, i?(exp(—sVd(0, n, T))), is given by

f - s T ( r - U 2)2
eXP( n - l + 2 ^

E(exp(-sV d(0,n,T))) = -----   7 (2.3.13)
2

Proof: Using the definition of discrete realized variance in (2.2.2), the Laplace trans

form of the realized variance can be expressed as
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Using equation (2.3.6) we get

In (^ ) = N ^ r ~  \ cj2) ^ a 2 M ) (2.3.15)

Using this we can compute the expectation in equation (2.3.14),

2

71—1 - —sAt(r  — ^cr2)2
(n  — l ) A f n — 1 +  2scr2

(2.3.16)

which proves (2.3.13). □

2.4 H esto n  S toch astic  V o la tility  M od el

In this section, we present an analysis of the convergence of discrete variance strikes 

to continuous variance strikes with number of sampling dates in the Heston stochastic 

volatility (SV) model. The Heston (1993) model is given by:

dSt = rS tdt + ^ T tS t(pdWtl + y / l -  p2dW 2) (2.4.1)

dvt = k{6 — vt)dt + (jysfihdWl (2.4.2)
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Equation (4.2.5) gives the dynamics of the stock price: St denotes the stock price at 

time t, r is the risk neutral drift, and v/vt is the volatility. Equation (4.2.6) gives the 

evolution of the variance which follows a square root process: 6 is the long run mean 

variance, k represents the speed of mean reversion, and crv is a parameter which deter

mines the volatility of the variance process. The processes W * and W'f are independent 

standard Brownian motions under risk neutral measure Q, and p represents the instanta

neous correlation between the return process and the volatility process. First we derive 

the continuous variance strike.

2.4.1 SV  M odel: Continuous Variance Strike

P ro p o sitio n  4 In the Heston stochastic volatility model, the fair continuous variance 

strike K*ar =  £[V(;(0, T )] is given by:

E { b  [  VsdS) = 6 + VĴ - (  l - e ~ KT) (2.4.3)

Proof: The Laplace transform of vsds is given by (Cairns 2000)

E 0[ e - 4  fo^d t  | u(Q) =  Voj =  exp(j4(T, s) -  B(T, s)u0] (2.4.4)

where

A/rr   ̂ f  27 ( s )e i2LJ2 ^A(T,s)  =  —  log 'ST̂

B(T,s)

(7 (s) +  /t)(eC(*))r  — 1) +  2 7 (s)
2s (eC(s))T -  1)

T('y(s) + K)(eC(s))r  — 1) +  2 7 (s) 
cr?,s

7 (a) =  \ / k2 + 2 -^ -
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Prom the Laplace transform of J ^  vsds we can derive the first moment:

i :
vsds =  —7 - ( E fl\e-v £ v'd* | v{t) = vt] av ' (i/=o)

which proves (3.2.7). □

The fair continuous variance strike in the Heston stochastic volatility model is inde

pendent of the volatility of variance crv. Similarly, the variance of the continuous realized 

variance, Var(Vc(0,T)), can be derived by calculating the second moment of the Laplace 

transform.

/ 1 rT \  *(T-t) /
V a r ( -  j f  v ,ds)  =  ( 2 (e2« T~V _  2 e ^  k{T -  t) -  l)(vt -  6)

+  (4e*Cr - t) -  + 2e2K(-T~tK {T  -  t) -  1)0^ (2.4.5)

The variance of the continuous realized variance (2.4.5) depends on the volatility of 

variance. Since the variance of the continuous realized variance is not equal to zero, 

there will be a convexity correction (2.2.26) in the volatility strike and the fair volatility 

strike will not be equal to the square root of the fair variance strike. However, in the 

Heston stochastic volatility model, the realized variance on a sample path doesn’t satisfy 

condition (2.2.25), and the convexity correction formula (2.2.26) doesn’t provide a good 

estimate of the fair volatility strike. Numerical results are given in section 2.7.

We compute the fair continuous volatility strike in the stochastic volatility model 

by using the formula (2.3.11) and the Laplace transform of the realized variance from
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equation (3.2.7). Broadie and Jain (20066) present an alternative partial differential 

equation approach to compute the same quantities, as well as to price variance options. 

Next, we compute the fair discrete variance strike in the Heston stochastic volatility 

model and show that the expected discrete realized variance converges linearly to the 

expected continuous realized variance with the number of sampling dates.

2.4.2 SV M odel: D iscrete Variance Strike

P ro p o sitio n  5 In the Heston stochastic volatility model,

Eo(vd{0,n,T)^j = Eo ^Vc{0, T ) j  + g{r,p,av,n ,0 ,n)  (2.4.6)

The function g(-) is given explicitly in appendix A. It converges to zero linearly with

the number of sampling dates:

g(r,p,av,K,0,ri) = 0 \ -  
\ n

and the expectation of discrete realized variance converges to the expected continuous 

realized variance linearly with the sampling size (n = T / A t ). Hence,

K var(n ) =  K var +  P. °v, 0, Tl) (2.4.7)

and the discrete variance strike converges to the continuous variance strike linearly

with the number of sampling dates (At = T /n ) .
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A proof is given in appendix A. Hence, from equation (2.2.16) the initial value of 

a discrete variance swap, Pd(0 ,n ,T ,K ,I) ,  converges linearly to the initial value of a 

continuous variance swap, Pc(0 ,T ,K ,I ) ,  with the number of sampling dates.

2.5 M erton  Ju m p -D iffu sion  M od el

In this section, we present an analysis of the convergence of discrete variance strikes to 

continuous variance strikes with number of sampling dates in the Merton jump-diffusion 

(J) model. The risk neutral dynamics of the jump-diffusion model are given by:

J O
- 4  = (r -  Xm)dt +  <rdW? + dJt (2.5.1)
&t

where J t =  4 1^=1 Ô j — 1) an<̂  is a Poisson process with rate A and Yj is the rela

tive jump size in the stock price. When jump occurs at time tj, then <S(rt) =  S(t~)Y j,  

where the distribution of Yj is LN[a, b2] and to is the mean proportional size of jump 

E(Yj — 1) — m. The parameters a and m are related to each other by the equation: 

ea+2ft2 =  m +  1 and only one of them needs to be specified.

In the case of continuous sampling, realized variance consists of two components. 

The first is the accumulated variance of the underlying stock until the maturity of swap 

contributed from the diffusive Brownian motion and second is the contribution from 

jumps in the underlying stock. If there are N (T)  number of jumps in the stock in [0, T] 

then the contribution to the realized variance from jumps is given by
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Thus, the continuous realized variance in the Merton jump-diffusion model can be

expressed as

Vc(0,T) = ± j \ 2d t + ±

The fair continuous variance strike is obtained by taking the expectation of the con

tinuous realized variance:

In the jump-diffusion model, the fair continuous variance strike depends on the con

tinuous volatility parameter a  and the volatility of the stock from the jumps during the 

life of contract. Depending on the relative size of the jump parameters, realized variance 

can be significantly different than in other models.

2.5.1 Jum p-D iffusion M odel: C ontinuous V olatility Strike

In this section we derive the fair continuous volatility strike in the Merton jump-diffusion 

model. The continuous realized variance in the Merton jump-diffusion model is given by 

equation (2.5.2). We can compute the fair continuous volatility strike by using formula

K*var = E0[Vc(0,T)} = a 2 + A (a2 + b2)var (2.5.3)

(2.3.12).
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P ro p o sitio n  6  In the Merton jump-diffusion model, the Laplace transform of the con

tinuous realized variance E(exp(—sVc(0,T))) is given by:

E(exp(-sVc{0, T))) = exp (  -  sa2 + XT ( 6Xp^ + 2̂ ) _  A  \  (2 .5 .4)
V V ^  +  ^ i )  ) )

Proof: The Laplace transform of the continuous realized variance can be expressed

as

N(T)

E(exp(-sVc(0,T))) = E (exp (-s (a 2 + -  ^  (ln(Fj))2)))
i=1

=  e x p i - s a ^ E f E f ^ i H Y ^ N i T )  =  »
T t=i

(2.5.5)

where second equality follows by taking an expectation conditional on Poisson random 

variable, N (T) = n. Since ln(l)) ~  N(a,b2) follows the normal distribution, the inner 

expectation can be computed as:

exP fr+ isP '')
E (exp(-sVc(0,T))) = exp( - s a 2)E[  ^  ^ 2̂ ) g  ) (2'5’6)

We can compute the outer expectation as follows:

£ (ex p (-sF c(0,T))) =  e x p (-Sa 2) £  exp( AT) (AT)” /  (2 5 ?)
^  n! V (1 +  ^ ) 2  )
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Simplifying the infinite sum gives

i?(exp(—sV^(0, T))) =  exp(—s<r2)exp(—AT)exp

exp (  -  so2 +  AT ("exp^ + 2° ^ ) _  1 , , n

v y a + ^ f )

2.5.2 M erton Jump-DifFusion M odel: D iscrete Variance Strike 

P ro p o sitio n  7 In the Merton jump-diffusion model

E q (Vd(0, n, T) j  = E 0 ^Fc(0, T) J  +  f (r ,  a, b, a, A, m, T, n)

= cr2 + (a2 + b2)X + f(r,a ,b ,cr,X ,m,T,n)  (2.5.8)

where the function f ( r ,a ,b ,a ,X ,m ,T ,n )  converges to zero linearly with number of 

sampling dates n and

f(r,a ,b ,cr,X ,m ,T ,n) =
a 2 +  (a2 +  b2) X +  (r — Am — ^a2)2T  +  a2X2T  + 2 (r — Am — ^a 2)aXT

n — 1

The expectation of discrete realized variance converges to the expected continuous 

realized variance linearly with the sampling size (n =  T /A t) .  Consequently

K v a r  (n) =  K v a r  + f  (r, a,b, a, X ,  m ,T ,n )  (2.5.9)

and the fair discrete variance strike converges to the fair continuous variance strike 

linearly with number of sampling dates (n= T /A t).
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Proof: Applying ltd ’s lemma in the jump-diffusion model (2.5.1) and integrating 

from ti to 1 gives

In — (r — Xm — ^cr2) At +  a \ fA tZ i+i +  In ^ Yj (2.5.10)

where rij is number of jumps in the stock price during time ti+\ — t .̂ Squaring equation

(2.5.10) on both sides and summing from time 0 to time n  — 1 we get

n—1
1  \  1 3r — Xm — -<r2 j A t2 +  cr2A tZ f+l + 2a(r — Am — -cr2)At? Zi+\

+ (  ̂ ^ ln Y )^  +  2 ^ r  — Am — ^ - c r ^ A t f  ̂ ^ ln Y j'j  +  2aAtz Zi+i ( l > » i
3 =  1 j=l 3 = 1

(2.5.11)

The fair discrete variance strike can be calculated by dividing equation (2.5.11) on 

both sides by (n — l)A t and taking expectation under the risk neutral measure.

Kar(n)  = E Vd(0,n,T) = E 1 flr — Am  a ) A t-------
2 j  n — 1 »+i n — 1

+ 2a(r -  Am -  \cr2) A t l  Zi+l -Z L -  +  ( E ^ l n l ^
Z  7 1 — 1 J

n

+ 2 ( r - A m - ^ 2)(E " i1lnyj ) 
Z  J 71— 1

+2aZl+1( ^ L 1liiYj )
(n — 1)A t

(n — l)A f

(2.5.12)

Using properties of the normal and Poisson distributions,
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E(Zi) =  0 E[Zf+ J  =  1 E E lnY>
Lj =i

E toyi
j' = i

=  aAAf

=  b2E[nj\ +  a2(E(rij)2) = (a2 + b2)(XAt) +  (AA t)2a2

Substituting these in equation (2.5.12) we get

* 1 2\2 ^  2 n  (a2 +  b2)Xn a2X2T  ^
g , „ »  =  ( r - A m - - ^ )  —  + a —  +  n _ 1  + — - + 2 ( , - A m - r  ) —

1 2\ ° a t

(2.5.13)

The previous expression gives the fair discrete variance strike. Rearranging terms 

gives (2.5.9). □

Hence, from equation (2.2.16) the initial value of a discrete variance swap, Pd(0, n, T, K, I), 

converges linearly to the initial value of a continuous variance swap, Pc(0 ,T ,K ,I ) ,  with 

the number of sampling dates.

2.5.3 M erton Jum p-D iffusion M odel: D iscrete V olatility Strike

In this section we compute the fair discrete volatility strike in the Merton jump-diffusion 

model. We can compute the fair discrete volatility strike by using formula (2.3.12).

P ro p o sitio n  8 In the Merton jump-diffusion model, the Laplace transform of the dis

crete realized variance E(ex.p(—sV<i(0,n,T))) is given by:
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E ^ e x p ( - s V d(0,n,T)) E
7li=0

s((r—\m— T2)At+anj)2
exp(-XAt)(XAt)ni / 6XP ^ (n—1)At+2s(<72At+b2n.i)

1 + 2s(a2 At+b2nj 
(n—l)At il)

(2.5.14)

Proof: The Laplace transform of the discrete realized variance can be expressed as

E ^ e x p ( - s V d(0,n,T))
(n — l)A f

E l  E' ^exp

=  E i l £ (exP (
o x v

(n — l)A f 

(n — l)A t

N(0), N(T))

N(0),N(ti) .. . . ,N {T))

(2.5.15)

The third equality follows since a Poisson process has stationary and independent 

increments where

ln(Y))^ (2.5.16)

and nj is number of jumps in the stock price during the time fj+1 — tt . The random

variables rij are independent and identically distributed with Poisson rate XAt for each 

i — 0,1,..., n — 1. Since ln(Y)) ~  N(a, b2) the distribution of log return given r?,j jumps is

In f  ~  N ((r  — Xm — -cr2)A t  + ani, a2 A t  + b2rii) (2.5.17)

In 3t+l =  (r — A m  a 2) A t a\JAtZj+i +  ^  '
7 = 1
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The inner expectation in equation (2.5.15) can be solved using property (2.5.17):

-s((i— Am— |cr2)A t+ a n i)2
/  \  /  ( eXP  I (n —l)At+2s(<72 At+Prii) I \  \

£ ( e xp(- sVj(0 , , . „ )  =  B ( n (

(—s(( i— Am—^ g 2)A t+ an j)2 
(n - l)A f+ 2 s ( (r2A t+62n <)

 „ iH- \  I n  i 2s(tr2A i+ 6 2n i )-|
n ‘= °  y ( l +  ' (n —l)A t 1

(2.5.18)

The second equality follows since rij are independent. □

The expectation in (2.5.18) can be computed numerically since the sum converges 

very fast. We use the Laplace transform and formula (2.3.12) to compute the fair dis

crete volatility strike in the Merton jump-diffusion model.

2.6 S toch astic  V o la tility  M od el w ith  Jum ps

In this section, we present an analysis of the convergence of discrete variance strikes to 

continuous variance strikes with number of sampling dates in the stochastic volatility 

(SVJ) model with jumps. The Bates (1996) and Scott (1997) stochastic volatility with 

jumps (SVJ) is an extension of SV (4.2.5, 4.2.6) model to include jumps in the stock 

price process. The risk-neutral dynamics are:

J Q
= (r -  \m )d t  +  y/v~t{pdWl + y f  1 -  p2dW^) + dJt 

dvt = k(9 -  vt)dt +  av^JvtdW} (2 .6 .1)
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The specifications of different parameters are same as in the Heston stochastic volatil

ity model specified in equations (4.2.5) and (4.2.6) and the Merton jump-diffusion (J) 

model specified by equation (2.5.1). The jump process, N t and the Brownian motion are 

independent.

From equation (2.5.2) the continuous realized variance in SVJ model can be expressed

as

1  f T 1  / N{T) \
Vc(0, T) =  r  I  v*dt + t { J ^  (ln^ ) 2J (2-6-2)

The fair continuous variance strike in SVJ model is obtained by taking the expectation 

of the continuous realized variance and using equations (3.2.7) and (2.5.3) we get :

K *var =  E0[Vc(0,T)} = 6 +  ^ ^ ( 1  -  e~KT) +  A(a2 +  b2) (2.6.3)

2.6.1 SVJ M odel: Continuous V olatility Strike

In this section we derive the fair continuous volatility strike in SVJ model. The contin

uous realized variance in SVJ model is given by equation (2.6.2).

P ro p o sitio n  9 In SVJ model, the fair continuous volatility strike is given by the fol

lowing equation:

----------  1 r°° 1 -  E(e~sVc(0,T'))
K*vol = E^VAO jF) = —  /  -------- L _ --------l ds (2.6.4)

4%/  ̂Jo s 2
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where Laplace transform of the continuous realized variance E(exp(—sVc(0,T))) is 

given by:

E{exp(-sVc{Q, T))) =  exp ( A(T, s) -  B{T , s)v0 + XT ( -  1^  (2.6.5)
v +

A (T ,s ) and B (T ,s ) are given by equation (2-4-4)■

Proof: Equation (2.6.4) follows from (2.3.11) and equation (2.6.5) follows from propo

sitions 5 and 8 . □

2 .6 .2  S V J  M o d e l: D is c re te  V a ria n c e  S tr ik e  

P ro p o sitio n  10 In SVJ model,

Eo^Vd{0,n,T)^j = E0( v c{0,T)^  +  h(r,p,av ,n ,6 ,X ,m ,b ,n)  (2.6.6)

The function h(-) is given explicitly in appendix A. It converges to zero linearly with 

the number of sampling dates:

h(r, p,crv,K,8, \ ,m ,b ,n )  = 0 [  —
\ n

and the expectation of discrete realized variance converges to the expected continuous 

realized variance linearly with the sampling size (n = T /A t) .  Hence,

K Var K VarJ~h'{r,p,(7v,K ,Q ,\,m ,b ,n f  (2.6.7)
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and the discrete variance strike converges to the continuous variance strike linearly 

with the number of sampling dates (At = T /n ) .

A proof is given in appendix A. Hence, from equation (2.2.16) the initial value of 

a discrete variance swap, Pd(0,n,T, K , I ) ,  converges linearly to the initial value of a 

continuous variance swap, Pc(0 ,T ,K ,I ) ,  with the number of sampling dates.

2 .7  N u m erica l R esu lts

In this section we present numerical results for the computation of fair variance strikes 

and fair volatility strikes. We price variance swaps and volatility swaps of one year ma

turity with monthly, weekly and daily sampling i.e., with n = 12,52,252 respectively. 

For each sampling size n  we compute variance strikes and volatility strikes using analyt

ical formulas and simulation. Using Monte Carlo simulation, we calculate the realized 

variance, the realized volatility, the convexity correction term and the 3rd and 4th order 

correction terms in equation (2.2.28). We use the model parameters similar to those es

timated in Duffie, Pan and Singleton (2000). These were found by minimizing the mean 

squared errors for market option prices for S&P500 on November 2, 1993. We adjust 

the parameters slightly so that the fair continuous variance strike, (13.261%)2, is same 

in these models. We used the stochastic volatility jump model parameters and equation 

(3.2.7) to calculate the volatility in the Merton jump-diffusion (J) model. Table 5.1 gives 

these parameters.
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Table 2.1: Model parameters used in numerical experiments

Parameters BS model SV model J model SVJ model
risk free rate r 3.19% 3.19% 3.19% 3.19%

initial volatility \/Vq 13.261% 10.101% 11.394% 9.4%
correlation p n /a -0.70 n /a -0.79

long run mean variance 6 n /a 0.019 n /a 0.014
speed of mean reversion k n /a 6.21 n /a 3.99

volatility of variance av n /a 0.31 n /a 0.27
jump arrival rate A n /a n /a 0.11 0.11

mean proportional size of jump m n /a n /a -0.12 -0.12
jump size volatility b n /a n /a 0.15 0.15

Table 2.2: Fair variance strikes and fair volatility strikes versus the number of sampling 
dates in the Merton jump-diffusion model

71
Simulation Analytical Simulation Num. Int.

K var(n)
(%2)

S E
(K*ar(n))

K var(n )
(%2)

Pn K*voL{n)
(%)

S E
(Kolin))

Koi(n)
(%)

Monthly 13.867 0.784 13.868 0.947 12.806 0.004 12.798
Weekly 13.407 0.735 13.394 0.966 12.565 0.003 12.559
Daily 13.305 0.734 13.288 0.973 12.504 0.003 12.498
Cont. 13.261 12.481

The first column shows the sampling size in computing the realized variance of one year maturity swap in 
the jump-diffusion model. The second column shows the fair variance strike for the respective number of 
sampling dates computed using simulation. The third column shows the standard error in the estimate of 
the fair variance strike computed using simulation. The fourth column shows the fair variance strike values 
computed using analytical formula (2.5.9). The fifth column shows the correlation coefficient pn. The sixth 
column shows fair volatility strikes obtained using simulation with a control variate. The seventh column 
shows the standard error in the estimate of the fair volatility strike and last column shows the fair volatility 
strike computed using numerical integration. The last row shows the fair continuous variance strike and the 
fair continuous volatility strike.

2.7.1 M erton Jum p-D iffusion M odel

In the Merton jump-diffusion model we compute fair discrete variance strikes using the 

formula (2.5.9). We compute the fair continuous variance strike using the formula (2.5.3). 

We compute fair discrete volatility strikes using the integration formula (2.3.12) and 

Laplace transform of the discrete realized variance (2.5.14). Equation (2.3.12) can be
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represented in the following way:

t , (  n T t \  1 f b 1 -  E { e - s a R ^ )  J  1 1 -  E ( e - s a R ^ )  ,
E { ^ ) = w J o , i — - ds + W « l  — l ds

P-7-1)

We can bound the second integral as follows:

1 f°° 1 -  E ie -^ R ^ ) )  1 1 1
I  5 “  9 rz /  ~3"^s — /—r (2.7.2)

7b s 2 Jb S2 V7T02%/7T ,

There are two types of errors in computing the fair discrete variance strike numerically 

using the integration formula. The first one is the discretization error in evaluating the 

first integral in equation (2.7.1) and second is the tail sum error in the second integral 

in equation (2.7.1). We compute discrete volatility strikes so that both errors are less 

than 10-8 . Thus, we choose the parameter b = 1016 and evaluate first integral between 

0 and b = 1016 such that the discretization error in the first integral is less than 10-8 .

Similarly, we compute the fair continuous volatility strike using the integration for

mula and the Laplace transform of the continuous realized variance (2.5.4). We also 

compute the fair variance strike and the fair volatility strike using simulation.

For computing the fair variance strike and the fair volatility strike using simulation 

we need to simulate the jump diffusion model at fixed dates. We used the following 

equation to simulate the stock prices at every time t{ — iT jn  in the partition 0 =  to <
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ti < ... < tn = T  of [0,T].

Sl+i — Si a{ r —X m — |<T2)A t+ <T \/A tZ ,i+ l

N ( t i + 1 )

n  n
j=mu)

(2.7.3)

where N(ti)  refers to total jumps in time [0, ti]. We simulated N  — 1,000,000 paths

of the underlying asset in the Merton jump-diffusion model.
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Figure 2.1: Convergence of fair strikes with sampling size in jump-diffusion model. This figure plots 
on log-log scale difference in the fair discrete strike and the fair continuous strike versus the number of 
sampling dates.

Table 2.2 shows the results in the Merton jump-diffusion model. We used equation 

(2.5.13) to compute the fair variance strike. Since we know the exact value of the 

fair discrete variance strike we used the control variate method to obtain more reliable 

estimates of fair volatility strikes from simulation. We used the following equation to 

compute the fair volatility strike:
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K*vol(n) = E ( ^ V d(0,n,T)) -  bn (E((Vd(0,n,T)) -  f C r ( « ) )  (2.7.4)

where E(y/(Vd(0,n,T))  is the simulation estimate of the fair volatility strike with 

number of sampling dates n, E((Vd(Q, n, T )) is the simulation estimate of the fair variance 

strike with same sampling size computed using same simulation paths, K*ar (n) is the fair 

discrete variance strike computed using equation (2.5.13) and bn is the optimal coefficient 

which minimizes the variance and is given by:

, Cov((Vrf(0, n, T), yJ{Vd{Q, n, T))
Var((Vd(0, n ,T ))

The ratio of the variance of the optimally controlled estimator K*ol(n) to that of the 

uncontrolled estimator is 1—p\  where pn is the correlation coefficient between (Vd(0, n, T) 

and y/(Vd(0, n ,T ) .  We also report the correlation coefficient pn for all sampling sizes n 

in Table 2 .2 .

From the analytical results we plot log(K’*ar(n) — K*ar) versus log(n). Figure 2.1 

shows the convergence plot of the fair variance strike and the fair volatility strike with 

the number of sampling dates. These results show that in the Merton jump-diffusion 

model the fair discrete variance strike converges linearly to the fair continuous variance 

strike with the number of sampling dates consistent with Proposition 8 .

For computing the convergence rate of the discrete volatility strikes to continuous 

volatility strikes we do the following. From the numerical integration results we plot
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Table 2.3: Approximation of the fair volatility strike using the convexity correction 
formula in jump-diffusion model

n
Conv.

corr.(cc)
3rd

order
4th

order
Excess

Prob.(p)
K :ol(n)(%) 

using cc True value Diff (%)
Monthly 2.881 13.801 111.630 0.053 10.985 12.798 1.813
Weekly 2.799 13.422 109.350 0.053 10.608 12.559 1.951
Daily 2.861 13.973 122.290 0.053 10.444 12.498 2.054

T h e first colum n show s th e  sam pling size in com p utin g  th e  realized variance o f  1 year m atu rity  vo la tility  sw ap. 
T h e second colum n show s th e  con vex ity  correction term  (2 .2 .26) w ith  th e  different num ber o f  sam pling  dates. 
T h e third  and fourth colum ns show  th e  3rd and 4 th order term  in  equation  (2 .2 .28 ). T h e  fifth  colum n show s 
th e  excess probab ility  (2 .2 .27). T h e  six th  colum n colum n show s th e  fair vo la tility  strike com p uted  using the  
con vexity  correction formula. T h e seventh  colum n show s th e  fair vo latility  strike com p uted  using num erical 
in tegration  and  th e  last colum n show s th e  abso lu te d ifference betw een  th e  fair vo la tility  strike com puted  using  
th e  num erical in tegration  in  Table 2.2 and th e  con vexity  correction formula.

log {Kaolin) — K*ol) versus log(n) and compute the coefficient 0 using regression:

loS( K o i ( n ) ~  K o i )  =  log(7i) -  /31og(n) (2.7.5)

For the volatility strike we get,

\og(K*ol(n) — K*ol) = —1.014 log(n) — 4.554 R 2 = 0.999 (2.7.6)

These results show that the fair discrete volatility strike converges to the fair contin

uous volatility strike linearly with number of sampling dates.

Table 2.3 shows the results of computing the fair volatility strike by the convexity 

correction formula. The excess probability p from (2.2.27) is not equal to zero and the 

3rd and 4th order terms in equation (2.2.28) are comparable in magnitude with convex

ity correction term. We can see from the last column the differences between the fair
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volatility strike computed using numerical integration and computed using convexity 

correction formula is quite significant. Hence, the convexity correction formula doesn’t 

work well to compute the fair volatility strike in the Merton jump-diffusion model.

2 .7 .2  H e s to n  S to c h a s t ic  V o la t il ity  M o d e l

In the Heston stochastic volatility model we compute fair discrete variance strikes from 

equation (2.4.7) the fair continuous variance strike from equation (3.2.7). We also com

pute fair discrete variance strikes and fair discrete volatility strikes using Monte Carlo 

simulation. We compute the fair continuous volatility strike by numerical integration 

using (2.3.12) and the Laplace transform of the continuous realized variance (2.4.4).

For the stochastic volatility model, we used the Euler discretization with modified 

drift to simulate the paths of the stock price and the variance process on a discrete time 

grid with continuous approximation to the drift part. Let 0 = tg < t\ < ... < tn = T  be 

a partition of [0,T] into n  equal segments of length At =  T/n ,  i.e. t j  =  iT /n  for each 

i = 0,1, ...,n. The discretization of the stock price process is:

Sti = St +  rS ti_1A t  + +  y / l ^ A W ^ )

where AW / =  — W^. ^  j  — 1, 2. The discretization of the variance process is:

vti = 6(1 -  e - « A t ) +  vti_ie - KAt + ^ H - l a vA W l  

Here, we used the exact solution of the drift part of the variance process. We used the
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parameters in Table 5.1 for simulation. We simulated N  — 1,000,000 paths of stock 

prices to compute the fair strikes and the convexity approximation terms for different 

number of sampling dates. In our simulation we set the variance process to zero if vari

ance goes negative.

Table 2.4: Fair variance strikes and fair volatility strikes with different numbers of sam
pling dates in the SV model

n
Simulation Analytical Simulation

K a r i n a ) SE(K*var(n)) K a M W ) K U n )(% ) SE(K*vol(n))
Monthly 13.789 0.122 13.782 13.400 0.004
Weekly 13.373 0.078 13.365 13.143 0.003
Daily 13.287 0.061 13.282 13.102 0.002
Cont. 13.261 13.096

T h e first colum n show s th e  num ber o f  sam pling d ates in com p utin g  th e  realized variance o f one year m atu rity  
sw ap in stoch astic  vo la tility  m odel. T h e  second colum n show s th e  fair variance strike for resp ective num ber  
o f sam pling d a tes com p uted  using sim ulation . T h e  third  colum n show s th e  standard  error in th e  sim ulation  
estim ate  o f th e  fair variance strike K ^ ar(n).  T h e fourth colum n show s th e  fair variance strike com p uted  using  
th e  form ula in  proposition  5. T h e  fourth and fifth colum ns show  fair vo la tility  strikes and their standard  error. 
T h e last row show s th e  fair variance strike and th e  fair vo la tility  strike in th e  case o f a  continuously  sam pled  
swap.

Table 2.4 shows fair discrete and continuous variance and volatility strikes in the SV 

model. In the Heston stochastic volatility model, the fair discrete variance strike in the 

case of monthly sampling (n = 12) is (13.782%)2 versus the fair continuous variance 

strike (13.261%)2. This corresponds to a relative percentage difference of 8.01%. The 

fair discrete volatility strike 13.40% in the monthly sampling (n = 12) differs from the 

fair continuous volatility strike 13.09%. This corresponds to a relative percentage differ

ence of 2.31%. The third column in Table 2.4 shows the standard error in the estimate 

of the fair variance strike, ^/Var(Vrf(0, n ,T ) ) /N ,  where N  is the number of simulation
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Figure 2.2: C onvergence o f  fair strikes w ith  num ber of sam pling d ates in stoch a stic  vo la tility  m odel. 
T his figure p lo ts  on log-log  scale th e  difference in th e  fair d iscrete strike and th e  fair continuous strike  
versus th e  num ber o f sam pling dates.

paths. The number of simulation paths N  is same for all sampling sizes n. The nu

merical results show that the variance of the realized variance, Var(Vd(0, n, T)), doesn’t 

converge to zero in the Heston stochastic volatility model. For n =  252 we compute 

y/Var(V’(j(0 ,n ,T )) =  0.0062 using equation (2.4.5) and it is consistent with numerical 

results from the simulation. Unlike the Black-Scholes model, in the Heston stochastic 

volatility model the fair continuous volatility strike (13.09%) is not equal to the square 

root of the fair continuous variance strike (13.26%).

From the analytical results we plot \og(K*ar(n) — K*ar) versus log(n). We plot the 

same for the volatility strikes using the simulation results. Figure 2.2 shows the conver

gence plot of the fair variance strikes and the fair volatility strikes with the number of 

sampling dates. These results show that in the Heston stochastic volatility model the
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fair discrete variance strike converges linearly to the fair continuous variance strike with 

the number of sampling dates, consistent with Proposition 5.

We determine the convergence rate of the fair discrete volatility strike to the fair 

continuous volatility strike numerically using the same procedure from section 2.7.1. 

The regression equation of the volatility strike is

log(K*ol(n) -  K*vol) =  —1.098log(n) -  4.562 R 2 =  0.999 (2.7.7)

These results show that in the Heston stochastic volatility model the fair discrete 

volatility strike converges linearly to the fair continuous volatility strike with sampling 

size.

2.7.3 Stochastic V olatility M odel w ith  Jum ps

In stochastic volatility model with jumps (SVJ) we compute fair discrete variance strikes 

from equation (2.6.7) the fair continuous variance strike from equation (2.6.3). We also 

compute fair discrete variance strikes and fair discrete volatility strikes using Monte 

Carlo simulation. We compute the fair continuous volatility strike by numerical integra

tion using (2.6.4).

For simulating stochastic volatility model with jumps, we used the Euler discretiza

tion with modified drift to simulate the paths of the variance process on a discrete time 

grid with continuous approximation to the drift part as described in section 2.7.2 and
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Table 2.5: Fair variance strikes and fair volatility strikes with different numbers of sam
pling dates in the SVJ model

n
Simulation Analytical Simulation

K a r i n W ) SE{K*var{n)) K t a M m SE(K*vol(n))
Monthly 13.854 0.796 13.891 12.756 0.017
Weekly 13.398 0.749 13.397 12.313 0.017
Daily 13.311 0.757 13.290 12.236 0.017
Cont. 13.261 12.222

The first column shows the number of sampling dates in computing the realized variance of one year 
maturity swap in stochastic volatility model with jumps. The second column shows the fair variance strike 
for respective number of sampling dates computed using simulation. The third column shows the standard 
error in the simulation estimate of the fair variance strike K*ar(n). The fourth column shows the fair 
variance strike computed using the formula in proposition 5. The fifth and sixth columns show fair volatility 
strikes and their standard error. The last row shows the fair variance strike and the fair volatility strike in 
the case of a continuously sampled swap.
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Figure 2.3: Convergence of fair strikes with sampling size in SVJ model. This figure plots on log-log 
scale difference in the fair discrete strike and the fair continuous strike versus the number of sampling 
dates.

the stock price process with jumps in it. We used the parameters in Table 5.1 for sim

ulation. We simulated N  = 100,000 paths of stock prices to compute the fair strikes 

and the convexity approximation terms for different number of sampling dates. In our
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simulation we set the variance process to zero if variance goes negative.

Table 2.6: Approximation of the fair volatility strike using the convexity correction 
formula in SVJ model

n
Conv

corr.(cc)
3rd

order
4th

order
Excess

Prob.(p) using cc correct value Diff (%)
Monthly 2.980 12.759 99.433 0.061 10.874 12.756 1.882
Weekly 2.915 12.488 97.879 0.062 10.483 12.313 1.830
Daily 3.039 13.454 122.090 0.072 10.272 12.131 1.859

The first column shows the number of sampling dates in computing the realized variance of one year maturity 
volatility swap. The second column shows the convexity correction term (2.2.26) with the different number 
of sampling dates. The third and fourth columns show the 3rd and 4th order term in equation (2.2.28). The 
fifth column shows the excess probability (2.2.27). The sixth column column shows the fair volatility strike 
computed using convexity correction formula. The seventh column shows the fair volatility strike computed 
using simulation and the last column shows the difference between the fair volatility strike computed using the 
simulation in Table 2.5 and the convexity correction formula (2.2.26).

Table 2.5 shows fair discrete and continuous variance and volatility strikes in the SVJ 

model. In SVJ model, the fair discrete variance strike in the case of monthly sampling 

(n =  12) is (13.891%)2 versus the fair continuous variance strike (13.26%)2. This cor

responds to a relative percentage difference of 9.68%. The fair discrete volatility strike 

12.756% in the monthly sampling (n = 12) differs from the fair continuous volatility 

strike 12.222%. This corresponds to a relative percentage difference of 4.43%. Even 

though fair variance strikes are similar in SV, J and SVJ models, the fair volatility 

strikes in SVJ model are less compared to the SV and J model. This implied there is 

more convexity value in the SVJ model.

From the analytical results we plot log(K*ar(n) -  K*ar) versus log(n). We plot the 

same for the volatility strikes using the simulation results. Figure 2.3 shows the conver-
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gence plot of the fair variance strikes and the fair volatility strikes with the number of 

sampling dates. These results show that in SVJ model the fair discrete variance strike 

converges linearly to the fair continuous variance strike with the number of sampling 

dates, consistent with Proposition 10.

We determine the convergence rate of the fair discrete volatility strike to the fair 

continuous volatility strike numerically using the same procedure from section 2.7.1. 

The regression equation of the volatility strike is

\oE(K*oi(n) -  K ol) = -1 .046 log(n) -  4.428 R 2 = 0.99 (2.7.8)

These results show that in SVJ model the fair discrete volatility strike converges lin

early to the fair continuous volatility strike with sampling size.

Table 2.6 shows the results of computing the fair volatility strike by the convexity 

correction formula. The excess probability p from (2.2.27) is not equal to zero and the 

3rd and 4th order terms in equation (2.2.28) are comparable in magnitude with convex

ity correction term. We can see from the last column the differences between the fair 

volatility strike computed using numerical integration and computed using convexity 

correction formula is quite significant. Hence, the convexity correction formula doesn’t 

work well to compute the fair volatility strike in SVJ model.

Table 2.7 shows fair variance strikes and fair volatility strikes in different models with
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Table 2.7: Comparison of fair variance strikes and fair volatility strikes in different models

Sampling 
Size (n)

Kar(% 2) K*voi(%)
BS SV J SVJ BS SV J SVJ

Monthly 13.86 13.78 13.87 13.89 13.54 13.40 12.80 12.76
Weekly 13.33 13.36 13.39 13.40 13.33 13.14 12.56 12.31
Daily 13.27 13.28 13.29 13.29 13.28 13.10 12.50 12.24

Continuous 13.26 13.26 13.26 13.26 13.26 13.09 12.48 12.22

The first column shows the number of sampling dates. Then next four columns show fair variance 
strikes in the Black-Scholes (BS), the Heston stochastic volatility (SV), the Merton jump-diffusion 
model (J) and stochastic volatility model with jumps (SVJ) respectively. The last three columns 
show fair volatility strikes in respective models.

different sampling sizes. This table illustrates answers to the questions about variance 

and volatility swaps we have investigated in this chapter. The fair volatility strike is less 

than the square root of the fair variance strike due to the concave payoff of volatility swap 

in realized variance. This is true for all models and all sampling sizes except for continu

ous sampling in the Black-Scholes model in which case they are equal. Even though fair 

continuous variance strikes are identical in all models, fair continuous volatility strikes 

are significantly different. Fair discrete strikes under monthly and weekly sampling axe 

considerably different than under continuous sampling. Formulas and results derived for 

idealized contracts with continuous sampling should be applied with caution to instru

ments which use discrete sampling.

Next we compute the variance strikes and volatility strikes with an alternative def

inition of the realized variance in equation (3.2.1) and with varying maturities of the 

variance swap. All the results so far were computed for a maturity of one year and with 

m  =  n — 1 in the realized variance definition specified in equation (3.2.1). We have seen
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that with this definition (m =  n — 1) discrete variance strikes are different than the 

continuous variance strikes. Table 2.8 shows the variance strikes computed using two 

definition of the realized variance and with different maturities in the SVJ model. As 

can be seen from the results using m =  n in the definition of the realized variance re

moves the effect of discrete sampling in the fair variance strike. There is not a significant 

difference in the fair variance strike with different sampling sizes when m  = n  in the def

inition of the realized variance. Also the effect of discrete sampling is more pronounced 

in the shorter maturity swaps. In the market, the typical maturity of swaps varies from 

one month to 30 years with one month being most popular and 30 year is quite less. 

In most of the contracts sampling is done daily or weekly and sometimes monthly. As 

can be seen from these results there is about 29 basis points difference between discrete 

sampling (daily) and continuous sampling one month fair variance strike. The effect of 

discreteness decreases as maturity increases.

Table 2.8: Comparison of fair variance strikes with an alternative definition of realized 
variance and with maturities in the SVJ model

Sampling 
Size n

1 month 6 months 1 year 30 years
71—1 n n — 1 71 71—1 n 71—1 71

Monthly - - 14.26 13.02 13.89 13.30 13.67 13.65
Weekly 14.21 12.31 13.23 12.98 13.40 13.27 13.63 13.63
Daily 12.58 12.29 13.02 12.97 13.29 13.26 13.63 13.63

Continuous 12.29 12.97 13.26 13.63
The first column shows the sampling size. The first row shows the maturity of the variance strike. The 
columns n — 1 refers to the variance strike computed when m  =  n — 1 in the realized variance definition 
in equation (3.2.1). The columns n refers to the variance strike computed when m =  n in the realized 
variance definition in equation (3.2.1).
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The difference in the fair volatility strike and the square root of the fair variance strike 

is called the convexity value. Table 2.9 shows fair volatility strikes computed using the 

convexity correction formula and true fair volatility strikes in all three models. The 

convexity correction formula only works well in the Black-Scholes model and performs 

poorly in the Heston stochastic volatility model and even worse in the models with jumps 

(J, SVJ). It can be seen from the results that the convexity value depends on the model 

and the sampling size.

Table 2.9: Comparison of fair volatility strikes and approximations using the convexity 
correction formula in different models

Sampling 
Size n

BS K SV K J k ; SVJ K*vol{%)
cc true cc true cc true cc true

Monthly 13.54 13.54 13.31 13.40 10.99 12.80 10.87 12.76
Weekly 13.33 13.33 13.12 13.14 10.61 12.56 10.48 12.31
Daily 13.28 13.28 13.09 13.10 10.44 12.50 10.27 12.13
The first column shows the number of sampling dates. Then next two columns show fair 
volatility strikes in the Black-Scholes (BS) model computed using the convexity correction 
formula and true fair volatility strikes. The fourth and the fifth columns provide results 
in the Heston stochastic volatility (SV) and the sixth and seventh columns give results for 
the Merton jump-diffusion (J) model and last two columns give results for the stochastic 
volatility model with jumps (SVJ).

Next we analyze the effect of ignoring jumps in the computation of the fair variance 

strike. Broadie and Jain (2007) provides the VIX index formula in the SVJ model. 

The VIX index provides the one month realized variance as computed from portfolio 

of out-of-money S&P 500 (SPX) put and call options of one month maturity. In the 

underlying has no jumps the VIX value and the fair variance strike are same or in other 

words the static portfolio of out-of-money call and put options replicates the one month 

continuous realized variance. But when there are jumps in the underlying the VIX or
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the portfolio of options doesn’t capture the realized variance completely. Hence, in the 

case of jumps the market VIX value and the fair variance strike value differs. We want to 

analyze the magnitude of this difference which also specifies the effect of ignoring jumps 

in computing the fair variance strike from the portfolio of options. Broadie and Jain 

(2007) shows that the VIX index in the SVJ model is given by

1 _  e ~ K T

VIX =  \I0  +  (no -  9) +  2A(m -  a) (2.7.9)

where r  =  30/365. The fair variance strike in the SVJ model is given by (2.6.3). 

Hence the effect of ignoring jumps in the fair variance strike can be computed as :

y i ^ - v i x  =  \ j e + l  e KT(Vt - e )  + \(a* + b>))
Hj'T

1 _  g-KT
9 + ----------- (vt -  9) +  2A(m -  a) (2.7.10)

K T

Prom the above equation, we can expand the individual terms to understand the effect 

of jumps on the fair variance swap strike. On expanding the right hand side terms in 

equation (2.7.10) we get

K*var -  VIX2 =  \b 2(—a -  ±b2) + i ( o  +  \ b 2f  +  0((o  +  ifc2)3) (2.7.11)

Also depending upon the direction of jump the VIX index can under-approximate or 

over-approximate the fair variance strike.

VIX < \JK*ar N egative Ju m p s

VIX > K*ar. P ositive  Ju m p s  (2.7.12)
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Table 2.10: Effect of jumps in the fair variance strike

A =  0.4 a /f^var VIX Diff.
b/m -0.2 0 0.2 -0.2 0 0.2 -0.2 0 0.2

0 18.81 10.24 16.46 18.34 10.24 16.78 0.47 0.00 -0.32
0.2 24.50 17.52 20.90 23.16 17.46 21.95 1.35 0.06 -1.05
0.4 36.94 30.61 30.94 33.71 30.08 32.89 3.23 0.53 -1.95
0.5 44.28 37.86 37.03 39.83 36.81 39.14 4.45 1.05 -2.11

This Table shows the fair variance strike and the VIX value and their difference with 
different jump parameters. This Table also shows the effect of ignoring jumps in the 
computation of the fair variance strike. The first column shows the jump size volatility b 
and the second row shows the mean proportional size of jump, m.

Table 2.10 shows the effect of ignoring jumps in the fair variance strike as computed 

from equation (2.7.10). We use the SVJ model parameters in Table 5.1 and varying the 

jump mean size and volatility to compute these differences. The first three columns show 

the fair variance strikes with different mean jump size m  and jump size volatility b. The 

next three columns show the strike computed from static portfolio of options or the VIX 

value and the last three columns show the difference between the fair variance strike 

and VIX index value. As can be seen with negative jump size the strike from portfolio 

of options or the VIX index value under approximates the fair variance strike and vice 

versa. Also we saw in results before that discrete fair variance strike is more than the 

continuous fair variance strike. Hence when the underlying has negative jumps (which in 

general is true in equity markets) then the effect of discrete sampling and jumps add up 

and the fair discrete variance strike when the underlying has jump can be significantly 

different from the continuous fair variance strike value. The parameters reported here 

are typical range of parameters in the SVJ model as reported in the (Gatheral 2006). 

These results show that the effect of jumps is quite significant.
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2.8 C on clu sion

In this chapter we study the pricing of variance swaps and volatility swaps in four 

financial models. We derive analytical formulas for fair discrete variance strikes in the 

Black-Scholes model, the Heston stochastic volatility model, the Merton jump-diffusion 

model and the Bates and Scott stochastic volatility model with jumps. We investigate 

the effect of discrete sampling and jumps in the underlying on fair variance strikes. We 

found that the effect of discrete sampling is less significant as compared to the effect 

of jumps in the underlying. The discrete sampling effect depends on the maturity of 

swap and size of sampling. The effect of jumps in the underlying on fair variance strikes 

depends on direction and magnitude of jumps. Hence one month discrete variance strike 

when the underlying has negative jumps can be significantly different from the continuous 

fair variance strike. We also present an argument to show that the convexity correction 

formula to approximate fair volatility strikes doesn’t provide good estimates in jump- 

diffusion models. We present numerical approaches to compute fair volatility strikes. 

In particular we compute fair discrete volatility strikes from numerical integration and 

Monte Carlo simulation techniques. We show numerically that in all models fair discrete 

variance and volatility strikes converge linearly to fair continuous volatility strikes as the 

sampling size increases.
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C hapter 3

Pricing and H edging V olatility  
Derivatives

3.1 In trod u ction

Volatility derivatives are securities whose payoff depends on the realized variance of an 

underlying asset or an index. The realized variance is the average variance of the under

lying asset price over the life of the volatility derivative. A variance swap has a payoff 

which is a linear function of the realized variance. A volatility swap has a payoff which is 

a concave function of the realized variance and a variance call option payoff is a convex 

function of the realized variance. We provide definitions of different volatility derivatives 

in section 3.2.

In this work we propose a methodology for hedging volatility swaps and variance options 

using variance swaps. Since the price of both variance swaps and volatility swaps depend 

on the realized variance of the underlying asset, there must be a relationship between 

their prices to avoid arbitrage. Since variance swaps can be priced and hedged using 

actively traded European call and put options, by exploiting the no arbitrage relation

ship between volatility derivatives and variance swaps we can price and hedge volatility 

derivatives.
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The volatility of asset prices is an indispensable input in both pricing options and in 

risk management. Through the introduction of volatility derivatives, volatility is now, 

in effect, a tradable market instrument. Previously traders would use a delta-hedged 

option position as a means to trade volatility. However, this does not provide a pure 

volatility exposure since the return also depends on the underlying stock price. Variance 

and volatility swaps provide pure exposure to volatility and have become quite popu

lar in the market. Three different groups of traders have emerged: directional traders, 

spread traders, and volatility hedgers. Directional traders bet on the future level of 

volatility, while spread traders trade the spread between realized and implied volatility. 

In contrast, a volatility hedger typically covers short volatility positions. Variance and 

volatility swaps capture the volatility of the underlying asset over a specified time period 

and are effective hedging instruments for volatility exposure. Based on the demand from 

volatility traders, the market in volatility and variance swaps has developed rapidly over 

the last few years and is expected to grow more in the future. Hence, the pricing and 

hedging of these derivatives have become an important research problem in academia 

and industry.

Demeterfi et al. (1999) examined the properties of variance and volatility swaps. They 

showed that variance swaps can be replicated by a static position in European call 

and put options of all strikes and a dynamic trading strategy in the underlying asset. 

Brockhaus and Long (2000) provided an analytical approximation for the pricing of 

volatility swaps. Javaheri et al. (2002) discussed the valuation of volatility swaps in 

the GARCH(1,1) stochastic volatility model. They used a partial differential equation
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approach to determine the first two moments of the realized variance and then used a 

convexity approximation formula to price the volatility swaps. Little and Pant (2001) 

developed a finite difference method for the valuation of variance swaps in the case of dis

crete sampling in an extended Black-Scholes framework. Detemple and Osakwe (2000) 

priced European and American options on the terminal value of volatility when volatility 

follows a diffusion process. Carr et al. (2005) priced options on realized variance by di

rectly modeling the quadratic variation of underlying process using a Levy process. Carr 

and Lee (2005) priced arbitrary payoffs of realized variance provided a zero correlation 

assumption between stock price process and variance process. In chapter two we show 

that the convexity correction formula doesn’t provide a good estimate of fair volatility 

strikes in the Heston stochastic volatility and the Merton jump-diffusion models.

In this chapter we price variance and volatility swaps when the variance process is a 

continuous diffusion given by the Heston stochastic volatility model. We compute fair 

volatility strikes and price variance options by deriving a partial differential equation that 

must be satisfied by volatility derivatives. We compute the risk management parame

ters (greeks) of volatility derivatives by solving a series of partial differential equations. 

Independently, Sepp (2006) priced options on realized variance in the Heston stochastic 

volatility model by solving a partial differential equation. Then we present a numerical 

analysis to determine the number of options required to hedge a variance swap. We 

propose a method to dynamically hedge volatility derivatives using variance swaps and 

a finite number of European call and put options.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We begin briefly by introducing volatility
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derivatives in section 3.2. In section 3.3 we present the pricing of volatility swaps and the 

variance options using a partial differential equation approach in the Heston stochastic 

volatility model. In section 3.4 we present the computation of greeks of volatility deriva

tives in the Heston stochastic volatility model. In section 3.5 we present an optimization 

approach to hedge variance swaps using a finite number of options. We also present a 

dynamic hedging approach to hedge volatility swaps using variance swaps. Concluding 

remarks are given in section 4.6.

3.2 V o la tility  D eriva tives

Volatility and variance swaps are forward contracts in which one counterparty agrees 

to pay the other a notional amount, N ,  times the difference between a fixed level and 

a realized level of volatility and variance, respectively. The fixed level is called the 

variance strike for variance swaps and the volatility strike for volatility swaps. The 

realized variance is determined by the average variance of the asset over the life of the 

swap.

The variance swap payoff is defined as

(Vd{0,n,T) -  K)  x N

where Vd{0,n,T) is the realized stock variance (defined below) over the life of the con

tract, [0, T], where n  is the number of sampling dates, K  is the variance strike, and N  is 

the notional amount of the swap in dollars. The holder of a variance swap at expiration 

receives N  dollars for every unit by which the stock’s realized variance V^(0, n ,T)  ex

ceeds the variance strike K.  The variance strike is quoted in units of volatility squared,
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e.g., (20%)2. For example, suppose an investor takes a long position in a variance swap 

with strike (20%)2 =  0.04 and a notional of one million dollars. If over the life of 

the contract realized variance is (25%)2 =  0.0625 then investor would make a profit of 

(0.0625 -  0.04) * 1000000 =  $22500.

The volatility swap payoff is defined as

(y/Vd(0,n,T) — K ) x N

where y'V^O, n, T) is the realized stock volatility (quoted in annual terms as defined 

below) over the life of the contract where n  is the number of sampling dates, K  is the 

volatility strike, and N  is the notional amount of the swap in dollars. The volatility 

strike K  is typically quoted in units of percent, e.g., 20%. An investor who is long a 

volatility swap with strike 20% and a notional of one millon dollars would make a profit 

of (.25 — 0.2) * 1000000 =  $50000 in the previous example.

The procedure for calculating realized volatility and variance is specified in the derivative 

contract and includes details about the source and observation frequency of the price 

of the underlying asset, the annualization factor to  be used in moving to an annualized 

volatility and the method of calculating the variance. Let 0 = to < t\ < ... < tn = T  be 

a partition of the time interval [0, T] into n equal segments of length At, i.e., tt = iT /n  

for each i = 0,1, ...,n. Most traded contracts define realized variance to be

Vi(0.„.T) = (l„ 0 ± i ) ) 2 (,.2.!)

for a swap covering n return observations. Here Sl is the price of the asset at the ith 

observation time f, and A F  is the annualization factor, e.g., 252 (= n/ T)  if the maturity
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of the swap, T, is one year with daily sampling. This definition of realized variance dif

fers from the usual sample variance because the sample average is not subtracted from 

each observation. Since the sample average is approximately zero, the realized variance 

is close to the sample variance.

We call Vd(0,n,T), the discretely sampled realized variance, and V^(0,T), the continu

ously sampled realized variance. The variable leg of variance swap, or discrete realized 

variance, in the limit approaches the continuously sampled realized variance, that is,

Vc(0,T) = lira Vd{0,n,T)  (3.2.2)
n —>00

In this chapter we price volatility derivatives assuming sampling is done continuously.

In chapter two we compute fair variance strikes and fair volatility strikes when realized

variance is computed discretely.

A European variance call option gives the holder the right to receive a payoff Vc(0, T)  in 

exchange for paying the strike K  at the maturity of variance call option, i.e., its payoff 

is

Ct  — max(Vrc(0, T)  -  K,  0) x N  (3.2.3)

Similarly the payoff of the variance put option is:

Pt  =  max(A -  14(0, T), 0) x N  (3.2.4)

where N  is the notional amount in dollars. Unlike European equity options, the payoff of 

variance options depends on realized variance Vc(0,T), which is not a traded instrument 

in the market.
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In the Heston stochastic volatility model, continuous realized variance is given by

vsds (3.2.5)

The fair variance strike, K*ar, is defined as the value which makes the contract’s net

present value equal to zero, i.e., it is the solution of

e~rl (Vc(0,T) -  K ar) = 0 (3.2.6)

where the superscript Q indicates the risk neutral measure and the subscript 0 denotes 

expectation at time t = 0. In the Heston stochastic volatility model, the fair variance 

strike is given by

K*var = E[Vc(0,T)} = e ( ±  J ^ v sds^ = 0 + v q - 0

kT (3.2.7)

where the last equality follows from Proposition 4 in chapter 2. The fair volatility strike 

is defined as the value which makes the contract net present value equal to zero, i.e., it 

solves the equation

-r T =  o (3.2.8)

Hence, the fair volatility strike can be expressed as

K o i  = E vtdt = E [ ^ V j ^ T ) } (3.2.9)

U s i n g  J e n s e n ’ s  i n e q u a l i t y 1  w e  c a n  o b t a i n  a n  u p p e r  b o u n d  o n  t h e  f a i r  v o l a t i l i t y  s t r i k e :

K*vol = EoWVc(0,T)} < ^ E 0[Vc(0,T)) = ^ K * a (3.2.10)

1For the concave square root function Jensen’s inequality is:

E{\ fx)  < \ /E (x )
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Hence, the fair volatility strike is bounded above by the square root of the fair vari

ance strike. The difference in the square root of the fair variance strike and the fair 

volatility strike is called the convexity correction. Some authors have tried to obtain 

an approximation of this convexity correction using Taylor’s expansion, but We show 

that in chapter 2 that it is not accurate in the Heston stochastic volatility model. We

a no arbitrage relationship between a variance and a volatility swap.

3.3 P ric in g  V o la tility  D eriva tives

In this section we derive a partial differential equation to price volatility derivatives, 

compute the fair volatility strike and price variance call and put options.

3.3.1 Pricing V olatility  Swaps

We define the price process of a security X j  which represents the variable leg of a 

variance swap:

This security price X j  depends on the variance, vs, of the underlying asset from time 

t — 0 until maturity T.  This security has a payoff at maturity, T, which is same as the

compute the fair volatility strike by deriving a partial differential equation which exploits

■T

variable leg of a continuous variance swap. At time 0 it represents the fair variance strike

v a r (3.3.1)
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From equation (3.2.7) we know the value of this security at time 0 and we can derive

the stochastic differential equation satisfied by the security X j :

(3.3.2)

This price process has zero drift since it is a forward price process. The process X j  is

driven by the same Brownian motion W}  as the variance process in the Heston stochastic

volatility model. The volatility of the price process, X j , goes to 0 as t approaches T.

This security has a payoff at time T  which depends on the variance process from 

time t — 0 until maturity. At time T  it represents the payoff of the variable leg of the 

volatility swap. At time 0 it gives the fair volatility strike

These securities are similar to the interest rate derivatives. The price of a zero coupon 

bond trading in the market depends on the interest rate process from time 0 until the 

maturity of bond. An interest rate is not a tradable market instrument so for hedging 

any interest rate product we use some other interest rate derivatives which are traded in 

the market. Similarly, the security Y)T depends on the variance process, va, which is not 

a traded instrument in the market. Since the security X j  also depends on the variance 

process, there must be a relationship between the price processes of Y f  and X j  to avoid

Next, we define the price process of a security Y f  which represents the variable leg of

the volatility swap:
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arbitrage in the market. Using that relationship we can hedge the volatility derivatives 

using variance swaps.

Next, we define a state variable It to measure the accumulated variance so far:

=AJO
ds

This state variable is a known quantity at time t and satisfies the differential equation:

dlt — vtdt

The forward price process Y)7 can be expressed as

Yt = Et
f ( l t + L

vsds

It is a function of time t, a stochastic variance vt and a deterministic quantity I t . Ap

plying Ito’s lemma to F(-) we get

Jrn dF dF  , dF JT 1 d2F  2
iF = -mdt+a;dv + -oIdI+2Wdv

which can be simplified using equation (??) to

dF =
dF dF dF  1 d2F
~m + d ^ K{6~ V t ) + d T Vt + 2dv^ vtcrv

dF
dt +  —  av^JvtdW} (3.3.3)

Since F  is a forward price process, its drift under the risk neutral measure must be zero.

Hence,

d F  dF  fn , dF 1 d2F  o n
(3.3.4)

Thus, the forward price process satisfies the partial differential equation (3.3.4) in the 

Heston stochastic volatility model. We solve the partial differential equation (3.3.4) in
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the region: 0 < t < T , I min < I  < I  max, vmm < v <  vmax with the boundary condition

Y f  = F(T, vT , It ) = \ ! % (3.3.5)

At other boundaries (I  and V)  we set the second order variation of the price process 

to zero. In particular, we use the boundary conditions:

d2F
8 I 2

— 0
d2F
dv2

— 0
( V — V m a x  j V m in  )

(3.3.6)

Thus by solving the equation (3.3.4) with boundary conditions (3.3.5) and (3.3.6) we can 

compute the fair volatility strike. By solving this partial differential equation we get the 

price at all times until maturity. The variance swap forward price process X j  satisfies 

the same differential equation (3.3.4). The boundary condition in the case of a variance 

swap will be different at maturity and is given by

X $  = G{T,vt , I t ) =
It (3.3.7)

The analytical formula for the variance strike given by equation (3.2.7) solves the partial 

differential equation (3.3.4) with boundary conditions (3.3.6) and (3.3.7).

Table 3.1: Black-Scholes and stochastic volatility model parameters used in pricing and 
hedging

Parameters BS SV
correlation p n /a -0.7
long run mean variance 6 n /a 0.019
speed of mean reversion k n /a 6.21
volatility of variance av n /a 0.31
initial volatility ^/vq 13.261% 10.10%
risk free rate r 3.19% 3.19%
real world growth rate p 7.0% 7.0%
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Next we present numerical results to illustrate the computation of fair variance and 

fair volatility strikes. We use model parameters similar to those estimated in Duffie 

et al. (2000), which were found by minimizing the mean squared errors for market op

tion prices for S&P500 on November 2, 1993. We adjust the parameters slightly so that 

the fair continuous variance strike is same in the two models. We assume a risk free rate 

of 3.19%. Table 3.1 gives these parameters. Table 3.2 shows the fair variance strike and 

fair volatility strike of a one year maturity swap computed by solving the partial differ

ential equation (3.3.4) with appropriate boundary conditions. We solve the PDE (3.3.4) 

on a three dimensional grid with 400 points each in the V  and I  directions and 2000 

intervals in the t  direction. We also compute the fair variance and fair volatility strikes 

using Monte Carlo simulation and numerical integration approach as given in chapter 

2. The theoretical value of the fair variance strike is computed using equation (3.2.7). 

We have reported the square root of fair variance strike, y / K * ar > in the results. The 

fair variance strike for the parameters in Table 3.1 is (13.261%)2 =  0.017585. The re

sults from the PDE approach in this section match the values obtained by other methods.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the dependence of fair variance and fair volatility strikes on 

initial variance. One advantage of the PDE method over simulation is that we get fair 

variance and fair volatility strikes for all values of initial variance and accumulated vari

ance. Also, this approach gives prices at all times until maturity. The left graph in Figure 

3.1 presents the fair variance strike (plotted as the square root of fair variance strike, 

y / K *ar) and the fair volatility strike versus initial volatility y/vo- It can be seen from
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Table 3.2: Comparison of fair variance and fair volatility strikes using different numerical 
methods

K a r ( % ' 2) K U % )
Simulation price 
(standard error)

13.259
(0.057)

13.094
(0 .002)

PDE 13.261 13.096
Analytical 13.261
Numerical integration 13.096
The first column shows the fair variance strike com
puted using PDE method, simulation and analytical 
value in the Heston stochastic volatility model. The 
second column shows the respective values of the fair 
volatility strike.

equation (3.2.7) that the fair variance strike is a linear function of the initial variance. 

The fair volatility strike is a not a linear function of the initial variance since its payoff 

is not a linear function of realized variance. Also, as known from equation (3.2.10), the 

fair volatility strike is less than the fair variance strike.

—  fair variance strike
—  fair volatility strike 0.55

cn 
>»

Q)

J?O
>"Oc

X
0)
>coo<0

0.45

>
<0Li.

0.4

0 5 10 15 20 25 3030

Figure 3.1: The left plot shows the square root of the fair variance strike and fair volatility strike 
versus initial volatility. The right plot shows the convexity value (3.2.10) versus initial volatility.

We define convexity value to be the difference in the square root of fair variance strike 

and the fair volatility strike. The right graph in Figure 3.1 plots the convexity value with
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initial volatility. This illustrates that the convexity value is a decreasing function of ini

tial volatility, y/vo.

3 .3 .2  P r ic in g  V a r ia n ce  O p tio n s

The price of a variance call option is given by:

Ct =  E f  [e~r(T~t  ̂max(Pc(0,T) -  AT,0)] x  N (3.3.8)

We derive a partial differential equation to price a variance call option using a similar no 

arbitrage argument as presented in the previous section. Since the prices of a variance 

call option and a variance swap depend on the variance process from initial time until 

maturity, we can hedge the variance call option using variance swaps and thus compute 

the price of variance call option.

We form a portfolio of one variance call option and a units of variance swaps. At time 

0 the portfolio value is

This portfolio value is the same as the variance call option value since there is no cost 

to buy one unit of a variance swap at the inception of the contract. The variance call 

price process, C j , can be represented as

n0 = a (X Z  -K*var)+Co (3.3.9)

Applying Ito’s lemma to G(-) we get

(3.3.10)
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which can be simplified using equation (??) to

dG
dG  dG dG  1 d 2G

_  vt) +  ~arVt +d t dv d l  2 d v 2

75

dC
dt + — avy/v ldWl  (3.3.11)

Prom equation (3.3.9), the change in portfolio value in a small time dt is

dlL — adF  -(- dG (3.3.12)

Substituting equations (3.3.4), (3.3.3) and (3.3.11) in (3.3.12) and simplifying we obtain

' dF
dRt = a ( — <jvyGTtdWl dG  dG  ,  dG  1 d2G  2

—  +  — '< 0 - v t ) + — vt +  - - ^ v ta v
d t dv

dG
dt + — avy/vtdWI

(3.3.13)

If we choose a — then the stochastic component in the portfolio vanishes

and equation (3.3.13) simplifies to

dIL = dG  dG  . . dG  1 d 2G  
~diVt + 2~d^

vtcrv dt (3.3.14)

Since the portfolio lit is riskless, it should earn the risk free rate of return, and so

(3.3.15)
dG  dG  . .  . dG  1 d 2G  2

dt = rGdt

which can be rewritten as

dG  dG  ,  dG  l d 2G  2 ^

+ - ^ Kie- v‘) + W v‘ + 2 a ^ v“’- “ r G  =  0 (3.3.16)

We solve the partial differential equation (3.3.16) in the region: 0 < t < T , I min < 

I  < I  max i vrmn < v  < vmax with the boundary conditions (3.3.6).

We compute the price of variance call and variance put options of maturity one year 

for different strikes, K,  equal to at-the-money strike, K*ar and in the money and out of
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the money strikes. The at the money strike is K  = (13.261%)2 =  0.017585 from Table

3.2. We use the Heston stochastic volatility parameters in Table 3.1. The other strikes 

are given in Table 3.3. We solve the partial differential equation on a three dimensional 

grid with 400 points each in the V  and I  directions and 2000 intervals in the t direction. 

We assume a notional N  =  $1000 in our calculations. Option prices are given in Table

3.3. When the call and put options are both at-the-money, their prices are the same due 

to the put-call parity relationship:

Ct - P t = X j  -  K e - ^ - V  (3.3.17)

Table 3.3: Prices of variance call and put options in the Heston stochastic volatility 
model

Strike K  {% f Call ($) Put ($)
10.272 7.127 0.314
11.095 5.575 0.465
12.581 3.101 1.398
13.261 2.220 2.220
14.527 1.068 4.475
15.691 0.481 7.295

T hese prices are for m atu rity  one year and the  
H eston  stoch a stic  vo la tility  param eters given  
in Table 3.1.

3.4 R isk  M an agem en t P aram eters o f  V o la tility  D erivatives

In this section we compute greeks of variance and volatility swaps using partial differential 

equations and discuss properties of the greeks. These greeks are required for hedging 

the volatility derivatives. We need delta of volatility derivatives to dynamically hedge
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the volatility swaps with variance swaps as explained in section 3.5.2. Other greeks are 

useful to understand sensitivity of different parameters of the Heston stochastic volatility 

model in pricing of volatility derivatives.

3.4.1 D elta  o f V olatility  D erivatives

We define the delta of variance and volatility swaps as the first order variation in the 

fair strike with respect to the variance Vt■ Thus, the delta of the variance swap is

vt
dXT
dv.

(3.4.1)

and similarly the delta for a volatility swap. We can compute the delta of a variance 

swap analytically using equation (3.2.7) to get

vt =
d X j  _  l  -  e-<T-t)  
dv, K

(3.4.2)

64
—  Variance swap
—  Volatility swap 1062

^  58

56

52 -2

50,
20 30 20 30Initial Volatility (%) Initial Volatiiity(%)

Figure 3.2: The left plot shows the sensitivity of fair variance strike (3.4.3) and fair volatility strike 
with initial variance versus initial volatility. The right plot shows the difference in the delta of fair 
variance strike and fair volatility strike.

The delta of variance swap is constant and positive since the payoff of the variance 

swap is a linearly increasing function of realized variance. The delta of the variance swap 

approaches zero as time to maturity decreases since at maturity the payoff of the vari-
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ance swap is independent of the initial variance. We compute the delta of the volatility 

swap numerically using first order finite differences. The left plot in Figure 3.2 shows 

the delta of variance and volatility swaps versus initial volatility.

To make variance and volatility swap deltas comparable, note that:

swap delta. We computed volatility swap delta numerically using first order finite differ

ence and we used (3.4.2) and (3.4.3) to compute gV^°~ . For all greeks in the following 

subsections we plot slight variations of fair variance strike sensitivities to make sensitiv

ities of fair variance and fair volatility strikes comparable.

60.2% =  0.602. We compute the approximate change in the fair variance strike if initial 

volatility changes from 10.1% to 11% as follows. The change in initial volatility of 10.1% 

to 11% implies change in initial variance from 0.010201 to 0.0121 or A vq  = 0.001899. The 

change in the fair variance strike is 8Xq «  2 * y?K*ar * Ovq * 0.602 ~  0.0003. This implies 

the fair variance strike changes from (13.261%)2 =  0.017585 to 0.017885 =  (13.375%)2. 

As can be seen from the Figure 3.2, the delta of the fair volatility strike is a positive and 

decreasing function of variance and volatility. Since the volatility swap payoff is a concave 

function of realized variance, its delta decreases with initial variance and volatility. The 

right plot in Figure 3.2 shows the difference in the deltas of variance and volatility swaps

(3.4.3)

and in Figure 3.2 we plot as the variance swap delta and as the volatility

It can be seen from the Figure 3.2 that the delta of fair variance strike, y is
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versus initial volatility.

Next we define the sensitivities of strikes with respect to the parameters of the model.

3.4.2 V olatility Derivatives: k

We define k as first order variation in fair strikes with respect to the mean reversion 

speed, k. For variance swaps it is defined as:

■ _  d X j  
K ~  dn

(3.4.4)

Using equation (3.2.7) we get

■ dXI  , m /  (T  ~  <)e_K(T_t) 1 — e~K'
=  — V r ------------------ -#T (3.4.5)

Observe that k  approaches zero as time to maturity decreases since at maturity the 

realized variance is fixed so all the sensitivities must approach zero. We compute the 

k  of the volatility swap by differentiating the partial differential equation (3.3.4) with 

respect to the parameter k:

dk dk dF  1 d2k  ,
(3.4.6)

We solve this partial differential equation in the same domain 0 < t  < T , I min < / <  

I  max i Vmin < U < Vrnax with the boundary conditions:

(3.4.7)

d2k 
d l ^

=  0
d2k
dv2

=  0
( v — V m a x  y V m in  )

(3.4.8)
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Figure 3.3: The left plot shows the sensitivity k  of fair variance strike (3.4.9) and fair volatility strike 
(3.4.6) with mean reversion speed k versus initial volatility. The right plot shows the difference between 
the two sensitivities.

The left plot in Figure 3.3 shows the sensitivity of the fair strikes with mean reversion 

speed k versus initial volatility. It represents the change in the fair strike as mean 

reversion speed, k, changes for a given level of initial volatility. Again, we have plotted 

the following quantity for variance strike sensitivity.

rV  X o _  1 d X $  _  1 3X%
dn 2xf x l  dK dK

(3.4.9)

BY?We plot k = for the volatility swap which we compute by solving the PDE (3.4.6).

8 f x ^The fair variance strike sensitivity, q 0 , to mean reversion speed k is approximately 

0.08% =  0.0008 at an initial volatility of ^/vq — 10.10%. We compute the approximate 

change in the fair variance strike if the mean reversion speed, k, changes from its initial 

level 6.21 to 7.21 at an initial volatility, 10.1%, as follows. The change in the fair variance 

strike is 8 X q ~  2 * s/K*ar * 8k * 0.0008 ~  0.0002. This implies the fair variance strike 

changes from (13.261%)2 =  0.017585 to 0.017785 =  (13.345%)2. From the graphs it can 

be seen that sensitivity changes sign from positive to negative as initial variance, vo, or 

volatility ^/vq increases in both cases. It changes sign at the long run mean variance
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9. When initial variance is lower than the long run mean variance 9, increasing the 

mean reverting speed will result in increase in the variance level, the realized variance 

will be higher and hence, higher fair variance strike, Xq =  K*ar, which implies positive 

k. Similar arguments apply when initial variance is greater than the long run mean 

variance. The right plot in Figure 3.3 shows the difference in the sensitivity of the fair 

variance strike and the fair volatility strike to the mean reversion speed k versus initial 

volatility.

3.4.3 V olatility D erivatives: 9

We define 9 as the first order variation in the fair strike with respect to the long run 

mean variance, 9. For variance swaps it is defined as:

(3-4.10)

Using equation (3.2.7) we compute the 6 of the variance swap and get

• d X j  T - t  1 — e_K(r_ t)
d9 ~  T  k T  (3.4.11)

The fair variance strike sensitivity to the long run mean variance is constant and positive

since the realized variance increases as the long run mean variance increases. We compute

the 9 of the volatility swap by differentiating the partial differential equation (3.3.4) with

respect to the parameter 9:

d9 d 9 /n d F  l d 29 ,  „  ,
-  +  = 0  (3.4.12)

We solve this partial differential equation in the same domain 0 < t < T , I min< I  < 

Imax,Vmin < V  < Vmax with the boundary conditions.

% =T) =  0 (3.4.13)
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d2e
d P

— o
(f—ImaxJmin)

d2e
8v2

=  0
(v—V m ax yVmin )

(3.4.14)
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—  Volatility swap
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Figure 3.4: The left plot shows the sensitivity 9 of fair variance strike (3.4.15) and fair volatility 
strike (3.4.12) with long run mean variance 9 (3.4.10) versus initial volatility. The right plot shows the 
difference between the two sensitivities.

The left plot in Figure 3.4 shows the sensitivity of the strikes with long run mean 

variance versus initial volatility. It represents change in the fair strike as long run mean 

variance, 6, changes for a given level of initial volatility. Again, we have plotted the 

following quantity for variance strike sensitivity.

i  d x ld y x o _  i  o x j
86 2 J x ?  88 2 V ^  96

(3.4.15)

For the fair volatility strike sensitivity we have plotted 6 = which we compute by 

solving the PDE (3.4.12). It can be seen from the Figure 3.4 that the fair variance strike 

sensitivity, — is approximately 316% =  3.16 at an initial volatility of 10.1%. We 

compute the approximate change in the fair variance strike if long run mean variance, 

6, changes from its value, 0.019 to 0.021 at an initial volatility 10.1% as follows. The 

change in the fair variance strike is 8 X q «  2 * ^/K*ar * 86 * 3.16 ~  0.0017. This implies

the fair variance strike changes from (13.261%) =  0.017585 to 0.01926 =  (13.
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The variance swap strike sensitivity to theta is constant at all variance levels. For volatil

ity swaps, 0 is positive, implying higher the long run variance level the higher the fair 

volatility strike. The 6 of the volatility swap is a decreasing function of initial variance. 

The right plot in Figure 3.4 shows the difference in the sensitivity of the fair variance 

strike and the fair volatility strike to the long run mean variance 6 versus initial volatility.

3.4.4 V olatility D erivatives: &

We define a  as the first order variation in fair strikes with respect to the volatility of 

variance parameter, av . For variance swaps it is defined as:

(7 V —
_ d X j

dav (3.4.16)

Using equation (3.2.7) we find that the fair variance strike is independent of the 

volatility of variance. We compute the dv of the volatility swap by differentiating the 

partial differential equation (3.3.4) with respect to the parameter av:

ddv ddv 1 d2dv 2 d2F
-Qj~ +  -  V)K +  «~anrvav + ^ T ^  =  °2 dv2 dv2

(3.4.17)

We solve this partial differential equation in the domain 0 < t < T , I min < I  < 

Imax, Vmin < V  < Vmax with the boundary conditions:

<*v \( t=T )  — 0 (3.4.18)

d2dv
812

=  0
d2dv

(/—Imaxdmin) dv2 = 0
(u—V m a x  i V - m i n )

(3.4.19)
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Figure 3.5: The left plot shows the sensitivity dv of fair variance strike and fair volatility strike with 
volatility of variance crv (3.4.16) versus initial volatility. The right plot shows the difference between the 
two sensitivities.

Figure 3.5 shows the sensitivity of fair strikes to the volatility of variance parame

ter versus initial volatility. As known from the theoretical results (see equation 3.2.7) 

the fair variance strike is independent of volatility of variance. The fair volatility strike 

has a negative dependence on the volatility of variance. This implies if we increase the 

volatility of variance parameter, crv, in the Heston stochastic volatility model the fair 

volatility strike will decrease. Since the fair volatility strike is a concave function of the 

realized variance, the fair volatility strike decreases with the increase in the volatility of 

variance parameter av. For convex payoff functions, e.g, variance call and put options, 

the sensitivity with respect to the volatility of variance is positive.

Thus all the greeks can be computed by either solving the pricing partial differential 

equation (3.3.4) and using finite difference approximations (for delta) or by solving the 

other partial differential equations and appropriate boundary conditions.
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3.5 H ed g in g  V o la tility  D eriva tives

In this section we present an approach to hedge volatility derivatives using variance 

swaps. Other authors (Demeterfi et al. 1999) have shown that variance swaps can be 

replicated using an infinite number of European call and put options. We formulate 

an optimization problem to find the best portfolio of European call and put options to 

closely replicate a variance swap for a given finite number of options. We also analyze 

how replication error decreases as we increase the number of European call and put 

options in the replicating portfolio. Then we present an approach to dynamically hedge 

volatility swaps using variance swaps and a finite number of European call and put 

options.

3.5.1 R eplicating Variance Swaps

In this section we formulate an optimization problem for replicating a variance swap 

using a static portfolio consisting of a finite number of European call and put options. 

Applying Ito’s lemma to the stock price diffusion (??, ??) we can express the realized 

variance as

This result holds in both the Heston stochastic volatility model and the Black-Scholes 

model. Prom (3.5.1) the realized variance can be replicated by shorting a log contract 

and dynamically holding 1 /St  shares of stock until the maturity of the contract. Next 

we review how to replicate a European style payoff, in particular a log contract payoff 

(Neuberger 1994) statically using call and put options. Let /  be a twice continuously

(3.5.1)
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differentiable function which represents the payoff of a European style path independent 

derivative security. It can be expressed as (Breeden and Litzenberger 1978)

roc rx
f ( S T) =  f ( x )  + f ' ( x ) (ST - X ) +  f " (K ) ( S T -  K)+dK  +  /  f " ( K ) ( K  -  ST)+dK

Jx Jo

(3.5.2)

Thus, the payoff function /  can be replicated (Carr, Ellis and Gupta 1998) by holding 

positions in a zero coupon bond with face value f (x ) ,  a forward contract with strike x, 

and call and put options of all strikes using equation (3.5.2). The time zero value of the 

claim can be expressed in terms of the European call Cq(K)  and put Po{K) prices of 

maturity T:

V0 = E$[e-rTf ( S T)}

roc rx
= e - rTf (x )  + f ' (x )[Co(x)-Po(x)}+ f" (K )C o(K )dK +  f "  (K)P0(K)dK

Jx Jo

(3.5.3)

Now, let / ( St ) =  ln(5r/5o) and x = So, and substitute in equation (3.5.2) to get:

in ( I ) =^  - 1 2  -  k >u k  -  f  * - s^ +dK <3 5 4>

Substituting this in equation (3.5.1), we get

Vc(0,T) = ^
h c ^ K + r

(3.5.5)

Thus, the variable leg of the variance swap can be replicated (Demeterfi et al. 1999) 

by a portfolio having a short position in a forward contract struck at So, a long position
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in 1 / K 2 put options of strike K,  for all strikes from 0 to So, a long position in 1 / K 2 

call options for all strikes from So to oo and payoffs from a dynamic trading strategy 

which instantaneously holds l / 5 t shares of stock worth $1 in the portfolio. In particular, 

equation (3.5.5) shows that continuously realized variance can be replicated in both the 

Black-Scholes and Heston stochastic volatility models.

Thus, to replicate the variance swap we need a short position in a log contract, and 

this can be replicated using call and put options of all strikes (3.5.4). In practice we 

can form a portfolio of only a finite number of options with a limited set of strikes. We 

analyze how well we can replicate the log contract (and variance swaps) with a finite 

number of options.

Suppose we want to replicate the log contract with np put options and nc call options 

of various strikes and common maturity T.  We define the portfolio of a log contract and 

a forward contract as portfolio B. I t’s payoff at maturity T  when the stock price is St  

is given by

Vb (St ) = -  In ( J )  (3.5.6)

Let wl  represent the number of call options having strike K f  and w/  the number of 

put options having strike K f  in portfolio A. The payoff of portfolio A  at maturity T  

when the stock price is St  is given by

nP Tlc
VA(ST) = ] [ > [ ( * ?  -  St )+ + X > ? ( S T ~ K f )+ (3.5.7)

i= 1 i=l
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where (K f  — S t ) +  is the payoff of the put option and (S t  — K f ) + is the payoff of the 

call option. If we include options of all strikes in portfolio A, then portfolio A  exactly 

replicates portfolio B  from equation (3.5.4). The quantities of options in portfolio A  axe 

unknown and we compute these values using optimization so that the payoff of portfolios 

A  and B  match as closely as possible for fixed number (nc and np) of call and put options.2

To compute the number of options in portfolio A  which replicates portfolio B  we solve 

the optimization problem:

n
(PI)  mhitoP^c

j = 1

s.t. f > ? P 0(So, K f )  +  j r  wfC0(ST , Kf)  =  PB(So)
i= 1 i=l

In the problem (PI), the decision variables axe vectors wp, wc of sizes np and n c, 

respectively, which represent the quantities of call and put options in the portfolio. The 

value Vb (S3t ) is the payoff of the portfolio of log contract and forward contract when the 

terminal stock price is Sf,. The value V/\(SJT) is the payoff of the portfolio of call and 

put options when the terminal stock price is S f .  The value Pb (Sq) represents the initial 

value of the portfolio of the log contract and forward contract. The value Pq(Sq, K f )  rep

resents the initial value of the put option with strike K f  and C'o(So, K f  ) represents the 

initial value of the call option with strike Kf.  We choose the stochastic volatility model 

parameters and Black-Scholes parameters in Table 3.1, and set the maturity value to be

one year. We choose the strikes of call and put options to be equally distributed in a three

2We have chosen portfolio A  to hold both call and put options. We can also choose this portfolio to 
consist of call options or put options only as we can replace the put options by call options and stock
using put-call parity.
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standard deviation range defines as follows. For So = $100 we choose the put strikes to 

be equally distributed between S'oê rT~ 2 °‘2t~30' =  $68 and $100. Here, we have cho

sen a = y/K*ar =  13.26%. Thus, for np put options in the optimization problem, (PI), 

the put strikes are K f  =  6 8 +  (i — 1)(100 — 68)/(n p — 1),* =  1,..., np. Similarly we choose 

call strikes to be equally distributed between $100 and S0e(rT_5°'2:r+3ffV̂ ) =  $152. The 

call strikes are K f  =  100+(i —1)(152 — 100)/(nc — l ) , i  = 1 ,...,n c. The objective function 

in the problem (PI)  minimizes the sum of squared differences in two portfolio payoffs at 

maturity T  over n  scenarios. In a similar manner, we choose the n scenarios within a 

four standard deviation range. In particular, we take n = 200 scenarios of stock prices, 

S3t  = 60+ (j —1)(173 — 60)/(n — l ) , j  =  l,...,n . The constraint enforces the initial values 

of both portfolios to be equal to each other. Thus the portfolio optimization problem 

(PI)  minimizes the sum of squared differences in two portfolio’s payoffs given the con

straint that initial value of the two portfolios must be equal.

To compare the performance of the replicating portfolio of call and put options we 

compute three types of error.

ei :
E Va (St ) -  Vb {St )

P b ( S o)

I E ( V a (St ) - V b (St ) )  

P^iSo) 

max VA(ST) ~ VB{ST)

P b ( S o)

(3.5.8)

(3.5.9) 

(3.5.10)

where P b ( S q ) represents the value of portfolio B ,  given in (3.5.6), at t  — 0 when the
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stock price is So- The expectation is under the real world probability measure. The error 

measures ei, e2 and eoo are ii-norm , Z/2-norm and Too-norm, respectively, normalized 

by the initial value of portfolio B  respectively. In the optimization problem (PI), the 

objective function is unweighted while the error measures e\ and e2 are weighted. We 

used the unweighted objective function to ensure the payoffs of portfolio’s A  and B  are 

close in the worst case scenario as well. We solve (PI)  by forming the Lagrangian and 

solving the resulting system of linear equations. We compute these error measures in the 

Black-Scholes real world probability measure and the Heston stochastic volatility real 

world probability measure. The value of the drift in the real world probability measure 

from Table 3.1 is (i =  7%. For computing these error measures we simulated 10,000 

terminal stock prices under the Black-Scholes and stochastic volatility real world prob

ability measures.

Table 3.4: Error in static replication of log contract with a finite number of options

Number of 
Options

Black-Scholes Stochastic volatility
Error e\ Error e2 Error Error e\ Error e2 Error eoo

4 0.371 0.469 1.541 0.384 0.483 4.919
8 0.088 0.112 0.275 0.091 0.126 4.158

16 0.018 0.024 0.106 0.019 0.026 3.340
32 0.004 0.006 0.070 0.005 0.006 2.923

The first column shows the number of options used in replicating a log contract of maturity one 
year. The second column shows the error measure defined in (3.5.8) and third column shows the 
error measure defined in (3.5.9). The fourth column shows the error measure defined in (3.5.10). 
The fifth, sixth and seventh column shows the respective error measures in the stochastic volatility 
model. These errors are computed for an interval of one year.

Table 3.4 shows the log contract replication error versus the number of options in 

the Black-Scholes and stochastic volatility models. The replication of the log contract
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F igu re  3.6: Replication error in log contract with number of options. These figures show error measures 
defined in (3.5.8) and (3.5.9) in replicating portfolio to replicate a log contract with finite number of 
options in the Black-Scholes model and the stochastic volatility model. These figures axe plotted on a 
log-log scale. These errors are computed for an interval of one year.

is static which means no rebalancing is required. The results show all error measures 

decrease as we increase the number of options in the replicating portfolio. With 16 op

tions (8 puts and 8 calls in the option portfolio) the mean absolute replication error for 

the Black-Scholes model is about 1.8% of the initial value of the portfolio and 1.9% for 

the stochastic volatility model. Figure 3.6 shows the replication errors and number of 

options on log scale in the Black-Scholes and stochastic volatility models. These results 

illustrate that the error measures ei and e-i converge quadratically with number of op

tions.

Next we analyze the dynamic replication of a variance swap using a finite number of 

options. There are two types of errors in replicating a variance swap with a finite num

ber of options. The first type of error comes from replicating a log contract by a finite 

number of options. The second type of error comes from the discrete rebalancing of 1 /St  

shares of stock worth $1 in the portfolio. If we do continuous rebalancing in computing
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Table 3.5: Error in dynamic replication of variance swap with a finite number of options

Number of 
Options

Black-Scholes Stochastic volatility
Error e\ Error &2 Error e,*, Error e\ Error e2 Error

4 0.381 0.483 1.574 0.392 0.494 5.024
8 0.091 0.115 0.280 0.093 0.128 4.248

16 0.019 0.024 0.120 0.020 0.025 3.411
32 0.004 0.006 0.077 0.005 0.0007 2.986

The first column shows number of options used in replicating a continuous variance swap of maturity 
one year. The second column shows the error measure defined in (3.5.8) (divided by the variance 
strike in this case to normalize error measures) in the Black-Scholes model and third column shows 
the error measure defined in (3.5.9). The fourth column shows the error measure defined in (3.5.10). 
The fifth, sixth and seventh column shows the respective error measures in the stochastic volatility 
model. These error measures are computed for an interval of one year for a continuous variance swap 
where rebalancing is done continuously.

Replication error in the Black-Scholes model

O  0.05

©tr

° Error e1 
• Error e2

10 20  40
Number of options

Replication error in stochastic volatility model
° Error e1 
• Error e2

dumber of options

Figure 3.7: Replication error in a variance swap with number of options. These figures show error 
measures defined in (3.5.8) and (3.5.9) in replicating portfolio to replicate a variance swap with a finite 
number of options in the Black-Scholes model and the stochastic volatility model. The error measures 
are computed for an interval of one year for a continuous variance swap where rebalancing is done 
continuously. These figures are plotted on a log-log scale.

payoffs from the dynamic trading strategy then the only replication error is from a finite 

number of options. These results are given in Table 3.5 and Figure 3.7. In these results 

we are replicating a continuous variance swap (3.5.5) of maturity one year with a finite 

number of options and continuous rebalancing to get payoffs from the dynamic trading 

strategy. We use the same static portfolio of options as determined from optimization 

(P I) to replicate a variance swap. We compute the error measures e\, e2 and as
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defined in equation (3.5.8), (3.5.9) and (3.5.10), respectively, in the Black-Scholes and 

stochastic volatility models. In the variance swap replication case, the portfolio A  payoff 

in the error measures is the realized variance payoff at maturity and the portfolio B  pay

off is composed of the payoffs from the options portfolio, short forward contract (3.5.5) 

and from a dynamic trading strategy with continuous rebalancing. To normalize the 

results, we set Pb (Sq) to K*ar (3.2.7) in the three error measures. To compute the error 

measures we simulated 10000 stock price paths under real world measure Black-Scholes 

and stochastic volatility models. The results show all three error measures decrease as 

we increase the number of options in the replicating portfolio. Figure 3.7 shows replica

tion errors and number of options on log scale with different number of options in the 

Black-Scholes model and stochastic volatility model. These results show error measures 

e\ and e2 converge quadratically to zero as the number of option increases. The results 

in Table 3.4 of replicating a log contract using a finite number of options and in Table 3.5 

to replicate a continuous variance swap using same portfolio of options and a continuous 

dynamic trading strategy are very similar. This implies that payoffs from a dynamic 

trading strategy doesn’t affect replication of a variance swap significantly if rebalancing 

is done continuously.

Next we analyze the effect of a discrete rebalancing interval in computing payoffs 

from the dynamic trading strategy in replicating a variance swap. Here, we assume that 

the sampling interval, n, in computing the realized variance in a variance swap is same 

as the rebalancing interval in the dynamic trading strategy. Thus we analyze errors in
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Table 3.6: Error in dynamic replication of a discrete variance swap with a finite number 
of options

Number of 
Options

Black-Scholes Stochastic volatility
Error e\ Error e2 Error e<*, Error ei Error e2 Error

4 0.381 0.485 1.573 0.442 0.523 5.032
8 0.090 0.114 0.280 0.096 0.127 4.254

16 0.019 0.024 0.124 0.019 0.025 3.421
32 0.004 0.005 0.046 0.005 0.006 2.986

The first column shows number of options used in replicating a discrete variance swap of maturity 
one year with daily sampling. The rebalancing interval in computing payoffs from the dynamic 
trading in underlying stock is daily as well. The second column shows the error measure defined 
in (3.5.8) (divided by the variance strike in this case to normalize error measures) in the Black- 
Scholes model and third column shows the error measure defined in (3.5.9). The fourth column 
shows the error measure defined in (3.5.10). The fifth, sixth and seventh column shows the 
respective error measures in the stochastic volatility model.

replicating a discrete variance swap with a dynamic trading strategy and a finite number 

of call and put options. Table 3.6 shows the results when sampling in the variance swap 

is done daily and dynamic trading in the stock is done once per day. The results in Table 

3.5 and Table 3.6 show that the error measures are very similar in hedging a discrete 

variance swap and a continuous variance swap with options.

Next, we compare the performance of replicating portfolio from optimization (PI) 

with the replicating portfolio proposed in Demeterfi et al. (1999) (portfolio D hereafter). 

Demeterfi et al. (1999) show that the portfolio B  (3.5.6) can be replicated using a finite 

number of out-of-money put and call options. We briefly present the formula given in 

appendix A of Demeterfi et al. (1999).

Assuming call options of strikes K f = Sq < K f  < K f < .. < K fc and put options 

with strikes K \ — So > K f  > K f  > .. > K fp are available. Let wf represent the number
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of call options having strike K f  and wf  the number of put options having strike K f  in 

portfolio D. The payoff of portfolio D  at maturity T  when the stock price is S t  is given 

by

np nc

Vd (St ) = -  St )+ +  X > i ( S r  -  K i ) + (3-5'n )
i=  1 i=  1

where ( Kf  —  S t ) +  is the payoff of the put option and ( S t  — Kf ) + is the payoff of the call

option. This portfolio is similar to the portfolio A  except that number of call and put

options in two portfolios are different. The number of call options wf  and put options 

uif which replicates portfolio B  as given in Demeterfi et al. (1999) are:

_  VB{Kf+ 1) - V B ( Kf )  “

Kf +1- K f

VB ( Kf +1) - V B ( K f )  / o r _

<  =   k p  _  K c----------------------------------------------------------- (3 -5 -1 2 )X ^ 1+1 j = 1

The number of maximum call strike, K f  and minimum put strike, K f  are also given 

by the above equations but these numbers require K f +1 and K f +1 respectively. These 

numbers are chosen so that they lie outside the strikes range (Kf ,  Kf ) .  In our numerical 

results we choose these to be (—/+ )  four standard deviation range of terminal stock 

price respectively.

Table 3.7 shows the number of put and call options in replicating portfolio B  with 

portfolio A  and portfolio D  with four puts and four calls in options portfolio. The strikes 

in portfolio A  are chosen in the same way as described before and number of call and put 

options in portfolio A  are obtained by solving the optimization problem P I  as explained 

above. The number of puts and calls in portfolio D are obtained from equation (3.5.12).
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Table 3.7: Number of call and put options in replicating a variance swap with four call 
and four put options

Option
Type

Strike Value
(K)

Number of options 
portfolio (Z?)(xl0 -4 )

Number of options 
portfolio (.A)(xl0 -4 )

Put 100.00 5.60 3.45
89.58 13.07 15.88
79.17 16.77 15.87
68.75 30.16 20.93

Call 100.00 7.83 5.80
117.45 12.79 16.27
134.89 9.67 7.97
152.34 12.39 8.64

This table shows the number of put and call options in replicating a variance swap with four puts and 
four calls using optimization approach (3.5.7) and options portfolio D  (3.5.12). The first and second 
column show the option type and strike value respectively. The third column shows the number of 
options in portfolio Vp and fourth column shows the number of options in portfolio V a ■

x 10
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 True -  Options portfolio D payoff
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Figure 3.8: This figure shows the payoff of portfolio B  (3.5.6, ‘true payoff’), payoff of portfolio A 
(3.5.7, ‘options portfolio A  payoff’) and payoff of portfolio D  (3.5.12, ‘options portfolio D  payoff’) versus 
terminal stock price when there are four puts and four calls in options portfolio. The right plot shows 
the difference in portfolio payoffs (portfolio A  and portfolio D ) from true payoff.

Figure 3.8 shows the payoff of these portfolios with terminal stock price. The left plot 

in figure 3.8 shows the payoff of portfolio B  (true payoff), payoff of options portfolio 

D (‘Options portfolio D payoff’) and payoff of options portfolio A  (‘Options portfolio 

A  payoff’). The right plot in figure 3.8 shows the difference of options portfolio A  and 

options portfolio D  payoff from the true payoff. The right plot shows that the options 

portfolio A  payoff matches with true payoff better than the options portfolio D payoff.
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The options portfolio D  always over approximates the payoff of portfolio B  and hence 

the initial cost of these two portfolios will be different. The constraint in the optimiza

tion problem (P I) ensures that the initial cost of portfolio A  and B  are same. Table 

3.8 shows these error measures in replicating a discrete variance swap with two different 

options portfolio (A  and D). As can be seen from the results, the portfolio obtained 

from the optimization approach is better than the portfolio D.

Table 3.8: Comparison of errors in dynamic replication of a discrete variance swap with 
a finite number of option portfolios A  and D

Number of 
Options

Portfolio (D ) Portfolio (A)
Error e\ Error e2 Error eoo Error e\ Error e2 Error eoo

4 1.732 1.965 6.234 0.442 0.523 5.032
8 0.366 0.393 5.247 0.096 0.127 4.254

16 0.069 0.075 3.654 0.019 0.025 3.421
32 0.016 0.022 3.214 0.005 0.006 2.986

The first column shows number of options used in replicating a discrete variance swap of maturity 
one year with daily sampling. The rebalancing interval in computing payoffs from the dynamic 
trading in underlying stock is daily as well. The second column shows the error measure defined in 
(3.5.8) (divided by the variance strike in this case to normalize error measures) and third column 
shows the error measure defined in (3.5.9) in replicating variance swap using options portfolio D  
(3.5.12) . The fourth column shows the error measure defined in (3.5.10). The fifth, sixth and 
seventh column shows the respective error measures in replicating variance swap using options 
portfolio A  (3.5.7). These error measure are computed in the SV model.

Next, we compare the performance of replicating portfolio to replicate a variance swap 

from two approaches using historical options data. We have S&P500 (SPX) index option 

quotes from the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) from 1985-2005. For a given day 

in each month there are options trading with 30 days to maturity. Using these options we 

compute the replicating portfolio of options to replicate a log contract using portfolio A

(3.5.7) and portfolio D  (3.5.12). For our numerical results we choose eight (four calls and
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four puts) options and sixteen (eight calls and eight puts) options trading in the market. 

The number of these options to replicate a log contract is determined from optimization 

approach (3.5.7) and options portfolio D  (3.5.11) in Demeterfi et al. (1999). Then we 

compute the realized variance over next 30 days from daily SPX index values and payoffs 

from dynamic trading strategy from holding 1 /S t  shares of SPX index worth $1 in the 

portfolio. The options payoff at expiry is determined for both option portfolios A  and 

D. Together these payoffs gives the hedging error from replicating a variance swap using 

options portfolio A  and options portfolio D. We compute these hedging errors for all 

months from 1985-2005. Again these results show that the options portfolio A  to hedge 

a variance swap is better than the options portfolio D.

Table 3.9: Historical performance of options portfolio A  and options portfolio D  in 
replicating a discrete variance swap.

Number of 
Options

Portfolio (D) Portfolio (A)
Error ej Error e2 Error e\ Error e2

8 0.188 0.301 0.081 0.142
16 0.069 0.172 0.011 0.021

The first column shows number of options used in replicating a discrete 
variance swap of maturity 30 days with daily sampling. The rebalancing 
interval in computing payoffs from the dynamic trading in underlying 
stock is daily as well. The second column shows the error measure 
defined in (3.5.8) (divided by the variance strike in this case to normalize 
error measures) and third column shows the error measure defined in 
(3.5.9) in replicating variance swap using options portfolio £>(3.5.12). 
The fifth and sixth shows the respective error measures in replicating 
variance swap using options portfolio A  (3.5.7).

3.5.2 H edging V olatility D erivatives in th e SV M odel

In this section we present an approach to dynamically hedge volatility swaps using vari

ance swaps in a stochastic volatility model. Suppose we take a long position in one unit 

of volatility swap at t =  0 of maturity T  with fair volatility strike, K *ol. The volatility
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swap is initially costless. At time t, the value of volatility swap contract is

Pt = £ ,( e - r lr - ‘l ( 0 S T )  -  K*vol)) = (YtT -  K*vol) (3.5.13)

We assume the notional amount of swap to be $1. To hedge a long position in volatility 

swap at time t, we construct a portfolio having one unit of volatility swap and j3t units 

of variance swaps. Thus the portfolio value at time t equals

n, =  Et - r ( T - t ) (3t (Vc(0,T) -  K*var) ) + ( v ^ T )  -  K*vol)

=  e - r (T - »  [ p t ( X j  -  K a r )  +  V ?  ~  K o d ) (3.5.14)

The change in this portfolio in a small amount of time dt is given by

d n t = r u tdt + e- r^ - t] P td X j + dYtT

which can be written using equation (3.3.3) as

(Mt =  rUtdt +  e_r(T_t) Pt
d X j  dxj d X j  1 d2X j  2 2
   +  - 7 T - k ( 0  -  V t)  + -v t +  r-^r-w?<T, 2dt dv d l  2 dv2 ut uv

ay T
Y - ^ a ^ t d W l  ) +

d Y T
+-^-<TvVvtdWt

dYtT dYtT dYtT 1 d2YtT 2 2
+  ~ x r K(d -  vt) +  +  2 ~~dv*~Vt avdt dv

dt

dt

Since the processes X [  and YfT satisfy the pricing partial differential equation (3.3.4), 

the dt terms in the previous equation vanish. Hence the change in the portfolio value

can be rewritten as:

dUt = rUtdt + e -riT~t)
a y T  BYt

Pt-^V vV vtdW ? + - — Gyy/vtdWl
dv dv (3.5.15)

We define (3t as the volatility swap hedge ratio:

SY7

Pt =  —
dv

dxl_
dv

(3.5.16)
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If we choose fit as in equation (3.5.16), the stochastic component of portfolio vanishes 

and the portfolio value is hedged. Thus for hedging a volatility swap we can take a short 

position in fit units of the variance swap and the portfolio value is hedged dynamically.

Next, we present numerical results for the volatility swap hedging performance. We 

compute the profit and loss of two different hedging strategies and compare with no 

hedging. The two hedge portfolios are: a portfolio containing one unit of volatility swap 

and fit (3.5.16) units of a variance swap and a portfolio containing one unit of volatility 

swap and a portfolio of European call and put options which replicates /?t units of vari

ance swap. We compute the portfolio of call and put options which replicates a variance 

swap as described in section 3.5.1.

No hedging: We price the variance and volatility swap of maturity one year using 

the partial differential equation described in section 3.3.1. We also compute the deltas 

at time zero of the variance and volatility swaps using (3.4.1). Together these give the 

hedge ratio at time zero. (3.5.16). We generate 4800 scenarios of the stock price and 

variance level at t = 1/252 years. The variance and volatility swaps are initially costless. 

The profit and loss of a long position in unhedged volatility swap at t =  1/252 years is 

equal to the price of volatility swap contract at time t:

Pt = E t i e - ^ f ^ V ^ f )  -  K*vol)) = e - 'V -Q ( i f  -  K*vol) (3.5.17)

H edging w ith  variance swap: We form a portfolio containing one unit of a volatil
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ity swap and /?o units of variance swaps. The value of this portfolio is zero at t — 0.

n0 =  (3o(xZ -  K*var) +  ( y ?  -  K*vol)T ts*

dY^ dX^where /3o =  — ?? /  ~dv~ hedge ratio. The profit and loss of this hedged portfolio

at t = 1/252 years is equal to the value of this portfolio at time t is:

nt = Et -r(T -t) /3o(14(0,T) -  K *var) ) +  ( V V M T )  -  K*vol)

= e M X ?  -  K*var) +  (Y?  -  i C , ) ) (3.5.18)

Table 3.10: Hedging volatility swap using variance swaps and a finite number of options

Error e\ 
Avg. (SE) (%)

Error e<i 
Avg. (SE) (%)

Error e.^ 
Avg. (SE) (%)

Volswap Unhedge 5.293 (0.066) 6.646 (1.044) 21.811 (0.745)
Varswap Hedge 0.029 (0.001) 0.042 (0.001) 0.289 (0.021)
Options Hedge (8) 0.146 (0.002) 0.184 (0.031) 0.617 (0.018)
Options Hedge (32) 0.057 (0.001) 0.076 (0.014) 0.342 (0.018)
The second, third and fourth column show the error measures ei (3.5.8), e2 (3.5.9) and eoo 
(3.5.10) of profit and loss in different hedging strategies for hedging volatility swap over 
an interval of 1/252 years. The first row shows the mean and standard error of profit and 
loss of unhedged volatility swap. The second row shows the mean and standard error of 
profit and loss of a hedged volatility swap using variance swaps. The third row shows the 
mean and standard error of profit and loss of a hedged volatility swap with eight options. 
The fourth row shows the mean and standard error of profit and loss of hedged volatility 
swap with 32 options.

H edging w ith  options: We form a portfolio containing one unit of volatility swap 

and j3t units of a portfolio of call and put options which replicates a variance swap. We 

replicate a variance swap using portfolio of call and put options as described in section 

3.5.1. In these results we are replicating a continuous variance swap with a portfolio of 

put and call options and a forward contract and payoff from dynamic trading strategy 

which holds 1 /S t  shares of stock worth $1 in the portfolio (3.5.5). We have assumed re

balancing is done continuously in computing payoffs from the dynamic trading strategy.
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In this hedging exercise we present results using eight (four calls and four puts) options 

and 32 (16 calls and 16 puts) options. We compute the profit and loss of this portfolio 

at time t =  1/252 years in both cases: hedging with eight options and hedging with 32 

options.

Table 3.10 shows the hedging performance of volatility swaps with variance swaps 

and a finite number of options. We compute error measures e\ (3.5.8), e2 (3.5.9) and 

eoo (3.5.10) of profit and loss using 4800 scenarios of stock price and variance level at 

t =  1/252 years. In these results as well the error measures are normalized by the vari

ance strike, K*ar, defined in (3.2.7). We do batching to compute the standard error 

estimates in error measures. In particular, we used 12 batches to compute the standard 

error estimates in the error measures. These hedging errors are for hedging over an 

interval of 1/252 year compared to the Table 3.5 where the hedging interval is one year. 

From Table 3.10 we can see that the absolute value of the volatility swap profit and loss 

is about 5.29% of the variance strike, K*ar, over a single day. Hedging a volatility swap 

with a variance swap reduces this to 0.03% which is quite significant. Hence, a volatility 

swap can be effectively hedged dynamically using variance swaps. The results also show 

that hedging with eight options reduces the absolute value of the profit and loss to 0.15% 

and with 32 options to 0.059%. Thus the error in hedging volatility swaps with options 

decreases as we increase the number of options. Hence, dynamic hedging of volatility 

swaps with variance swaps and options is quite effective.
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3.6 C on clusion

In this chapter we presented a partial differential equation approach to price volatility 

derivatives. We derived a partial differential equation using a no arbitrage argument 

to price volatility swaps and variance options in the Heston stochastic volatility model. 

The pricing of volatility derivatives (volatility swaps and variance options) is difficult 

as the underlying variable, realized variance, is not a market traded instrument. We 

exploited a no arbitrage relationship between variance swaps and other volatility deriva

tives to price and hedge these volatility derivatives. We also computed greeks of these 

volatility derivatives in the Heston stochastic volatility model using partial differential 

equations. Then we presented approaches to hedge these products. A variance swap can 

be replicated with a static position in a log contract and gains from a dynamic trading 

strategy in the underlying stock. The log contract can be replicated, though not per

fectly, using a finite number of put and call options. The replication error in log contract 

decreases linearly with the number of options in the portfolio. Hence, a variance swap 

can be effectively replicated using a finite portfolio of call and put options and a forward 

contract. We presented an approach to hedge volatility derivatives using variance swaps, 

and showed the hedge to be very effective.
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Chapter 4

V IX  Index and V IX  Futures

4.1 In trod u ction

The Chicago Board of Options Exchange (CBOE) introduced the volatility index VIX 

in 1993. It is a key measure of volatility implied by S&P500 (SPX) index option prices. 

When it was introduced in 1993, it was based on at-the-money volatilities of S&P 100 

(OEX) index options. A drawback of this approach was that it was impossible to repli

cate this index with a static position in options. On September 22, 2003, the CBOE 

made two changes to the VIX definition. The new VIX is based on the S&P 500 (SPX) 

index option prices and is based on a broader range of strike prices. Each option price 

is weighted inversely proportional to the square root of its strike. We discuss this for

mula in section 4.2. The CBOE back-calculated the index value according to this new 

methodology until 1990. The CBOE continues to calculate the original-formula index 

with the ticker VXO.

Carr and Wu (2006) show that the square of the VIX index is an approximation of 

the one month variance swap rate up to discretization error under the assumption that 

the SPX index does not jump. When there are jumps in the SPX index we show in
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Appendix A that the square of the VIX index is different from the one month variance 

swap rate. In that case the square of VIX index is an approximation of the value of 

negative of the payoff of a log contract of maturity one month up to discretization error. 

The new VIX captures the volatility across all options trading on a given day and thus 

reflects the option skew, as opposed to the previous formula which was based on very 

few option prices. The CBOE launched a new exchange, the Chicago Futures Exchange 

(CFE), in 2004. On March 26, 2004 VIX futures became the first product listed on the 

CFE and the first in a new family of exchange traded volatility products. In 2006 the 

CBOE offered options on the VIX as well.

In this work we study how sensitive the VIX formula is to the interval between strikes 

and the range of strikes used in the computation . We present the pricing of VIX fu

tures in the Heston (1993) stochastic volatility (SV) model and the Bates (1996) and 

Scott (1997) stochastic volatility with jumps (SVJ) model. We propose semi-analytical 

approaches to price VIX futures in the SV and SVJ models and discuss the properties 

of futures prices predicted by these models. Then we empirically test the VIX futures 

prices predicted by these models from the parameters obtained by fitting these models 

to SPX market option prices. We analyze the historical profit and loss from investing in 

variance swaps and in VIX futures and discuss the reasons for difference in profit and 

loss from investing in these two products.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We review the methodology to compute
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the VIX index level and its sensitivity to the interval between strikes and the range of 

strikes used in the computation in section 4.2. In section 4.3 we present formulas to price 

VIX futures under the SV and SVJ models. In section 4.4 we present the performance 

of these models in fitting VIX futures prices using market VIX futures data and SPX 

options data. In section 4.5 we analyze the historical profit and loss from investing in 

variance swaps and VIX futures. Concluding remarks are given in section 4.6.

4.2  V IX  R ep lica tion  from  S P X  O ptions

In this section we first describe the methodology used to compute the VIX index level 

and then analyze the sensitivity of the VIX formula to the interval between strikes and 

the range of strikes used in the computation.

The new methodology to compute VIX index is described in detail in CBOE (2003). 

The VIX is computed from nearest and second nearest maturity with at least 8 days 

left to expiration and then weights them to give a measure of 30 day expected volatility. 

The formula to compute VIX is as follows:

2 ^  V-V A  K {  yi. 1

ai = T j  ?  ~ K f e ’QA K i) ~  T j
A _ i
K 0

(4.2.1)

where

j: Index denoting nearest and second nearest maturity (j =  1,2)

T j : Time to expiration of maturity j

Fj\ Forward index level derived from index option prices

Kf.  Strike price of ith out-of-the-money option; a call if K i > Fj and a put if K i < Fj
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AKf. Interval between strikes prices; Ki+1~Ki~\

Ko- First strike below the forward index level, Fj 

r: Risk-free interest rate to expiration

Qj(Ki): The midpoint of bid-ask spread of each option with strike Ki

From equation (4.2.1), <r| is computed for two different maturities and then linear 

interpolation is used to compute a value corresponding to a 30 day maturity.

VIX+ — 100 \ 1365 
30

Txa{2  N ? 2  -  3 0  , r p  _ 2  3 0  ~  N n

N t 2 — N t i   ̂  ̂N t 2 — N t \
(4.2.2)

where and Nt2 denote the number of days to expiration for the two maturities.

Equation (4.2.1) is a discretized version of the realized variance equation from Deme- 

terfi et al. (1999). Demeterfi et al. (1999) showed that when the underlying has no jumps 

the continuous realized variance is given by

■ r U ’ f - ' - s )

(4.2.3)

Carr and Wu (2006) show that the square of the VIX index is an approximation of 

the one month variance swap rate up to discretization error under the assumption that 

the SPX index doesn’t jump. In continuous diffusion models (e.g., in the SV model) 

the one month variance swap rate is equal to the expected realized variance given by
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(4.2.3) under risk neutral probability measure. When the price of the underlying can 

jump this relation no longer holds. However, in this case the square of the VIX index 

level approximates the value of negative of the payoff of a log contract of maturity one 

month up to discretization error. The latter result is a more general result and holds in 

the SVJ model as well.

There are two sources of error in the VIX formula. The first is due to using discrete 

strikes instead of continuous strip of options. The second is due to the finite range of 

strikes of SPX options in the market. For a given date, S&P index options are available 

in intervals of AK  — $5 and there is a range, (K min, K max) between which strikes are 

available. We call the VIX index computed in the limit when strike interval goes to zero 

(A K  —> 0) and range of strikes is infinite (K min —> 0, K max —> oo) as theoretical VIX, 

denoted VIX, i.e.,

VIX =  lim VIX (4.2.4)
Kmin *0 
Kmax

Throughout this chapter theoretical VIX means VIX from equation (4.2.4) and mar

ket VIX means the VIX index level as computed from the VIX formula (4.2.1). In this 

section we study the difference between the market VIX index level and theoretical VIX 

index level due to the discrete strikes and due to a finite range of strikes of SPX options 

available in the market.

To study these effects we compute the VIX index level using equation (4.2.2) for a 

given range of strikes. We have volatility data of S&P500 options for strikes ranging
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from K min to Kmax where the values K mtn are K rnax are the minimum and maximum 

strike of S&P500 options available on a particular day. We fit the SV and SVJ model to 

current market option prices to obtain the parameters of the models.

The risk neutral dynamics of the underlying asset St under the Heston stochastic 

volatility model (SV) is given by:

dSt = rS tdt + ^KtStipdW? + y /l  -  pH W f) (4.2.5)

dvt = k{6 — vt)dt +  avy/vtdW} (4.2.6)

Equation (4.2.5) gives the dynamics of the stock price: St denotes the stock price at 

time t, r is the riskless interest rate, and ^/vt is the volatility. Equation (4.2.6) specifies 

the evolution of the variance as a square root process: 6 is the long run mean vari

ance, k represents the speed of mean reversion, and av is a parameter which determines 

the volatility of the variance process. The processes IV/ and W'{ are two independent 

standard Brownian motion under the risk neutral measure Q , and p represents the in

stantaneous correlation between the return and volatility processes.

The Bates (1996) and Scott (1997) stochastic volatility with jumps (SVJ) is an ex

tension of the SV model to include jumps in the stock price process. The risk-neutral 

dynamics are:
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J Q ________

—z  =  (r -  \m )d t + /̂v~t(pdWl + y / l -  p2dW f) +  d.Jt 

dvt = k(9 — vt)dt + <jvy/¥tdW t (4-2.7)

where J( =  X a I i  X j  ~  1) and N t is a Poisson process with rate A and Yj is the rela

tive jump size in the stock price. When jump occurs at time t j , then S ( t J ~ )  =  S (t^ )Y j,  

where the distribution of Yj is LN[a, b2] and m  is the mean proportional size of jump 

E(Yj  — 1) =  m. The parameters a and m  are related to each other by the equation: 

ea+2t'2 = m  + 1 and only one of them needs to be specified. All other specifications 

are same as in the Heston stochastic volatility model specified in equations (4.2.5) and 

(4.2.6). The jump process, N t , and the Brownian motions are independent.

In order to estimate model parameters, we minimize the squared differences between 

the Black-Scholes implied volatility from market option prices and the Black-Scholes im

plied volatility from the model option prices. Prom the least squares minimization using 

market option prices on March 23, 2005, we get the parameters given in Table 4.3. The 

risk free rate, r, on the same day was 2.84% and SPX index level was 1172.53.

In this chapter we use VIX futures and VIX index data from the CFE website. We 

have SPX options quotes from 1985 to 2005. In order to check the accuracy of our options 

data we compute the historical VIX index level using equation (4.2.2) and options prices 

from our data and compare with historical VIX levels available from the CBOE site. 

These results are given in Appendix B. On March 23, 2005, the two nearest maturities
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Strike interval

Strike Interval A K VIX level
0 13.828
1 13.829
2 13.831
4 13.837
5 13.842
10 13.882
15 13.950
20 14.045

Figure 4.1: The left table shows the effect of discrete strikes in computing the VIX index level. The first 
column shows the strike interval in computing the VIX level and second column shows the theoretical 
VIX level given by equation (4.2.2). These results are obtained using option prices from the SVJ model 
with parameters from column four in Table 4.3. The right figure shows the plot of the VIX level versus 
strike interval.

of SPX options are T\ =  23 and T2 =  58 days, respectively. In our options data set, 

the minimum and maximum strikes for these two maturities are (1030, 1310) and (950, 

1340) respectively. Using equation (4.2.1) and strike intervals ranging from continuous 

AKi «  0 to a finite interval A K i = 20 we compute the variance level for both maturities, 

Ti and T2, and then use linear interpolation to estimate VIX level using equation (4.2.2). 

Figure 4.1 shows the effect of discrete strikes in computing the VIX index level. The left 

table shows the value of VIX level with different strike intervals and right plot shows the 

VIX index level with different strike intervals with in given range of strikes. The results 

show that a discrete range of strikes in K min, K max over approximates the VIX index 

level compared to using a continuous strip of strikes. Since strikes on S&P 500 options 

are available in a range of $5 the over approximation of realized variance due to discrete 

strikes is quite small (13.842 versus 13.828 in this example).

Next we study the difference in market VIX level and theoretical VIX (4.2.4) due
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Strike Range x VIX level
1.04 11.656
1.08 12.883
1.12 13.327
1.16 13.570
1.2 13.722
1.4 13.983
1.6 14.017
1.8 14.021

© 13.0

Strike Factor (x)

Figure 4.2: The left table shows the effect of a finite range of strikes in computing the VIX index level. 
The first column shows the factor x  which defines strike range as K min =  S P X / x ,  K max =  x ( SP X )  
in computing the VIX level. These results are obtained using option prices from the SVJ model with 
parameters from column four in Table 4.3. The right figure shows the plot of the VIX level versus strike 
range.

to a finite range of strikes. The theoretical VIX (VIX) is obtained from an infinite 

number of options which requires all strikes between 0 and oo. The market VIX index 

level is computed from strikes available in a market, which is a finite range from K min 

to K max. Hence, the contribution from strikes ranging from (0, K rnin) U (K max,oo) 

is not included in computing the market VIX index level. To estimate this effect 

we compute the VIX index level using equation (B.1.3) for a range of strikes with 

Kmin = S P X jx t , K lmax. =  Xi(SP X)  where Xi =  1 +  i (0.04), i = 1, ...,20. Beyond this 

range there is not a significant contribution to the VIX index level. We compute these 

results for strike interval A K i equals zero. Figure 4.2 shows the VIX level with different 

range of strikes of SPX options. The left table shows the value of VIX level with different 

range of strikes of SPX options and right plot shows the VIX index level with different 

strike intervals with different range of strikes of SPX options. As can be seen from the 

results that the VIX index level computed from a finite range of strikes under approxi

mates the theoretical VIX (VIX) computed from an infinite range of strikes. Typically
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in the market the range of strikes varies from day to day. Mostly this range lies between

1.2 to 1.3 but sometimes it can be lower. Since the market VIX index level is computed 

from a finite range of strikes available on that particular day it under approximates the 

theoretical VIX.

Thus, there are two sources of deviations of the market VIX index level from the 

theoretical VIX value. The first is due to the discrete strikes and second is due to the 

finite range of strikes. Both effects work in opposite directions. Since the strike range 

of SPX options is $5 for short maturity options which are used to compute market VIX 

index, the first effect is quite small. Hence, the second effect causes the main discrepancy 

between VIX level and the theoretical VIX value. The difference between the market 

VIX level and the theoretical VIX value on a particular day depends on the strike range 

of SPX options available on that day. Typically for SPX options the range of strikes 

available in market is large enough so that this difference is about 20-30 basis points or 

3-5% of the VIX index value.

In Appendix A we show that in the continuous diffusion models (e.g., in the SV 

model) the square of the theoretical VIX (VIX) value is equal to the one month con

tinuous variance swap rate and when there are jumps in the underlying (SPX) index 

the square of the theoretical VIX is different from the one month continuous variance 

swap rate. In the SVJ model the square of the theoretical VIX is equal to the value 

of negative of the payoff of a log contract of maturity one month. The market VIX
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index value is independent of jumps in underlying (SPX) index. Since it is given by SPX 

market option prices the market VIX index value and the theoretical VIX value is same 

in the SV and SVJ models. When there are no jumps in the SPX index the square of 

the market VIX index approximates the one month continuous variance swap rate upto 

the error between the market VIX and the theoretical VIX (4.2.4). Since market VIX 

is less than the theoretical VIX, the square of the market VIX index level is less than 

the one month continuous variance swap rate by the same amount when there are no 

jumps. If there are jumps in the SPX index the square of the market VIX index deviates 

from the theoretical VIX value by the same amount as in the case of no jumps but in 

this case square of the theoretical VIX is also different from the one month continuous 

variance swap rate. We characterize the theoretical VIX value in the SV and SVJ models 

in section 4.3. Using parameters of the SVJ model in column four from Table 4.3, the 

theoretical VIX under approximates the one month continuous variance swap rate by 

15 basis points in this particular case. Broadie and Jain (2006a) showed an analysis of 

this difference and this difference can be quite high depending on the conditions in the 

market. Hence, in the case of negative jumps the square of the market VIX level under 

approximates the one month continuous variance swap rate by a slightly larger value 

than in the case of no jumps.

4.3 P ric in g  V IX  F utures

In this section we briefly overview the VIX futures contracts listed on the CFE and then 

provide different methods to price VIX futures in the SV and SVJ models. We compare
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these prices with bounds on the VIX futures given in Carr and Wu (2006).

The CBOE volatility index VIX futures track the level of the VBI index which is 

ten times the value of VIX. The VIX futures have a ticker symbol VX. VIX futures 

contracts expire at the open on Wednesday of each month that is two days prior to 

monthly option expiration. The VIX futures are listed on the February quarterly cycle 

(February, May, August and November) with two near term contract months and two 

additional quarterly cycle expirations being listed at any given time. Hence, at any 

given time there are 4 different VIX futures contracts trading on the CFE with different 

maturities. VIX futures are similar to forward starting volatility swaps. The price at 

time t  of VIX futures maturing at time T  is given by:

Ft,r = E ? VBIr = E\•Q VIXT x 10 (4.3.1)

Now we state the various properties of the variance process in the Heston stochastic 

volatility (SV) model. The transition probability density of the variance process, v t , at 

time T  conditional on the variance, vt at time t is:

f Q(vr\vt) = f i ( j f ) / b  T  > t (4.3.2)

where /i(qp) is the noncentral chi-squared probability density function with degrees of 

freedom d and non-centrality parameter A evaluated at yA It is given by the following
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equations:

4 Ok

al(  1 -  e k(t  4))
(4.3.3)

where I v(x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind. The expectation and 

variance of vt conditional on vt is given by

The SVJ model is given by equation (4.2.7). Since jumps in the SVJ model are in

dependent of the variance process, the variance process will have the same properties as 

in the SV model specified by equations (4.3.3) and (4.3.4).

Now we characterize the VIX index level in the SV and SVJ model. Throughout in 

this section we mean the theoretical VIX (VIX) which is the limit of market VIX as 

shown in equation (4.2.4). The square of the VIX index level, VIXt at time t is equal to 

the value of one month log contract as shown in Appendix A.

where r  =  30/365 (i.e., 30 calendar days) and Ft — Ste^r ^ T is the forward value of the 

SPX index at time t and 5 is the dividend yield of the SPX index. This result holds both

E(vr\vt) = 0 ( 1 -  e k T̂ ^) +  e k(-T ^ v t = A2 + B 2vt

Var(vT \vt) = ^ - ( A 2 + 2B2vt) (4.3.4)

(4.3.5)
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in the case of jumps and without jumps. In continuous diffusion models (e.g., the SV 

model), the square of the VIX index level is also equal to the expectation of continuous 

realized variance under the risk neutral measure Q or the one month continuous variance 

swap rate.

VIX? =  — E?t r  * In n+r rt+T dSu _
Jt Su

In n+ r =  E?
1 f t+ T

T Jt
v qds

(4.3.6)

In the following propositions we are omitting the factor of 10 in equation (4.3.1) for 

the sake of brevity.

P ro p o sitio n  11 In the SV J model, the VIX index level, VIXt at time t can be repre

sented as:

VIXt = I— E+ In J t + T

Ft I
t+T dSu 

Su
In n+ r

— C \ +  C^Vt +  2A (to  — a ) (4.3.7)

where

C2 =
1 — e

Cx =  0(1 - C 2)

t  =  30/365
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Proof: Applying ltd ’s lemma to ln(St) in equation (4.2.7) and integrating from t to 

t + r  gives

)ds + [tt+T y S { p d W ls + y/ 1  -  p2dw2s ) +  In ( n Yi) 
J t \ J=1 /

(4.3.8)

where rij is number of jumps in the stock price during time t  + r  — t. Hence,

— y / C\ +  C2 Vt +  2A(m — a) (4.3.9)

It follows from Proposition 10 in Broadie and Jain (2006a). □

Using Proposition 11 the VIX index level, VIXt at time t in the SV model, can be 

represented as:

VIXt =  y/Cx +  C2vt (4.3.10)

In the SV model the square of the VIX index level is same as the one month continuous 

variance swap rate and in the SVJ model the one month variance swap rate from Broadie 

and Jain (2006a) is
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*[ H
t + T

vsds — C\ +  CiVt +  A (a2 +  b (4.3.11)

Hence in the SVJ model the difference between the square root of one month con

tinuous variance swap rate and theoretical VIX value is y j (C\ +  C^vt + A (a2 +  b2)) — 

\ f  C\ +  C'lVt +  2A( m  — a).

P rop osition  12 in  S'VJ model, the price at time t of VIX futures contract expiring at 

time T  is given by:

POO

Ft<T = /  y/C i + C2 VT +  2A(m — a) f® (vT\vt)dvT (4.3.12)
Jo

where f®{vr\vt) is the transition probability density of variance process, vt at time 

T  conditional on variance, Vt at time t given by equation (4-3.2).

Using Proposition 12 the price at time t of VIX futures contract expiring at time T  in 

the SV model is given by:

POO

Ft,T = I \JC\-\- C<2,vtf®{vT\vt)dvp (4.3.13)
Jo

Since the density of variance process is known in closed form we can obtain the price

of VIX futures by numerical integration. We can also compute the price of VIX futures

using the inverse transform formulas presented in previous chapters. We modify those 

formulas to price the VIX futures.
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P ro p o sitio n  13 In the SV J model, the price at time t of VIX futures contract expiring 

at time T  can be computed by the following transform inversion formula:

Ft,r = E ? VLXt = E ? VIX7
1 f ° °  1 - E f ( e ~ sVlxr]

fJo 3  

S  2

ds (4.3.14)

where

where

E?(e~sVlxT) = E?(e~s{Cl+C2VT +  2A(m -  a))

=  exp[—sC\ + 2A(m — a) +  ipi(T — t) — vtip2 (T — 1)]

. . 2 k6
( T - t )  =  o- log

M T - t )  =

2  K f A T - i )

(sC2<rZ){eK(T — 1) +  2neK(T 0 

2ksC2
(sC2cr^)(eK(T_t) — 1) +  2«eK(T_t)

The pricing in the SV model follows directly from Proposition 13. We can also obtain 

an approximation to the price of VIX futures using the convexity correction formula.

P ro p o sitio n  14 In the SV J model, the price at time t of VIX futures contract expiring 

at time T  can be approximated by the convexity correction formula:

F t ,T  =  E ? VI XT = E? VIX7

\ ] e ?{V IXt ) -

E+ V d 4  -  £ (Q(Vd4 )

2 ,2
(4.3.15)

8E® (VIXT)
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where the following can be derived using equation (4-3-4):

E ?(V i x j )  =  E?(C1 + 2 \ ( m - a )  + C 2VT)

— Ci +  2\{m  — a) +  C2 -A2 +  vtC2 B 2

r  ,   2 I 2
VIXT - £ ; t0 (VIXr ) =  Vart (VIXT) =  Var(Ci +  2A(m -  a) + C2vT \vt)

Anrfi
-(A 2 + 2B2vt) (4.3.16)

E?

2 kO

It follows from the Broadie and Jain (2006a) that the convexity approximation formula 

is a good approximation if the following technical condition is satisfied:

0 < V ix j  < 2E?{YY&t ) (4.3.17)

which can be quantified using the excess probability defined in Broadie and Jain (2006a).

P ro p o sitio n  15 In the SVJ model, the excess probability can be represented using the 

noncentral chi-squared cumulative distribution function in the following form:

p -  1 Fi +  2A(m  ~  +  2(^ 2 +  B2Vt) ^ (4.3.18)

where F(-) is noncentral chi-squared cumulative density function with degrees of freedom 

d and non-centrality parameter A as specified in equation (4-3.3).

Proof: The excess probability is given by

p  =  P ( V & 1 > 2 E ? ( V 1 X 2t ))

= P(Ci +  2A(m — a) +  C2 VT ^  2(Ci +  2A(m — a) +  C2 A-2 V  'wtC2^ 2))

=  P (v t  > (Ci +  2A(m — a))/C2 +  2(^2 +  vtB 2 ))

(Ci +  2A(m — a))/C2 +  2 (j4.2 +  B 2 V1)
P  yvT/b  >

1 _  Fi ^ (^1 +  2A(m -  a))/C 2 +  2(A2 +  B 2vt)^  ^  ^ ^
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The last equality follows since vy/b  has a noncentral chi-squared distribution with de

grees of freedom d and non-centrality parameter A as specified in equation (4.3.3). □

Carr and Wu (2006) have provided upper and lower bounds on the VIX futures using 

the Jensen’s inequality. The VIX futures value using equations (4.3.1) and (4.3.6) can

be represented as follows:

F t , T  =  E? V IX T = e ? J e $
1 f T + r  
~  V,
T  JT :ds (4.3.20)

The second equality is true for the continuous diffusion models (e.g., the SV model) 

and hence the following bounds don’t hold in the case of jumps in the SPX index.

Applying Jensen’s inequality we get the following bounds:

E:
H

T + r

vsds < Ft T < \ E t
T  f T + r  

~  /  V,
t  Jt

ds (4.3.21)

For the upper bound we apply Jensen’s on the outer expectation and square root func

tion and for the lower bound we apply Jensen’s on the inner expectation and the square 

root function. Thus upper bound on the VIX futures value is the square root of forward 

starting one month variance swap rate and lower bound on the VIX futures value is the 

forward starting one month volatility swap rate. Carr and Wu (2006) have shown that 

under a zero correlation assumption between stock and variance process the lower bound 

can be approximated by the implied volatility of a forward starting at-the-money call op

tion. We compute the upper bound using equation (4.3.21) in our numerical example but 

we don’t compute the lower bound as the zero correlation assumption is quite restrictive.
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Table 4.1: Model (SV and SVJ) parameters used in pricing VIX Futures

Parameters SV model SVJ model
risk free rate r 3.19% 3.19%
initial volatility \/Vq 10.10% 9.4%
correlation p -0.7 -0.79
long run mean variance 0 0.019 0.014
speed of mean reversion n 6.21 3.99
volatility of variance av 0.31 0.27
jump arrival rate A n /a 0.11
mean proportional size of jump m n /a -0.12
jump size volatility b n /a 0.15

Table 4.2: Pricing of VIX Futures in the SV and SVJ models using different methods

Method Value (SV) Value (SVJ)
Density 132.8036 130.4416

Inversion 132.8036 130.4416
UB 136.6663
CC 132.4424 129.8217

Prob(excess) 0.0448 0.0494
We use the parameters in Table 4.1 and maturity of 
futures is 0.5 years.
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Figure 4.3: This figure shows the VIX futures price with maturity for two different value of initial 
variance, Vt. The left plot shows prices when initial variance, vt is less than 9. For this case we use all 
the parameters in Table 4.1. The right plot shows futures prices when initial variance, Vt  is more than 
6. In this case we use all the parameters in Table 4.1 except vt which is equal to 0.025 and hence vt >  9

Next we present numerical results of pricing VIX futures in the SV and SVJ models 

using the parameters in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.2 shows the prices of VIX futures obtained using different methods. The 

prices obtained using numerical integration with density and Laplace inversion are accu

rate prices. The UB is within 3-4% of the true price. The excess probability for the VIX 

futures pricing is about 0.045 in the SV model and slightly higher in the SVJ model. The 

convexity correction formula price is slightly different than the true price in both models.

Next we discuss the term structure of VIX futures prices. As the maturity increases, 

the VIX futures prices on a given day can be increasing or decreasing depending on 

market conditions. In the SV and SVJ models when initial variance, vt , is less than 

long run mean variance, 9, i.e., vt < 9, then with increasing maturity the futures prices 

are always increasing. Similarly when vt > 9, the futures prices predicted by the SV 

and SVJ models are decreasing with maturity. Figure 4.3 shows sample term structures 

of VIX futures prices in both cases. This shows that both the SV and SVJ model are 

capable of predicting futures prices.

We also analyze the excess probability with different maturity values. The excess 

probability will depend on the parameters of the SV and SVJ models and maturity of 

VIX futures. Figure 4.4 plots the 1 - p, the excess probability with maturity for two 

different cases: when initial variance is less than the long run mean variance and second 

when initial variance is more than the long run mean variance. It can be seen from 

the curve that the convexity correction formula is more inaccurate in computing longer
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Figure 4.4: This figure shows the (1 - p(excess probability ) (4.3.18)) with maturity for two different 
value of initial variance, v t . The left plot shows probability when initial variance, vt is less than 9. 
For this case we use all the parameters in Table 4.1. The right plot shows the probability when initial 
variance, vt is more than 9. In this case we use all the parameters in Table 4.1 except vt which is equal 
to 0.025 and hence vt >  9.

maturity futures prices.

Table 4.3: Model parameters obtained using empirical fitting

Parameters SV (Price) SV (Vol) SVJ (Price) SVJ (Vol)
initial volatility i/Fo 12.34% 12.87% 11.48% 11.59%
speed of mean reversion k 2.73 2.70 3.03 3.75
long run mean volatility \ / d 19.52% 18.52% 15.89% 15.26%
volatility of variance a v 67.56% 76.16% 44.26% 44.57%
correlation p -0.50 -0.48 -0.52 -0.55
jump arrival rate A 0.15 0.14
mean proportional size of jump m -0.08 -0.06
jump size volatility b 16.15% 18.21%
RMSE (price) 0.18 0.34 0.11 0.13
RMSE (vol) 0.43% 0.32% 0.22% 0.19%
This table shows the model parameters obtained by minimizing mean squared errors between 

model prices and market prices. The first column shows the respective parameters of the SV and 
SVJ models. The second column shows the SV model parameters obtained by minimizing mean 
squared errors between the SV model option prices and market option prices. A total of 72 options 
observed on the same day are used. The third column shows the SV model parameters obtained 
by minimizing mean squared errors between the SV model implied volatilities and market option 
implied volatilities. The last two columns show the respective parameters in the SVJ model. The 
second last row shows the square root mean squared error between model option prices and market 
options prices. The last row shows the square root of mean squared error between model implied 
volatilities and market option implied volatilities.
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Figure 4.5: This figure shows the smile implied by model and market implied smile. The upper left 
plot shows the smile implied by the SV model parameters (obtained by minimizing mean squared error 
between prices) and market implied smile for three different maturities XI =  23 days, X2 =  58 days and 
X3 =  86 days of options available on March 23, 2005. The upper right plot shows the smile implied by 
the SV model parameters (obtained by minimizing mean squared error between volatilities) and market 
implied smile. The bottom plot shows the same for the SVJ model.

Table 4.4: Futures prices from different model parameters obtained using empirical fitting

Maturity (days) Market Value SV (Price) SV (Vol) SVJ (Price) SVJ (Vol)
VIX 14.06 13.27 13.56 14.02 14.15
56 (K05) 146.4 138.8 131.5 146.8 147.8
84 (M05) 150.4 143.8 134.5 149.9 150.6
147 (Q05) 156.1 152.2 140.2 155.1 154.8
238 (X05) 160.7 159.1 145.2 159.1 157.8
RMSE 5.45 15.56 0.99 1.79
This table shows the futures prices from different model parameters obtained by minimizing mean 
squared errors between model prices and market prices. The first column shows VIX index value 
and four different VIX futures maturities in days trading on March 23, 2005. The second column 
shows the market value of VIX and VIX futures on the particular day. The last four columns show 
the VIX futures values using different model parameters obtained using market option prices we 
reported in last four columns in Table 4.3. The last row shows the square root of mean squared 
error between model implied futures prices and market futures prices.
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4 .4  E m pirical T estin g  o f  F utures P rices

In this section we empirically test the futures prices implied by different models we dis

cussed in this chapter. We study the performance of the SV and SVJ models in fitting the 

market future prices. For any given day there are four VIX futures contract of different 

expiries trading in the market. For example, on March 23, 2005 four futures contracts 

K05, M05, Q05 and X05 maturing in May, June, August and November respectively were 

trading. For the same day we have SPX options prices of three different maturities and 

all strikes trading in the market. The three different maturities available are T1 =  23 

days, T2 =  58 days and T3 =  86 days.

We fit the SV and SVJ models to the market option prices to obtain the parameters 

of these models. Table 4.3 shows parameters obtained by fitting different models and 

objective function values used in minimization. The second column (SV(Price)) in Table 

4.3 shows the SV model parameters obtained by minimizing mean squared errors be

tween the SV model option prices and market option prices weighted by inverse of strike 

squares. This form of the objective function puts weight on each option as in VIX index 

computation (4.2.1). This optimization objective function puts more weight on lower 

strikes and less on higher strikes and hence this objective fits options with lower values 

of strikes better than higher strikes. The third column (SV(Vol)) in Table 4.3 shows 

the SV model parameters obtained by minimizing mean squared errors between the SV 

model implied volatilities and market option implied volatilities. This objective function 

puts equal weight on all strikes. The last two columns show the respective parameters
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in the SVJ model obtained by price fitting and implied volatility fitting. A total of 72 

options observed on the same day are used in optimization to compute the parameters. 

The second last row shows the square root of mean squared error between model option 

prices and market options prices. The last row shows the square root of mean squared 

error between model implied volatilities and market option implied volatilities. As can 

be seen from the results of the SV and SVJ model fit parameters, the SVJ model is 

better in fitting market option prices.

Figure 4.5 shows the market implied smile and implied volatility smile using model 

parameters in Table 4.3. The upper left plot shows the smile implied by the SV model 

parameters (obtained by minimizing mean squared error between prices, second column 

in Table 4.3) and market implied smile for three different maturities T1 =  23 days, 

T2 =  58 days and T 3 =  86 days of options available on March 23, 2005. The upper 

right plot shows the smile implied by the SV model parameters (obtained by minimizing 

mean squared error between volatilities, third column in Table 4.3) and market implied 

smile. The bottom plot shows the same for the SVJ model. As can be seen from these 

smile plots, the SVJ model provides a better fit to the market implied smile.

Next using the parameters estimated in Table 4.3 we compute the market futures 

prices on March 23, 2005. Table 4.4 shows the prices of VIX futures as implied by differ

ent model parameters. There are four futures contracts of different maturities trading on 

the same day. The maturities of futures contracts are listed in first column in Table 4.4
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and second column shows the market values of these contracts. The third and fourth col

umn in Table 4.4 show the futures prices obtained from the SV model parameters. The 

SV model parameters obtained by minimizing mean squared differences between prices 

do a better job in fitting market futures prices compared to the parameters obtained by 

minimizing mean squared differences between implied volatilities. The last two columns 

in Table 4.4 show the futures prices obtained from the SVJ model parameters. In this 

case as well parameters obtained by minimizing mean squared differences between prices 

do a better job in fitting market futures prices compared to the parameters obtained by 

minimizing mean squared differences between implied volatilities. The RMSE errors in 

fitting VIX futures from the SVJ model parameters are much smaller than in the SV 

model which is expected as the SVJ model is better fit to market option prices.

4.5 R ea lized  V olatility , Im p lied  V o la tility  and V IX  In d ex

In this section we are investigating the following questions:

•  W hat are the historical profit and loss by investing in variance swaps?

• W hat are the historical profit and loss by investing in VIX futures?

• How would investing in the VIX futures compare with investing in variance swaps 

and what is the reason for any difference?

To answer these questions we compute the one month realized volatility from S&P 

500 index daily prices and one month at-the-money implied volatility from S&P 500 

index option prices and one month realized volatility as implied by VIX index level. As
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we discussed in section 4.2, when the underlying (SPX) diffusion is continuous, e.g., in 

the SV model, the square of the theoretical VIX (VIX) value is equal to the one month 

variance swap rate which is equal to the expected one month realized variance under 

the risk neutral measure Q or one month continuous variance swap rate. Since market 

VIX is computed from a finite range of strikes and discrete strike intervals it under 

approximates the square root of one month expected realized variance under the risk 

neutral measure or the square root of one month continuous variance swap rate, i.e.,

f l  rt+T 
VIX? < E? -  vsds 

J  Jt
= e :•Q Vc(t, t + t ) =  —  & In =  VIX.

(4.5.1)

When the underlying has jumps as in the SVJ model, the market VIX index level 

under approximates the theoretical VIX index level which is equal to the square root of 

negative value of one month log contract and the theoretical VIX value under approxi

mates the one month continuous variance swap rate, i.e.,

VIX? < - ^ E ? In > t + T = VIXt2 < E? Vc(t,t + t ) (4.5.2)

Let t = to < t\ < ... < tn = t+ r  be a partition of the time interval [t, t+r] into n equal 

segments of length At,  i.e., U =  t + i r fn  for each i = 0,1,..., n. Then continuous realized 

variance is the limit of the discrete realized variance. In the SVJ model, the one month 

realized variance consists of two components. The first is the accumulated variance of 

the underlying stock during one month contributed from the diffusive Brownian motion

and second is the contribution from jumps in the underlying stock. In the SVJ model
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one month continuous realized variance is given by the following:

-| / * f + T  I  /  \  ^  ^ /  o  \  2

vc{t,t +  T) =  -J t f,acto + 7 (g (in (y i))2) =

(4.5.3)

where t  =  30/365 or 30 calendar days. In the SV model the one month realized variance 

is given by only the first term in on right side of first equality in equation (4.5.3).

Broadie and Jain (2006a) show that the expected discrete realized variance is larger

than the continuous realized variance i.e.

Vc(t, t +  r)
n

(n — l ) r
2 = 0

(4.5.4)

We compute the one month realized volatility using daily close of the S&P500 index 

level. We then compare this with the market VIX index level which under approximates 

the square root of the one month continuous variance swap rate both in the SV (4.5.1) 

and SVJ (4.5.2) models. The amount of under approximation is larger in the case of 

jumps. We also compute the at-the-money implied volatility from S&P 500 index op

tion prices. All of these three quantities provide different measures of market volatility. 

The expectation of volatilities provided by the VIX and implied volatility are under the

pricing measure or the risk neutral measure.

Table 4.5 shows the descriptive statistics of VIX index level from 1990-2006 and 

the square root of one month daily realized variance computed from daily close of the 

S&P500 index. It also shows the descriptive statistics of one month at-the-money implied
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Table 4.5: Descriptive statistics of historical VIX index level and one month realized 
volatility

Statistic
1990-2006 1990-2003 2004-2006

RVOL VIX Imp Vol. RVOL VIX Imp Vol. RVOL VIX Imp Vol.
Mean 14.43 19.08 17.38 15.32 20.22 17.81 10.30 13.80 13.22
Stdev 6.80 6.42 5.87 7.11 6.45 5.97 2.33 2.29 1.74
Skewness 1.51 0.98 0.95 1.30 0.82 0.83 0.61 0.75 0.45
Kurtosis 5.80 3.80 3.92 5.08 3.56 3.71 2.56 3.29 3.21
Difference 4.65 2.95 4.90 2.49 3.50 2.92

This table shows the descriptive statistics of one month realized volatility, the VIX index level and at- 
the-money implied volatility from S&P 500 index option prices for three different historical periods. 
The first row shows three different historical periods. The first column shows the descriptive statistic 
computed from the VIX index and one month realized volatility and implied volatility. The last 
row and columns two, five and eight show the difference between the volatilities from VIX and daily 
close of the S&P 500 index (RVOL) for three different historical periods. The last row and columns 
three, six and nine show the difference between the implied volatilities from S&P 500 index option 
prices and one month realized volatility from daily close of the S&P 500 index (RVOL) for three 
different historical periods.

volatility of S&P 500 index option prices. The implied volatility values are from January 

1990 to August 2005. We don’t have data for options expiring after August 2005. As can 

be seen mean from the results the average VIX index level is higher than average realized 

volatility (RVOL). Table shows the statistics for the combined period from 1990 to 2006 

and also for periods from 1990-2003 and 2004-2006. We break the sample since the 

first exchange traded volatility products were launched in 2004. As discussed before the 

square of the market VIX index gives an under approximation of the expectation of one 

month realized variance under the risk neutral measure Q or one month variance swap 

rate. Hence the mean of historical one month realized variance under the risk neutral 

measure Q is higher than the average of the one month historical realized variance. From 

these results we also see that the mean of at-the-money one month implied volatility is 

higher than the average realized volatility. This again confirms the observation that
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volatility expectations are higher under the pricing measure and lower under the real- 

world measure. The volatility expectations are higher from VIX compared to at-the- 

money implied volatility. This is because the VIX index captures the volatilities from 

entire option skew while the implied volatility is the volatility of a particular strike.

VIX
RVOL46

40

1998 2001 2004 20061990 1993 1995
Year

Figure 4.6: This figure shows the VIX index level historical series and one month realized volatility 
from 1990-2006.

Figure 4.6 shows the plot of VIX index level and square root of one month daily

realized variance computed from daily close of the S&P500 index. The square root of

one month daily realized variance is always below the VIX index level. Also, because of

the following inequalities:
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Table 4.6: Mean and standard deviation of yearly VIX index level and one month realized 
volatility and at-the-money implied volatility.

Year
RVOL VIX Imp Vol. Difference

VIX-RVOL
Difference 

Imp Vol.-RVOLMean Stdev Mean Stdev Mean Stdev
1990 15.57 4.53 23.06 4.74 19.59 4.11 7.49 4.01
1991 13.71 2.94 18.37 3.69 16.18 2.85 4.67 2.47
1992 9.51 1.94 15.44 2.10 13.38 1.66 5.93 3.87
1993 8.49 2.13 12.70 1.32 10.86 1.07 4.21 2.37
1994 9.66 2.18 13.92 2.08 11.61 1.88 4.26 1.95
1995 8.16 1.83 12.42 0.99 10.44 0.83 4.26 2.28
1996 11.59 2.70 16.40 1.93 14.30 1.70 4.80 2.71
1997 17.77 5.83 22.30 4.12 20.10 3.13 4.53 2.33
1998 18.88 8.44 25.62 6.86 21.93 6.03 6.75 3.05
1999 18.25 2.89 24.37 2.89 21.50 2.67 6.11 3.25
2000 21.81 6.21 23.25 3.36 21.06 2.98 1.44 -0.75
2001 19.83 6.19 25.83 4.77 23.02 4.34 6.01 3.19
2002 25.14 8.60 27.20 6.93 24.81 6.71 2.06 -0.32
2003 15.92 5.03 22.13 5.27 20.47 5.37 6.21 4.55
2004 11.08 1.80 15.56 1.90 13.78 1.60 4.47 2.70
2005 10.18 2.21 12.81 1.47 11.73 1.18 2.63 1.55
2006 9.65 2.73 12.89 2.24 3.23
This table shows the mean and standard deviation of yearly VIX index and one month realized 
volatility and implied volatility from S&P 500 index prices.

E f Vc(t, t + t ) = E f

< i  Etp

nlim ,
n - H X )  (n —  1 )7 "

2 = 0

n—1

(n — l ) r  
v '  2 = 0

2-|

<2 VIX,Z <3 VIX, <4 Et

72—1

<5  E ? '

Q Vc{t, t +  r)

(n -  1 ) r  f

2i
(4.5.5)

the difference between one month continuous realized volatility under the risk neutral 

measure or the square root of the one month variance swap rate and the one month

continuous realized volatility should be larger than the difference shown in the Table
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4.5. The first and fifth inequalities state that the discrete realized variance is more than 

the continuous realized variance (4.5.4). The second inequality comes from empirical 

results in Table 4.6 that the square of the market VIX is more than one month realized 

variance The third inequality is due to the finite range of strikes used in computing VIX. 

The fourth inequality states that the square of the VIX index level is smaller than the 

one month variance swap rate in the case of negative  ju m p s  and vice versa.

Table 4.6 shows the mean of VIX index level and mean of square root of one month 

daily realized variance yearly from 1990-2006. It appears that the VIX index level is 

mean reverting. We have shown in section 4.3 that if variance follows a mean reverting 

process as in the SV and SVJ models, then the square of VIX is an affine function of 

instantaneous variance and hence it is also mean reverting.

Next we investigate the empirical and model profit and loss from investing in variance 

swaps and VIX futures. An investor who has a short position in the discrete variance 

swap will have a payoff equal to the difference between the expectation of one month 

realized variance under the risk neutral pricing measure Q or the one month variance 

swap rate and the realized one month variance:
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Prom equation (4.5.5) the square of the VIX index value is an under approximation 

of one month discrete realized variance under the risk neutral probability measure Q or 

one month variance swap rate. Hence in Table 4.6 the column RVOL gives average one 

month discrete realized volatility and the column VIX can be used as a proxy for the 

square root of one month variance swap rate. The second-to-last column in Table 4.6 

shows the yearly difference between VIX index level and one month realized volatility. It 

can be seen from the Table 4.6 that the difference values varies from year to year but is 

always positive. This difference is due to the P  and Q measures and these results show 

that volatility has a negative risk premium historically.

Table 4.7: Empirical and theoretical monthly returns from investing in variance swaps

Observations Average (%) Stdev (%) Skewness Kurtosis
Empirical (4273) 39.6 36.6 -2.4 12.3

SVJ model 46.1 41.5 -5.5 107.2
This Table shows the empirical and theoretical monthly returns from a short 

position in variance swaps. The empirical returns are computed using historical 
SPX index and SPX options data from 1985-2005. The SVJ model returns are 
computed using simulation.

SVJ Model |I Empirical |

Figure 4.7: These figures show the historical and theoretical (from SVJ model) monthly returns from 
a short position in one month variance swaps.
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Table 4.7 shows the historical and theoretical returns from a short position in one 

month variance swaps. The empirical returns are computed from SPX index and SPX 

options data. Using the historical daily SPX index data we compute the one month 

realized variance and from the SPX options data we compute the one month variance 

swap rate. We compute the monthly return as profit and loss divided by the variance 

swap rate. We compute these monthly returns historically from 1985-2005. To compute 

the model monthly returns we compute the one month variance swap rate in the SVJ 

model and compute the one month realized variance on 100,000 simulations paths of 

the SVJ model. As can be seen from the results that from a short position in variance 

swaps monthly returns are highly positive empirically and theoretically which implied 

that volatility has nagative risk premium.

Next, we analyze the historical and theoretical monthly returns from investing in the 

VIX futures. An investor who takes a short position at time t in the VIX future maturing 

at time t +  r  will have a payoff equal to the difference between the VIX futures value at 

time t, Ft,t+r and the VIX index level at time t  +  r , VIXt+T. Hence the payoff can be 

represented as:

P k L  = Ftj +T -  VIXt+r (4.5.7)

Since VIX futures started trading in 2004, we have limited observations of VIX futures 

contracts available to compute the historical monthly returns. Table 4.8 shows the 

monthly returns from investing in VIX futures of one month maturity from all historical 

futures contracts available and from the SVJ model. Results shows the mean, standard
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deviation, 95% confidence interval, maximum and minimum value of monthly returns 

from a short position in VIX futures contract.

Table 4.8: Monthly returns from investing in VIX futures

maturity
(days)

Observations Average Stdev C l (95 %) 
Upper

Cl (95 %) 
Lower

Skewness Kurtosis

30 empirical (28) 9.84 12.27 14.38 5.30 -0.35 2.25
30 SVJ model 5.21 8.81 5.25 5.18 -0.43 2.97

This table shows the empirical and theoretical monthly returns from investing in VIX futures. The 
empirical returns are computed from all VIX futures contract of one month maturity. There are 28 
such contracts available. The model returns are computed using SVJ model.

SVJ ModelEmpirical

- 2 0  - 1 0  0  10 2 0  3 0  - 2 0  - 1 0  0  10 2 0  30
Profit and loss (%) Profit and loss (%)

Figure 4.8: These figures show the historical and theoretical (from SVJ model) monthly returns from 
a short position in one month VIX futures contracts.

4.6 C on clusion

In this chapter we discuss the replication of VIX index level and pricing of VIX futures. 

We show that there is a difference in the market VIX index level and the theoretical VIX 

index level. This difference is due to two reasons. First because of discrete strikes of SPX 

options available and second due to a finite range of strikes of SPX options. In general, 

mostly the second effect dominates and hence, VIX index is an under approximation of 

the theoretical VIX value. Also, from historical VIX index series we observe that the 

VIX level is mean reverting and hence, using the SV and SVJ models we can model the
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VIX index and VIX futures prices. In the SV and SVJ models the square of the VIX 

index is an affine function of the instantaneous variance. When there are no jumps then 

the square of the theoretical VIX is equal to the one month continuous variance swap rate 

and in the case of jumps it under approximates the one month continuous variance swap 

rate. Hence the square of the market VIX under approximates the one month continuous 

variance swap rate by a slightly larger amount in the case of negative jumps (the SVJ 

model) as compared to no jumps (the SV model) case. Then we present two different 

methods to price the VIX futures in the SV and SVJ models. Both methods, numerical 

integration using density and transform inversion are quite fast and very accurate in 

computing the price. We also show that the convexity correction formula is not accurate 

to compute the VIX futures price and the excess probability depends on the time to 

maturity and the SV and SVJ model parameters. Then we test the pricing of futures 

using market options prices. We fit the market option prices to the SV and SVJ model 

and then using those parameters we compute the VIX futures prices and compared with 

market VIX futures prices. We found that the SVJ model is better in fitting market VIX 

futures prices and market options prices compared to the SV model. Then we present the 

descriptive statistics of the VIX index level and one month realized variance computed 

using daily S&P 500 index prices and at-the-money implied volatility from S&P 500 

index option prices. These results show that the one month volatility from VIX index is 

higher than the mean at-the-money one month implied volatility from S&P 500 option 

prices which is higher than the one month realized volatility of S&P 500 index prices 

We analyze the historical profit and loss from investing in a short position in variance
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swaps. This historical monthly returns are highly positive implying a negative volatility 

risk premium. The historical monthly returns from investing in a short position in VIX 

futures is also positive but returns are lower compared to the variance swaps.
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Chapter 5

A sset A llocation and Generalized  
Buy-and-H old Strategies

5.1 In trod u ction

Ever since the pioneering work of Merton (1969, 1971), Samuelson (1969) and Hakansson 

(1970), considerable progress has been made in solving dynamic portfolio optimization 

problems. These problems are ubiquitous: individual agents, pension and mutual funds, 

insurance companies, endowments and other entities all face the fundamental problem 

of dynamically allocating their resources across different securities in order to achieve a 

particular goal. These problems are often very complex owing to their dynamic nature 

and high dimensionality, the complexity of real-world constraints, and parameter un

certainty. Using optimal control techniques, these researchers and others1 solve for the 

optimal dynamic trading strategy under various price dynamics in frictionless markets.

Optimal control techniques dominated until martingale techniques were introduced 

by Cox and Huang (1989) and Karatzas, Lehocky and Shreve (1987). Under complete 

market assumptions, they showed how the portfolio choice problem could be decomposed

into two subproblems. The first subproblem solved for the optimal terminal wealth, a

1See, for example, Kim and Omberg (1996), Liu (1998), Merton (1990) and the many references cited 
therein.
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problem which could be formulated as a static optimization problem given the complete 

markets assumption. The second subproblem then solved for the trading strategy that 

replicated the optimal terminal wealth. This new approach succeeded in expanding the 

class of dynamic problems that could be solved.

Dual methods were then used by a number of authors (Xu 1990, Shreve and Xu 1992a 

and 1992b, Cvitanic and Karatzas 1992, Karatzas et al 1991, He and Pearson 1991a, 

1991b) to extend the martingale approach to problems where markets are incomplete 

and agents face portfolio constraints. Duality methods have since been very popular2 

for tackling other classes of portfolio optimization problems. These include, for example, 

problems with transaction costs and models where trading impacts security prices.

Applying some of these dual methods, Haugh, Kogan and Wang3 (2006) showed how 

suboptimal dynamic portfolio strategies could be evaluated by using them to compute 

lower and upper bounds on the expected utility of the true optimal dynamic trading 

strategy. In general, the better the suboptimal solution, the narrower the gap between 

the lower and upper bounds, and the more information you therefore have regarding 

how far the sub-optimal strategy is from optimality. These techniques apply directly to 

multidimensional diffusion processes with incomplete markets and portfolio constraints 

such as no-short selling or no borrowing constraints.

The first goal of this chapter is to evaluate in further detail the dual-based approach 

of HKW. Assuming the same price dynamics as HKW, we use a simple application

of Ito’s Lemma to derive a closed form solution for the optimal wealth and expected

2See Rogers (2003) for a survey of some of the more recent advances.
3Hereafter referred to as HKW.
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utility of terminal wealth when security price dynamics are predictable and a static4, 

i.e., constant proportion, trading strategy is employed. This strategy is often considered 

by researchers who wish to estimate the value of predictability in security prices to 

investors. Though this closed form solution is particularly simple to derive, we have not 

seen it presented elsewhere and it has a number of applications which enable us to further 

analyze the dual-based portfolio evaluation approach proposed by HKW. First, we can 

use it to compute the precise upper bound as originally proposed by HKW. In order to 

compute this upper bound, the static strategy’s value function and its derivatives with 

respect to any state variables are required. Because they were unknown to HKW, they 

constructed an alternative upper bound. Though this alternative upper bound appears 

to perform well when the sub-optimal strategy is close to optimal, it is less satisfying 

from a theoretical perspective. The closed-form solution for the static value function 

that we derive in this chapter enables us to compute the more theoretically satisfying 

upper bound and compare it to the alternative bound used by HKW.

Second, we can use the closed-form solution for the static value function to optimize 

the upper bound over all static strategies when markets are incomplete. We show that in 

general, there are infinitely many strategies that minimize the upper bound. While none 

of these coincide with the static strategy, 0statlc, that maximizes the lower bound, i.e., 

the expected utility, Qstatlc does generate an upper bound that is almost indistinguishable 

from the optimal upper bound.

Third, our analytic solution to the static strategy value function may also be used

4One of the principal results of the early literature (Merton 1969 and Samuelson 1969) is that a static 
trading strategy is optimal when the optimizing agent has constant relative risk aversion and security 
returns are independent and identically distributed.
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to analytically compute the myopic strategy as a function of time and state variable(s). 

This obviates the need to compute the myopic strategy numerically and results in greater 

computational efficiency5 when using myopic strategies to generate upper bounds as in 

HKW.

Finally, since the analytic solution for the static strategy’s terminal wealth depends 

only on the terminal security price we can conclude that the optimal GBH strategy 

(defined below) is always superior to the optimal static strategy.

The second goal of this chapter is to use the dual-based portfolio evaluation technique 

to evaluate the optimal generalized buy-and-hold (GBH) strategy. We define the GBH 

strategies to be the class of strategies where the terminal wealth is a function of only 

the terminal security prices. In contrast, the terminal wealth of a static buy-and-holy 

strategy is always an affine function of terminal security prices. When markets are 

incomplete, we analyze the GBH strategy in a dynamic framework and use the dual 

evaluation approach to determine when the optimal GBH strategy is close to optimal.

Haugh and Lo (2001) is most relevant to this work. They considered buy-and-hold 

portfolios where at time 0 the optimizing agent could take positions in a stock, European 

options6 of various strikes on that stock and a cash account earning the risk-free rate. 

When the objective of the agent is to maximize the expected utility of terminal wealth, 

Wt , they showed that the optimal buy-and-hold portfolio was often comparable (in

terms of expected utility) to the optimal dynamic strategy where the agent was free

5More generally, any study of myopic strategies under the same class of price dynamics will benefit 
from the closed-form solution to the static strategy value function.

6Other researchers have also considered the problem of adding options to the portfolio optimization 
problem. See, for example, Evnine and Henriksson (1987) and Carr and Madan (2001).
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to trade continuously in the time interval [0,Tj. They considered the case of a single 

stock and assumed that the dynamic strategy was not subject to portfolio constraints 

or other market frictions. In the case of geometric brownian motion (GBM) dynamics, 

we know from Merton (1969, 1971) that the terminal wealth, W£, resulting from the 

optimal dynamic strategy is a function of only the terminal stock price, Pt,  so  that 

= W*(Pr ). In that case it is clear that the buy-and-hold portfolio with European 

options can approach the optimal dynamic solution if options with all possible strikes 

are available.

When security dynamics incorporate predictability, however, and are therefore no 

longer governed by GBM dynamics, the expected utility of the optimal buy-and-hold 

strategy, E  [u(Wj.ft)], will in general be bounded7 away from the expected utility of 

the optimal dynamic trading strategy, E[u(W^)\. This will be true even when options 

with all possible strikes are available for the buy-and-hold portfolio. This is clear because 

Wj!1 must, by construction, be a function of the terminal value, Pt  say, of the underlying 

security, whereas W?r will in general be path dependent. In that case, Haugh and Lo 

computed the optimal GBH portfolio and compared it to the optimal dynamic trading 

strategy. Because a buy-and-hold portfolio with just a few well chosen options were 

sufficient to approximate the optimal GBH portfolio, they could therefore determine 

when a static buy-and-hold portfolio with just a few options could be used instead of 

adopting a dynamic trading strategy.

In this chapter we use the techniques of HKW in order to extend Haugh and Lo

7In related work, Kohn and Papazoglu (2004) identify those diffusion processes where the optimal 
dynamic trading strategy results in a terminal wealth that is a function of only the terminal security 
price. They do this in a complete markets setting.
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(2001) to the multi-dimensional diffusion setting with portfolio constraints. Rather than 

explicitly considering static portfolios with (generalized) European options, we consider 

instead the GBH strategies8 where terminal wealth is restricted to be a function of only 

the terminal security prices. Dual methods are used to accurately estimate9 the value 

function of the optimal dynamic trading strategy which we can then compare to the 

optimal GBH value function.

We consider how well the optimal GBH strategy performs when compared to the op

timal dynamic strategy under various portfolio constraints. We find that when markets 

are incomplete and there are no portfolio constraints, the dynamic unconstrained portfo

lio often significantly outperforms the optimal GBH strategy. Once portfolio constraints 

are imposed, however, the GBH portfolio can often have a much higher expected utility 

than the optimal dynamic portfolio. In order to draw this conclusion it will be necessary 

to assume the existence of some non-constrained agents in the market-place who can 

“sell” the GBH terminal wealth to constrained investors. While it is true that under this 

assumption there is nothing to stop these agents selling more general path-dependent 

portfolios to the constrained agents, we believe the simplicity of the GBH portfolios are 

more realistic and merit further study. We emphasize that once portfolio constraints are 

imposed, we can no longer view the GBH terminal wealth as the outcome of a dynamic 

strategy. Instead it is necessary to view it as a random variable that may be purchased

from an unconstrained agent who can price it uniquely in the market-place.

8Note that the terminal wealth of any GBH portfolio in a multi-dimensional setting could be approx
imated, for example, by a static buv-and-hold portfolio that includes European options with payoffs of 
the form * — K i)+ where P), is the terminal price of the i th risky asset and K , is a fixed strike.

9In fact, we use the myopic strategy to estimate the optimal value function. We can do this by using 
the dual evaluation technique to show that the myopic strategy is approximately optimal for the price 
processes and parameters that we consider later in the chapter.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 formulates the 

portfolio optimization problem and describes the classes of portfolio policies that we will 

consider in this chapter. Section 5.3 briefly reviews the portfolio duality theory and the 

dual approach for bounding the optimal expected utility for a given dynamic portfolio 

optimization problem. Section 5.4 contains numerical results and in Section 5.5 we solve 

for the static strategies that minimize the upper bound on the optimal expected utility. 

Finally we conclude in Section 5.6.

5.2 P rob lem  F orm ulation  and  T rading S trateg ies

We now formulate10 the dynamic portfolio optimization problem and specify the three 

trading strategies that we will analyze: (i) the constant proportion or static11 trad

ing strategy (ii) the myopic trading strategy and (iii) the GBH strategy. But first we 

formulate the general dynamic portfolio optimization problem.

5.2.1 The Portfolio O ptim ization Problem

T he In vestm ent O pp ortun ity  Set and Security  P rice  D ynam ics

We assume there are N  risky assets and a single risk-free asset available in the econ

omy. The time t vector of risky asset prices is denoted by Pt = ( P ^ \  ■ ■ ■, P^N )̂ and

the instantaneously risk-free rate of return is denoted by rt. Security price dynamics are

10We follow HKW in our problem formulation.
11 The constant proportion trading strategy is commonly called the static strategy as the portfolio 

weights in the risky assets do not vary with time or changes in state variables. Nonetheless, it is a 
dynamic strategy.
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driven by the M-dimensional vector of state variables X t so that

rt = r (X t)

dPt — Pt [[ip(Xt)dt +  TjpdBt] (5.2.1)

dXt — f ix (X t)dt +  YixdBt

where Xo = 0, B t =  (Bit, •••, B ^t)  is a vector of N  independent Brownian motions, p p  

and n x  are N  and M  dimensional drift vectors, and Bp and B* are constant diffusion 

matrices of dimensions N  by IV and M  by N,  respectively. We assume that the diffusion 

matrix, Bp, of the asset return process is lower-triangular and non-degenerate so that 

x TY,pY,-pX > e || x  ||2 for all x  and some e > 0. Then we can define a process, r]t, as

In a market without portfolio constraints, rjt corresponds to the market price of risk 

process (DufRe 1996). We make the standard assumption that the process r/( is square 

integrable so that

Note that return predictability in the price processes in (5.2.1) is induced only through 

the drift vector, fj,p(Xt), and not the volatility, Bp. In this case it is well known that in 

the absence of trading constraints, European option prices can be uniquely determined 

despite the fact that the market is incomplete. It is for precisely the same reason that any

strategy if X p  is a function of only the terminal security prices. It is this fact that will

It  — B p|(/ipt — rt).

■T

random variable, Xp,  can be attained as the terminal wealth of some dynamic trading
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allow us to use the straightforward martingale technique to identify the optimal GBH 

strategy.

Later in the chapter we will compare the performance of the optimal GBH strategy 

to the optimal dynamic trading strategy when there are dynamic trading constraints. 

This would appear to give rise to an inconsistency, however, since we can only deter

mine the optimal GBP strategy when there axe no trading constraints. This is resolved 

by making the assumption that it it is only the agent in question who faces dynamic 

trading constraints. In particular, we implicitly assume12 that the market-place contains 

agents who do not face any such trading constraints. As a result, the presence of these 

non-constrained agents imply that any GBH terminal wealth can be priced uniquely. It 

is these unique prices that our agent uses when determining his optimal GBH wealth.

Portfolio Constraints

A portfolio consists of positions in the N  risky assets and the risk-free cash account. 

We denote the proportional holdings of the risky assets in the total portfolio value by

0t — (#11 0jVt)- The proportion in the risk-free asset is then given by (1 — Oj 1 ) where

1 is the unit vector of length N. To rule out arbitrage, we require the portfolio strategy

to satisfy a square integrability condition, namely that || 6t ||2 dt < oo almost surely.

12A similar argument is often used to justify complete-market models and the Black-Scholes model, in 
particular, for pricing options. For example, a common criticism of these models states that if markets 
are complete then we shouldn’t need derivative securities in the first place. The response to this is that 
the market is complete only for a small subset of agents whose presence allows us to uniquely price 
derivatives. For the majority of investors, the presence of trading frictions and constraints implies that 
derivative securities do add to the investment opportunity set.
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The value of the portfolio, Wt, then has the following dynamics

dWt
Wt

( 1 - Of l  )rt + 6 f MX t ) dt +  dfllpdBt. (5.2.2)

We assume that the proportional holdings in the portfolio are restricted to lie in a 

closed convex set, K,  that contains the zero vector. In particular, we assume that

e  K. (5.2.3)

If short sales are not allowed, for example, then the constraint set takes the form

K  = {0 : 6 >  0}. (5.2.4)

If, in addition, borrowing is not allowed then the constraint set takes the form

K  = {6 : 6 > 0, 1t 9 < 1} (5.2.5)

where 1T = (1,...., 1).

Investo r P references

We assume that the portfolio policy is chosen to maximize the expected utility, 

Eo[U(Wt )}, of wealth at the terminal date T. The function U(W)  is assumed to be 

strictly monotone with positive slope, concave and smooth. It is assumed to satisfy the 

Inada conditions at zero and infinity so that limw-»o U (W) — oo and limw—>oo U'(W) =

0. In our numerical results, we assume the investor’s preferences to be of the constant 

relative risk aversion (CRRA) type so that

U(W) = W 1~ri/ ( l - i ) .  (5.2.6)
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The investor’s dynamic portfolio optimization problem is to solve for the value func

tion, Vo, at t = 0 where

Vo =  su p £ 0[[/(Wr)] (5.2.7)
6t

subject to constraints (5.2.1), (5.2.2) and (5.2.3).

We now discuss in turn the static, myopic and GBH strategies, all three of which are 

suboptimal solutions to (5.2.7). Our principal goals in this chapter are twofold. First, we 

use Proposition 16 below to further analyze the dual approach to portfolio optimization. 

Second, we study the performance of the optimal GBH strategy and compare it to the 

classic constant proportion or static strategy, as well as the optimal dynamic strategy 

that solves (5.2.7). Since it is not possible to obtain the optimal strategy in closed form or 

even numerically for high-dimensional problems, we will use the myopic strategy instead 

as a proxy. For the class of price dynamics under consideration in this chapter, HKW 

used the dual evaluation approach to demonstrate that the myopic strategy is indeed 

often very close13 to optimal. We use the same duality techniques in this chapter to 

determine how far these sub-optimal strategies are from optimality.

5.2.2 The Static Trading Strategy

The static strategy ignores the predictability of stock returns and it is defined using the

unconditional average returns, po, instead of time varying conditional expected returns

13In particular, the hedging demand is insignificant and investment decisions at any point in time axe 
driven primarily by the instantaneous Sharpe ratios.
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on the stocks. It may be found as the solution14 to

gstatic =  m aX9eR  fa T  _  r ^e  _  ^  2 g)

In particular, under the optimal static trading strategy the agent re-balances his 

portfolio at each time t so that he always maintains a constant (vector) proportion, 

Qstatic, 0£ jjjs time wealth invested in the risky assets. It is well known15 that this static 

strategy is an optimal policy in a dynamic model with a constant investment opportunity 

set and cone constraints on portfolio positions. We have the following simple proposition 

showing that, under the price dynamics in (5.2.1), the terminal wealth resulting from 

any static trading strategy is a function of only the terminal security prices.

P ro p o sitio n  16 Suppose price dynamics satisfy (5.2.1) and a static trading strategy is 

followed so that at each time t E [0, T } a proportion, 6, of time t wealth is invested in 

the risky assets with 1 — 0T 1 invested in the risk-free asset. Then the terminal wealth, 

W t,  resulting from this strategy only depends on the terminal prices of the risk assets, 

P t  ■ In particular, we have

Pt "Wt  = W0 exp ( (1 -  0T l )r T  + ^ 6iT(diag(EpSj) -  T,PY,J>9)T + 6 1 In „
Po

(5.2.9)

Proof: See Appendix A.

While straightforward to derive and perhaps not particularly surprising, we have 

not seen the statement of Proposition (16) elsewhere. Moreover, it has a number of

14Both (5.2.8) and (5.2.11) are standard and can easily be obtained by formulating the agent’s problem 
as a standard control problem. The corresponding HJB equations then lead immediately to (5.2.8) and 
(5.2.11).

15See Merton (1969,1971) or more recently, Section 6.6 of Karatzas and Shreve (1998).
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applications. First, the static strategy is typically used as a base case when researchers 

study the value of predictability in security prices. Since predictability is often induced 

via the drift term as in (5.2.1), the expression in (5.2.9) applies. This means that the 

expected utility of the static strategy can often be determined in closed form when the 

distribution of Pt  is also known. For example, if log(Pt) is a (vector) Gaussian process, 

then Wt  is log-normally distributed and

ysta tic  =  E t [W ' - 1 / ( l  _  7 )] (5.2.10)

can be computed analytically. This is obviously much more efficient than computing 

ysta tic  numerically by simulating the underlying stochastic differential equations for X t , 

Pt and Wt.

This latter simulation approach was used by HKW when using the static strategy 

to compute lower and upper bounds on the expected utility, Vo, of the true optimal 

dynamic trading strategy. Moreover, because the analytic expression for V ttatic in (5.2.9) 

was unavailable, HKW were unable to compute the more theoretically satisfying upper 

bound on Vo that their algorithm prescribed. Using (5.2.9), it is straightforward to 

compute that precise upper bound and we present the corresponding results in Section 

5.4 and Appendix A. This is the second application of Proposition 16.

Third, the ability to compute Vtstat'lc analytically also implies that the optimal static 

strategy can be solved by directly maximizing VtstaUc over 6 instead of solving (5.2.8). 

This is also useful when solving for the optimal myopic strategy which we describe in 

Section 5.2.3. In particular, solving for the optimal myopic strategy requires solving for 

a particular optimal static strategy at each time t e [0,T]. An analytic expression for
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ysta tic  woui(] therefore reduce the computational burden of simulating and solving for 

the myopic trading strategy.

Fourth, we can use Proposition 16 to determine the static strategy or strategies that 

minimizes the upper bound. We will see that the optimal static strategy, 0static, does 

not coincide with any of the static strategies that minimize the upper bound. While this 

result is interesting in its own right, we observed nonetheless that 03tatic generates upper 

bounds that are almost indistinguishable from those generated by the static strategies 

that minimize the upper bound.

Finally, because the terminal wealth of the optimal static strategy depends only on 

the terminal security prices, we also have the following corollary.

C oro llary  1 Assuming the price dynamics in (5.2.1), an agent with CRRA utility will 

always prefer the optimal GBH strategy to any static strategy.

5.2.3 T he M yopic Trading Strategy

The myopic strategy is defined in the same way as the static policy except now the 

instantaneous moments of asset returns are fixed at their current values, as opposed to 

their long-run average values. In particular, at each time t the agent invests a (vector) 

proportion, of his time t wealth in the risky assets where Q™yopic solves

6™yopic — argmax geK (pJ>(Xt) -  r)9 -  ^ 70T£p£p0 . (5.2.11)

The approximate policy in (5.2.11) ignores the hedging component of the optimal 

trading strategy. In particular, at each time t the agent observes the instantaneous
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moments of asset returns, /iJ>(Xt) and £p,  and, assuming that these moments are fixed 

from time t onwards, he solves for the optimal static trading strategy.

Because we do not have a closed-form expression for the terminal wealth resulting 

from the myopic strategy, we estimate its expected utility by simulating the stochastic 

differential equations for X t, Pt and Wt, solving (5.2.11) at each discretized point on each 

simulated path. Moreover, we can use Proposition 16 to solve this problem analytically. 

5.2.4 T he G eneralized B uy and Hold (G B H ) Trading Strategy

As stated earlier, a GBH strategy is any strategy resulting in a terminal wealth that 

is a function of only the terminal security prices. When the optimizing agent does not 

face any trading constraints, the optimal GBH strategy may be implemented through 

a dynamic trading strategy. Using the results of Section 5.3, we can therefore use this 

dynamic strategy to compute both lower and upper bounds on the optimal value function, 

thereby indicating how far the optimal GBH strategy is from optimality.

When the agent does face trading constraints, the optimal GBH strategy is in gen

eral no longer attainable from a dynamic trading strategy. In this case we rely on our 

implicit assumption that there are other unconstrained agents in the marketplace who 

can replicate and therefore uniquely price any GBH strategy. The constrained agent 

is then assumed to ‘purchase’ his optimal GBH terminal wealth from one of these un

constrained agents. We then compare the expected utility of the agent’s optimal GBH 

terminal wealth to the optimal wealth that could be attained from a constrained dynamic 

trading strategy. We will see in Section 5.4 that the GBH strategy often significantly 

outperforms the optimal constrained dynamic trading strategy.
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One possible criticism of this analysis is to ask why the constrained agent should 

restrict himself to purchasing a GBH terminal wealth from an unconstrained agent. 

Instead, acting as though he was unconstrained, the agent could compute his optimal 

terminal wealth and then ‘purchase’ this wealth from one of the unconstrained agents 

who can actually replicate it. While this criticism has some merit, we believe that the 

GBH strategies are simple to understand and, as a straightforward generalization of the 

well known buy-and-hold strategy, deserve attention in their own right.

Moreover, we believe that many investors care more about the final level of security 

prices, rather than the path of security prices, when they are evaluating their investment 

performance. They are aware that they generally do not possess market-timing skills 

but, at the same time, they do not wish to ‘miss the boat’ on a sustained bull market, 

for example. Clearly, access to buy-and-hold strategies would be of particular interest 

to such investors.

We now outline the steps required for computing and evaluating the optimal GBH 

strategy. Further details are provided in Appendix B where we specialize to the price 

dynamics assumed in Section 5.4.

1. Solving th e  SDE: We first solve the stochastic differential equation (SDE) for the 

price processes, Pt, and state variable, Xt, under both the real world probability 

measure, P, and any risk neutral probability measure, Q. Recall that since markets 

are incomplete, a unique risk-neutral measure does not exist.

2. C o m p u te  th e  C ond itional S ta te  P rice  D ensity : We compute the state price
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density, t;\, conditional on the terminal security prices. In particular, we solve for

4 ( W) -  E g  (7tt (oj) | pW(w) =  biy i = 1 , . . . ,  AT) (5.2.12)

where u  is a sample outcome. It is worth mentioning that while there are infinitely 

many state price-density processes, 7rt , we can use any such process on the right- 

hand-side of (C.2.10) and obtain the same16 conditional state price density, irg.

3. C om pu te  O p tim al G B H  W ealth : We then use static martingale approach to 

solve for the optimal GBH strategy. In particular we solve

V ? h = sup E g  
wT

W*~7
1 - 7

subject to E0 [7rr Wr] =  Wo. (5.2.13)

Note that because of our use of the conditional state price density, in (C.2 .12), 

we did not need to explicitly impose the constraint that Wt  be a function of only 

the terminal security prices. This constraint will be automatically satisfied.

4. D eterm ine  th e  Value Function  a t all In te rm e d ia te  Tim es: Compute the 

GBH value function, V fbh, for all t 6  [0, T). This is the same problem we solved in 

step 4.

5. D eterm ine  th e  R ep lica ting  T rad ing  S tra teg y : Once the optimal GBH wealth, 

Wgbh, has been determined, we compute the replicating strategy, 6fbfl, that attains 

Wgbh.

16 This is consistent with our earlier observation that all European options prices can be uniquely 
determined despite the market incompleteness.
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6. Compute Lower and Upper Bounds on the Global Optimal Value func

tion: Using the GBH trading strategy, 6'fbh, and the GBH value function, V fbh, 

we can compute an upper bound on the optimal value function, Vt, for the problem 

in (5.2.7). This step is done using the duality-based algorithm described in Section

5.3. Note that Vt9bh constitutes a lower bound on the optimal value function. If 

the lower and upper bounds are close to one another, then we can conclude that 

the optimal GBH strategy is indeed close to the true optimal solution. When the 

GBH investor faces trading constraints we will compare Vt9bh to the optimal value 

function Vt that results from dynamic trading with constraints.

5.3 R ev iew  o f  D u a lity  T h eory  and C on stru ction  o f  U p p er  
B ou n d s

In this section we briefly review the duality approach of HKW for analyzing the quality

of a suboptimal strategy. This is done by using the suboptimal strategy to construct

a lower and upper bound on the true value function. If the difference between the two

bounds is large, i.e. the duality gap is wide, then it suggests that the suboptimal policy

is not close to the optimal solution. If the duality gap is narrow, then (i) we know that

the suboptimal strategy is close to optimal and (ii) we know approximately the optimal

value function. In this chapter we will use the myopic policy to construct an upper

bound on the optimal dynamic trading strategy. As we shall see17 in Section 5.4, the

upper bound will be close to the corresponding lower bound. We will therefore have an

accurate approximation to the expected utility of the optimal dynamic trading strategy

17These results were reported in Haugh, Kogan and Wang (2006).
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with which we can compare the optimal GBH strategy.

Starting with the portfolio optimization problem of Section 5.2.1, we can define a 

fictitious problem ( V ^ ) ,  based on a different financial market and without the portfolio 

constraints. First we define the support function of K, <S(-) : R N —> N  U oo, by setting

S(v) =  su p (- r ,Tx). (5.3.1)
xeK

The effective domain of the support function is given by

K = { i / e K :  5(u) < oo}.

Because the constraint set K  is convex and contains zero, the support function is con

tinuous and bounded from below on its effective domain K. We then define the set D 

of jFf-adapted R N valued processes to be

D =  jr'tjO < t < T  : vt e  K , E0 J  5{ut)dt  +  E0 J  ||yt||2dt < oo j (5.3.2)

For each process v in D, we define a fictitious market M ^ \  In this market, one can

trade the N  stocks and the risk-free cash account. The diffusion matrix of stock returns

in M M  is the same as in the original market. However, the risk-free rate and the vector 

of expected stock returns are different. In particular, the riskfree rate process and the 

market price of risk in the fictitious market are defined respectively by

r f '1 — rt + 5{vt) (5.3.3a)

=  rjt + (5.3.3b)

where S(v) is the support function defined in (5.3.1). We assume that is square- 

integrable. Following Cox and Huang (1989), the state-price density process i r ^  in the
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ir{t ] =  exp I -  I r

and the vector of expected returns is given by
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J  d.s -  ~ ^  ds -  rff> dBs ĵ (5.3.4)

P p t  = r t ' )  +  ■

The dynamic portfolio choice problem in the fictitious market without position con

straints can be equivalently formulated in a static form18:

V M  = sup E0 [U(WT)} subject to E0 [7t $ ]Wt  
{ w t }  1

< W 0. (pM )

Due to its static nature, the problem (p M ) is easy to solve. For example, when the utility 

function is of the CRRA type with relative risk aversion 7  so that U (W) = IT1_7/(1 — 7 ),

the corresponding value function in the fictitious market is given explicitly by

V M  _  Wo1' 1 p
v° ~  1T 7  Eo

J y )  1 (5.3.5)

It is easy to see that for any admissible choice of v  e  D, the value function in (5.3.5) 

gives an upper bound for the optimal value function of the original problem. In the

fictitious market, the wealth dynamics of the portfolio are given by

d w iv) = ( r (M +  e j z p4 v))  dt + ejzp dBt (5.3.6)

so that

dWt{l/) dWt
wT

( r ^  -  r t)  +  O j -  rĵ J dt = (s(vt) + &JI't') dt.

18See Cox and Huang (1989), Karatzas, Lehocky and Shreve (1987) or Section 3 of Karatzas and 
Shreve (1998).
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The last expression is non-negative according to (5.3.1) since 9t € K. Therefore, w [ ‘ y )>

Wt V t € [0,T] and so

V$v) > V0. (5.3.7)

Under fairly general assumptions, it can be shown that there exists a process, v*, such 

that (5.3.7) holds with equality. While one can pick any fictitious market from the 

admissible set D to compute an upper bound, HKW showed how a given suboptimal 

strategy, 0t , may be used to select a particular ut € D. If the suboptimal strategy is in 

fact optimal, then the lower bound associated with the suboptimal strategy will equal 

the associated upper bound, thereby demonstrating its optimality.

Given an approximation to the optimal portfolio policy Ot, one can compute the corre

sponding approximation to the value function, V), defined as the conditional expectation 

of the utility of terminal wealth, under the portfolio policy Ot- We then define19 rjt as

where dw  denotes the partial derivative with respect to W ,  and d w x  and dww  are 

corresponding second partial derivatives. We then define i>t as a solution to (5.3.3b).

In the special but important case of a CRRA utility function the expression for rjt 

simplifies. In the case of a CRRA utility function, for a given trading strategy, 9t, the 

corresponding value function is of the following form

dwwVt Z p 9 t -  (dwVtJ S j  [dw xVtj  (5.3.8)

Hence, the market price of risk in the dual problem simplifies to

19 See HKW (2006) who motivate this definition of r)t.
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dg(t,X t)
dX t

(5.3.9)

where 7  is the relative risk aversion coefficient of the utility function, and one only 

needs to compute the first derivative of the value function with respect to the state 

variables, X t , to evaluate the second term in (5.3.9). This simplifies numerical imple

mentation, since it is easier to estimate first-order than second-order partial derivatives 

of the value function. In the case of the static trading strategy, the analytic expres

sion of Proposition 16 will enable us to compute an analytic expression for the partial 

derivatives. For the GBH trading strategy we can compute the value function and its 

derivatives analytically. These calculations are given in Appendix B. But for more gen

eral strategies e.g., myopic and others, we don’t have an analytical solution for the value 

function and its derivatives.

Obviously, rjt is a candidate for the market price of risk in the fictitious market. 

However, there is no guarantee that rjt and the corresponding process vt belong to the 

feasible set D defined by (5.3.2). In fact, for many important classes of problems the 

support function 8{ut) may be infinite for some values of its argument. We therefore look 

for a price-of-risk process rjt £ D  that is “close” to rjt by formulating a simple quadratic 

optimization problem. Depending on the portfolio constraints, this problem may be 

solved analytically. Otherwise, we solve it numerically at each discretization point on 

each simulated path of the underlying SDE’s. The lower bound is then computed by 

simulating the given portfolio strategy. The same simulated paths of the SDE’s are 

then used to estimate the upper bound given by (5.3.5). At each discretization point on
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each simulated path we solve a quadratic optimization problem to find the appropriate 

rjt & D. See HKW for further details.

It is worth mentioning that when HKW were computing the upper bounds corre

sponding to the static and myopic strategies, they only used the first term in the right- 

hand-side of (5.3.9) as an expression for the second term was unavailable. While the 

resulting bounds were still valid upper bounds, they were not the precise bounds as 

prescribed by their algorithm. In this chapter, the knowledge of Proposition 16 means 

that we use both terms20 on the right-hand-side of (5.3.9) to derive the upper bound 

corresponding to the static strategy. For the particular model and parameters of Section

5.4, it turns out that there is almost no discernable difference between the two. There 

is no guarantee, however, that this will always be the case.

5.4 N u m erica l R esu lts

We use the same21 model specification as that of HKW who in turn specify their model 

as a continuous time version of the market model in Lynch (2001). In particular, our 

model dynamics are as specified in (5.2.1), but now we assume that there are three risky 

securities and one state variable so that N  =  4 and M  — 1. We assume the drift of the 

asset returns, n (X t), is an affine function of the single state variable, X t , which follows

a mean reverting Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Hence, it is an incomplete market model.

20As in HKW, we continue to omit the second term in (5.3.9) when computing the upper bound 
corresponding to the myopic strategy. We can still conclude, however, that the myopic strategy is very 
close to the optimal as the lower and upper bounds are very close to each other. Haugh and Jain (2007) 
show how cross-path regressions and pathwise estimators can be used to efficiently estimate the second 
term in (5.3.9) for the myopic strategy.

21 By using the same model specification, we can also compare the performance of the static upper 
bound that we compute using both terms from the right-hand-side of (5.3.9) with the upper bound 
computed in HKW that only used the first term.
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The asset return dynamics satisfy

rt = r

dPf — Pt [(p0 +  Xtfi\)dt + P.pdBf]

dXt = - k X tdt +  Y,x dB? . (5.4.1)

The first equation gives the risk free rate which is assumed to be constant in our numerical 

results. The second equation specifies the dynamics of the three traded risky securities. 

The diffusion matrix E x  is of size 1 by 4 and coincides with last row of matrix Ep. The 

vectors po and p\ define the drift vector for the risky securities. The third equation 

specifies the dynamics of the state variable, X t, whose initial value is set to zero in all 

of the numerical examples.

Lynch considered two choices for the state variable: (i) the dividend yield and (ii) 

the term spread. The dividend yield captures the rate at which dividends are paid 

out as a fraction of the total stock market value. The term spread is the difference in 

yields between twenty year and one month Treasury securities. Both of these predictive 

variables are normalized to have zero mean and unit variance. Lynch also considered 

two sets of risky assets: (i) portfolios obtained by sorting stocks on their size and (ii) 

portfolios obtained by sorting stocks on their book-to-market ratio. The two choices of 

risky assets and the two choices of the predictive variable result in four sets of calibrated 

parameter values. These are reported in Table 5.1. We set the risk-free rate, r, equal to

0.01 throughout.

As mentioned earlier, we assume that the utility function is of the constant relative 

risk aversion (CRRA) type so that U(W) = / ( I  — 7 ). We consider three values
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for the relative risk aversion parameter 7  =  1.5,3, and 5. We consider two values for 

the time horizon: T  =  5 and T  = 10 years. When simulating the SDE’s we use 100 

discretization points per year.

We consider three types of market constraints: (1) the base case where the agent does 

not face any trading constraints (2) the agent faces no-short-sales and no-borrowing 

constraints and (3) the agent faces no-short-sales constraints. In the first case we 

evaluate the static, myopic and GBH strategies by computing their value functions. The 

value functions are computed analytically in the case of the static and GBH strategies, 

and numerically by simulating the SDE’s, in the case of the myopic strategy. Since these 

trading strategies are feasible dynamic trading strategies, their value functions constitute 

valid lower bounds on the value function of the optimal dynamic trading strategy. We 

also report the value of this optimal value function as it can be computed explicitly using 

the results of Kim and Omberg (1996).

Though the optimal value function is available, we also use the three sub-optimal 

strategies to compute upper bounds on this optimal value function. There are two 

reasons for doing this. First, ours is the first study that can compute the exact22 upper 

bounds prescribed by the algorithm of HKW and it would be interesting to see how they 

vary with the quality of the lower bounds. Moreover, in the case of the static strategy, it 

is of interest to see how the upper bound here compares with the upper bound reported 

in HKW. Second, when dynamic constraints are imposed the optimal value function is

no longer available and so it is necessary to compute upper bounds in order to determine

22This is only the case for the static and GBH strategies, but see Haugh and Jain (2007) for the myopic 
strategy.
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how fax the sub-optimal strategies are from optimality. Since we therefore need to report 

upper bounds when trading constraints are imposed, for the sake of consistency we do 

the same even when there are no trading constraints.

For each of the three sub-optimal strategies, their associated upper bounds are com

puted by simulating the underlying SDE’s. At each discretization point on each sim

ulated path, we solve a simple quadratic optimization23 problem in order to solve for 

the market-price-of-risk process in the associated fictional market. See Section 5.3 and 

HKW for further details.

When trading constraints are imposed, we again use the static and myopic strategies 

to compute lower and upper bounds on the true optimal value function. There is nothing 

new here24 over and beyond what is already presented in HKW. However, the principal 

goal of this section is to compare the optimal GBH strategy with the static and myopic 

strategies. Recall that when trading constraints are imposed we assume that the agent 

can purchase the optimal GBH wealth from an unconstrained agent in the market place. 

We therefore display25 the results for the optimal GBH strategy alongside the lower and 

upper bounds for the constrained static and myopic strategies.

In all of our results, we report the expected utility as the continuously compounded 

certainty equivalent return, R. The value of R  corresponding to a value function, Vo, is 

defined by U(W0eRT) = V0.

23Either analytically or numerically, depending on whether or not trading constraints were imposed.
24Except for how we computed the upper bound associated with the static strategy as mentioned 

earlier.
25While the GBH strategy could be used to compute a valid upper bound for the value function 

of optimal constrained dynamic strategy, we do not bother to do so as the upper bound would not 
correspond to any feasible sub-optimal strategy.
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5 .4 .1  In c o m p le te  M a rk e ts

We first consider the case of incomplete markets where there are no trading constraints. 

Tables 5.2 and 5.3 report the estimates of the expected utility under the static, myopic 

and GBH portfolio strategies as well as their corresponding upper bounds on the optimal 

dynamic trading strategy. As demonstrated by HKW, the myopic strategy outperforms 

the static strategy in that the former has a higher lower bound. Perhaps surprisingly, 

however, we see that the upper bound generated by the static strategy is now superior,

i.e. lower, than the upper bound generated by the myopic strategy. This occurs because 

the static upper bound is generated using both terms in the right-hand side of (5.3.9) 

whereas the myopic upper bound used only the first term. In fact, HKW showed that in 

the case of incomplete markets, the static and myopic upper bounds will coincide when 

they are both generated using only the first term of (5.3.9).

Confirming the results of Corollary 1, we see that the GBH strategy always outper

forms the optimal static strategy, significantly so in the cases of parameter sets 1 and 3. 

It is no surprise that the optimal myopic strategy generally outperform the optimal GBH 

strategy as the former strategy can take explicit advantage of the variability in the state 

variable, X t . However, it is quite surprising that in the case of the third parameter set, 

we see that the GBH strategy outperforms the myopic strategy when T  — 10 and 7  =  3 

or 7  =  5. The upper bound computed from the GBH strategy is generally comparable 

to the upper bound generated from the myopic strategy.
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5 .4 .2  N o  S h o r t-S a le s  a n d  N o  B o rro w in g  C o n str a in ts

Table 5.4 reports the results for when short sales and borrowing are prohibited. We see 

that the performance of the static and myopic strategies often deteriorates considerably. 

This is particularly true for parameter sets 3 and 4, and not surprisingly, is further 

pronounced for lower values of risk aversion. Of particular interest is how the GBH 

strategy performs in relation to the myopic strategy. We see in the cases of parameter 

sets 1 and 3 that the myopic strategy still outperforms the GBH strategy, though not 

by a significant amount. In the case of parameter sets 3 and 4, however, the GBH 

portfolio significantly outperforms the myopic strategy. The out-performance is on the 

order of four or five percentage points per annum in the case of 7  =  1.5, and one to two 

percentage points otherwise. This is significant and it is clear that constrained investors 

would easily prefer to purchase the optimal GBH strategy rather than implementing a 

dynamic constrained strategy. Note that in Table 5.4 we do not display an upper bound 

generated by the GBH strategy. While it is straightforward to construct such an upper 

bound, we emphasize again that there does not exist a self-financing trading strategy 

that generates the GBH terminal wealth when trading constraints are imposed. It would 

be necessary to purchase such a portfolio from unconstrained agents in the market.

5 .4 .3  N o  S h o r t-S a le s  C o n str a in ts

Table 5.5 reports the results when only a no short-sales constraint is imposed. For this 

problem, the quadratic optimization problem that we must solve at each discretization

point on each simulated path needs to be solved numerically. This is in contrast26 to

26We have not discussed the specific details of these quadratic optimization problems in this chapter. 
HKW describes these problems in some detail and how the precise problem depends on the portfolio
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the earlier two cases where the quadratic optimization problem had an analytic solution. 

Due to the increased computational burden when solving for the upper bound, we only 

consider T  = 5 in this case.

We make the same conclusions as we did for the case where no short-sales and no 

borrowing constraints were imposed. The myopic strategy still outperforms the GBH 

strategy using parameter sets 1 and 2 but the GBH strategy outperforms under pa

rameter sets 3 and 4. The extent of the GBH strategy’s out-performance (one or two 

percentage points per annum) is not as great since the myopic strategy is now less con

strained. However, investors who are free to borrow but are still constrained by the 

inability to short-sell would still clearly prefer to purchase the GBH portfolio.

5.5 O p tim izin g  th e  U p p er  B ou n d

In this section we determine the static strategies27 that minimize the upper bound as

suming the same price dynamics of Section 5.4. We consider only the case of incomplete 

markets here and the minimum is taken over the set of all static strategies. We will also 

show that the optimal static strategy, Qstatic; given by equation (5.2.8) is not the upper 

bound-minimizing static strategy.

As we saw in Section 5.3, the value function (5.3.5) in the fictitious market provides 

an upper bound for the optimal value function of the original problem. Computing the 

value function in (5.3.5) requires the state-price density process, in the fictitious 

market. This is given by equation (5.3.4) where equation (5.3.3) defines the risk-free

interest rate and market price-of-risk process in the fictitious market.

constraints th a t are imposed.
27As we shall see, there is not a single strategy th a t minimizes the upper bound.
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We now derive a semi-closed form expression for the upper bound of equation (5.3.5) 

assuming it is generated by a given static strategy, 0, when markets are incomplete. As 

in Section 5.4, we assume there are three risky securities and one state variable, X t . The 

drift of the asset returns, n{Xt), satisfies fi(Xt) — po +  Wmi, an affine function of X t .

For a given static policy, 6, the market price-of-risk in the dual problem is given by 

equation (5.3.9) which can be determined analytically using Proposition 16. In particu

lar, we obtain

% = 7 S ^ - S j ( l - 7 )0Ty ( l - e x p ( - A :( T - t ) ) .  (5.5.1)

Recall that rjt is only a candidate market price-of-risk process. In the case of incom

plete markets, as we assume here, the risk-free rate process and the market price of risk 

in the fictitious market (see HKW for further details) actually satisfy

r = r

Vt? = i = 1,2,3

=  Vt,i i =  4 (5.5.2)

where

Vt = SpJ(Mo +  X tfii -  r )

is the market price-of-risk process in the original problem. Note that rji^ is a (4 x 1)

vector and that it depends upon the static strategy, 6, only through its fourth component.

This last component is given by
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VtA =  - E*(4 )(l “  "l) ° ' y  (! “  exp(-fc(T -  t)) 

The upper bound is given by

3t  Mi , (5.5.3)

UB =
Wr1 - 7

1 - 7
E0

7-1

(5.5.4)

Hence computing the expectation in above expression we get

E0
7-1

» T E0 exp (_ rT ~ K L ^ v<t̂h>'2dt+J0 ^ 2dt)
fTJ2(vS)dBitl)+ fivSM
Jo Jo

-T  t = 3

The FOC conditions to compute the least upper bound can be written as

(5.5.5)

En
dn,W

dOO)
=  En 7 - 7  fT, wM-oli). f

—  0  

(5.5.6)

where j  = 1,2,3. The above condition can be simplified to

Eq
' d n ^ ] 7 '

300)
=  E0

, , i = i  /  rT  JM) 1  I I v tEjc(4)(l -  l )6 T ^ ( l  -  exp(—fc(T -  t ) f d t  
0 K

-  [  (1 -  exp(—fc(T -  t))dBx 
Jo

which can be reexpressed as

(4) =  0 (5.5.7)
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rr , 1—exp(-2fcT) 2(l-exp(-fcT)) ( E j ( 4 ) ( l - 7)
1 ^  2k k \ k

(5.5.8)

Thus the static strategy which provides a least upper bound should satisfy the above 

condition. Prom the above result we can also conclude that there are infinite number of 

static strategies which provides a least upper bound.

This is interesting because blah blah

It is worth mentioning at this point that we will not report the minimal statically- 

generated upper bound where the minimum is taken over all static trading strategies as 

described in Section 5.5. This is because the upper bound generated by 0staUct while not 

minimal, is very close to minimal in practice. In particular, our (unreported) numerical 

experiments show that the upper bound generated by 0staUc is often within just 1 or 2 

basis points of the minimal statically-generated upper bound. Moreover, we never saw 

this difference exceeding 10 basis points.

5.6 C on clusions and F urther R esearch

For a particular class of security price dynamics, we obtained a closed-form solution 

for the terminal wealth and expected utility of the classic constant proportion or static 

trading strategy. We then used this solution to study in further detail the portfolio 

evaluation approach recently proposed by Haugh, Kogan and Wang (2006). In particular, 

we solved for the more theoretically satisfying upper bound on the optimal value function 

that was originally proposed by HKW. We also used this result to minimize the upper 

bound over the class of static trading strategies and showed that the optimal static
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strategy, Ostatlc, does not minimize the upper bound.

For the same class of security price dynamics, we solved for the optimal GBH strategy 

and showed that in some circumstances it is comparable, in terms of expected utility, 

to the optimal dynamic trading strategy. Moreover, when the optimizing agent faces 

dynamic trading constraints such as no-short sales or no-borrowing constraints, the op

timal GBH strategy can often significantly outperform the optimal constrained dynamic 

trading strategy. This has implications for investors when: (i) a dynamic trading strat

egy is too costly or difficult to implement in practice and (ii) when the optimal GBH 

portfolio can be purchased from an unconstrained agent. We also concluded that the 

optimal GBH strategy is superior to 0static in that it achieves a higher expected utility.

There are several possible directions for future research. First, it would be interesting 

to extend the analysis to other security price dynamics. Are there other price processes, 

for example, where moderately risk averse investors with long time horizons might prefer 

the GBH strategy to the optimal myopic strategy? We saw this to be the case with 

Parameter Set 3, even when dynamic trading constraints were not imposed.

Another direction for future research is to continue the study of duality methods 

for evaluating suboptimal portfolio strategies. We were able to use Proposition 16 to 

compute the upper bounds for the static and GBH strategies originally proposed by 

HKW. Oifr results showed that in some circumstances the myopic strategy outperformed 

the GBH strategy yet failed to provide a tighter upper bound. This could be due to the 

fact that the upper bound computed from the myopic strategy could only use the first 

term in the right-hand-side of (5.3.9) as the value function and its derivatives were not
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available to compute the second term. Haugh and Jain (2007) seek to resolve this issue by 

using regression methods and path-wise Monte Carlo estimators to estimate the second 

term in (5.3.9) for various strategies.

Finally, it would be interesting to develop primal-dual style algorithms for finding 

good sub-optimal policies. Haugh, Kogan and Zhu (2007) is a very basic attempt in 

this direction in that approximate dynamic programming (ADP) methods are used to 

construct trading strategies that are then evaluated using the dual-based portfolio eval

uation approach. Their algorithm does not constitute a primal-dual algorithm, however, 

in that the dual formulation is not used to construct the trading strategy. We believe 

this could be a particularly profitable direction for future research.
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Table 5.1: Calibrated model parameters

Parameter set 1

k Ho H i £ p

0.366 0.081 0.034 0.186 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.110 0.059 0.228 0.083 0.000 0.000
0.130 0.073 0.251 0.139 0.069 0.000
0.000 0.000 -0.741 -0.037 -0.060 0.284

Parameter set 2

k Ho Hi

1.671 0.081 0.046 0.186 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.110 0.070 0.227 0.082 0.000 0.000
0.130 0.086 0.251 0.139 0.069 0.000
0.000 0.000 -0.017 0.149 0.058 1.725

Parameter set 3

k Ho H i

0.366 0.142 0.065 0.256 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.109 0.049 0.217 0.054 0.000 0.000
0.089 0.049 0.207 0.062 0.062 0.000
0.000 0.000 -0.741 0.040 0.034 0.288

Parameter set 4

k Ho Hi Sp

1.671 0.142 0.061 0.256 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.109 0.060 0.217 0.054 0.000 0.000
0.089 0.067 0.206 0.062 0.062 0.000
0.000 0.000 -0.017 0.212 0.096 1.716

The four sets of model parameters correspond to: (1) size sorted 
portfolios and the dividend yield as a state variable; (2) size sorted 
portfolios and the term spread as a state variable; (3) book-to- 
market sorted portfolios and the dividend yield as a state variable; 
(4) book-to-market sorted portfolios and the term spread as a state 
variable. Parameter values are based on the estimates in Tables 1 
and 2 of Lynch (2001).
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Table 5.2: Lower and upper bounds in incomplete markets - I.

T  =  5 T  =  10

7 =  1.5 7 = 3 7 =  5 7 =  1-5 7 = 3 7 =  5

Parameter set 1

L B 3 7.49 4.63 3.27 7.70 4.84 3.42
(7.47, 7.51 ) (4.62, 4.64) (3.27, 3.28 ) (7.68 7.70) (4.83 4.85 ) (3.42 3.43 )

U B S 9.44 5.93 4.15 10.12 6.61 4.64
(9.40, 9.49 ) ( 5.86, 6.00 ) ( 4.02, 4.27) ( 10.09 , 10.15) ( 6.51, 6.71 ) ( 4.38 4.91 )

L B ™ 9.35 5.72 3.97 9.94 6.18 4.29
(9.32, 9.37) (5.70, 5.73) (3.96, 3.98) (9.92, 9.96) (6.16, 6.19) (4.28, 4.29)

U B ™ 9.46 5.96 4.18 10.14 6.67 4.71
( 9.42, 9.50 ) ( 5.89, 6.04 ) ( 4.06, 4.30 ) ( 10.11, 10.17) ( 6.57, 6.78 ) ( 4.44 4.99 )

L B gbh 8.36 5.29 3.75 8.68 5.83 4.22

U B 9bh
(8.31, 8.41) (5.24, 5.35) ( 3.70, 3.80) (8.65 , 8.72) ( 5.78, 5.87) (4.17, 4.27)

9.42 5.91 4.16 10.13 6.64 4.78
(9.35, 9.49) ( 5.80 , 6.02) (4.01, 4.31) (10.08, 10.18) (6.53, 6.75) (4.59, 4.98)

v u 9.44 5.95 4.19 10.09 6.62 4.75

Parameter set 2

L B 9 6.54 3.68 2.59 6.52 3.67 2.58
(6.51, 6.57) (3.67, 3.70) (2.58, 2.60 ) (6.50 , 6.54) (3.66, 3.68 ) ( 2.57, 2.58 )

U B 3 9.14 5.00 3.38 9.33 5.06 3.43
( 9.10 , 9.19) ( 4.95, 5.05) ( 3.33, 3.43 ) ( 9.29, 9.36) ( 5.04, 5.12 ) ( 3.38, 3.48)

L B ™ 9.02 4.92 3 .3 3 9.10 4.95 3.35
(8.99, 9.05) (4.90, 4.93) (3.32, 3.34) (9.08, 9.12) (4.94, 4.97) (3.34, 3.36)

U B ™ 9.20 5.09 3.47 9.38 5.18 3.52

L B 9bh
( 9.15, 9.24) ( 5.04, 5.14) ( 3.42, 3.53 ) ( 9.35, 9.41) ( 5.14, 5.22 ) ( 3.47, 3.57)

6.55 3.70 2.60 6.53 3.69 2.60

U B 9bh
(6.51, 6.59) ( 3.68 , 3.72) ( 2.59 , 2.62) ( 6.50, 6.56) ( 3.68, 3.71) ( 2.59, 2.61)

9.19 5.02 3.38 9.58 5.20 3.50
(9.14, 9.24) ( 4.94 , 5.10) ( 3.30 , 3.47) ( 9.52, 9.63) ( 5-13, 5.27) (3.42, 3.58)

V u 9.02 4.92 3 .3 3 9.08 4.94 3.34

This Table reports the results for parameter set 1 and 2. The parameter sets are defined 
in Table 1. The rows marked L B S , L B 7n and Lgbh report estimates of the expected utility 
achieved by using the static portfolio strategy, myopic portfolio strategy and generalized buy 
and hold (GBH) portfolio strategy respectively. Expected utility is reported as a continuously 
compounded certainty equivalent return. Approximate 95% confidence intervals are reported 
in parentheses. The rows marked U B S, U B m and UBgbh report the estimates of the upper 
bound on the true value function computed from the static, myopic and generalized buy-and- 
hold (GBH) portfolio strategies respectively. The row marked V u reports the optimal value 
function for the problem.
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Table 5.3: Lower and upper bounds in incomplete markets - II.
T  =  5 T  =  10

7 =  1.5 7 =  3 7 = 5 7 =  1.5 7 =  3 7 =  5

Parameter set 3

L B 9 14.65 8.58 5.73 15.03 8.98 6.01
(14.62 , 14.68 ) (8.56 , 8.60 ) (5.72 , 5.74 ) ( 15.01 ,15.05 ) ( 8.96 , 8.99 ) ( 6.01 6.02 )

U B S 16.79 10.27 6.96 17.78 11.52 8.09
( 16.73 , 16.85 ) ( 10.15 , 10.39 ) ( 6.76 , 7.17 ) (17.74 , 17.82 ) ( 11.36 , 11.68 ) ( 7.68 , 8.50 )

L B ™ 16.64 9.88 6.61 17.47 10.60 7.10
(16.61, 16.68) (9.86, 9.90) (6.59, 6.62) (17.44, 17.49) (10.58, 10.61) (7.09, 7.12)

U B ™ 16.81 10.34 7.04 17.82 11.67 8.26
( 16.76 , 16.87 ) ( 10.22 , 10.46 ) ( 6.83 , 7.25 ) ( 17.78 , 17.87 ) ( 11.51 , 11.83 ) ( 7.84 , 8.69 )

L B gbh 15.74 9.64 6.57 16.23 10.75 7.63

U B gbh
(15.65 , 15.82) ( 9.53, 9.76) ( 6.46, 6.70) ( 16.13, 16.34) ( 10.63 ,10.88 ) (7.51 , 7.76)

16.78 10.36 7.18 17.80 11.65 8.39
( 16.68, 16.87) ( 10.19, 10.53) ( 6.92, 7.44) ( 17.73, 17.87) (11.46 , 11.86) ( 8.01, 8.78)

V u 16.79 10.32 7.06 17.76 11.55 8.12

Parameter set 4

L B 3 13.16 7.09 4.65 13.14 7.08 4.65
(13.12 , 13.19 ) (7.07 , 7.11 ) (4.64 , 4.67 ) (13.12 ,13.17 ) (7.06 , 7.10 ) (4.63 , 4.66)

U B 3 16.06 8.54 5.53 16.28 8.66 5.60
(16.00 , 16.13 ) ( 8.46 , 8.62) ( 5.44 , 5.62 ) ( 16.24 , 16.33 ) ( 8.58 , 8.73 ) ( 5.50 , 5.71 )

L B ™ 15.91 8.45 5.48 16.02 8.51 5.51
(15.87, 15.95) (8.42, 8.47) (5.46, 5.49) (15.99, 16.05) (8.49, 8.54) (5.49, 5.53)

U B ™ 16.08 8.57 5.56 16.30 8.69 5.64

L B gbh
(16.01 , 16.14 ) ( 8.49 , 8.65) ( 5.47 , 5.65 ) ( 16.25 , 16.35 ) ( 8.61 , 8.76 ) ( 5.53 , 5.74 )

13.17 7.11 4.66 13.13 7.10 4.66

U  B gbh
(13.11, 13.23) ( 7.07, 7.14) (4.64 , 4.69) ( 13.09, 13.18) ( 7.06 , 7.13) (4.63 , 4.68)

16.14 8.55 5.51 16.55 8.74 5.60
( 16.04 , 16.25) ( 8.42, 8.68) (5.36 , 5.66) ( 16.47, 16.63) ( 8.61, 8.87) ( 5.42 5.78)

V u 15.91 8.45 5.47 16.00 8.49 5.49

This Table reports the results for parameter set 3 and 4. The parameter sets are defined 
in Table 1. The rows marked L B S , L B m and L9bh report estimates of the expected utility 
achieved by using the static portfolio strategy, myopic portfolio strategy and generalized buy 
and hold (GBH) portfolio strategy respectively. Expected utility is reported as a continuously 
compounded certainty equivalent return. Approximate 95% confidence intervals are reported 
in parentheses. The rows marked U B S, U B m and UBgbh report the estimates of the upper 
bound on the true value function computed from the static, myopic and generalized buy-and- 
hold (GBH) portfolio strategies respectively. The row marked V u reports the optimal value 
function for the problem.
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Table 5.4: Lower and upper bounds in no short sales and no borrowing case.
T  =  5 T =  10

7 =  1.5 7 =  3 7 =  5 7 =  1-5 7 =  3 7 =  5

Parameter set 1

L B 3 7.38 4.63 3.27 7.56 4.84 3.42
(7.36, 7.40) ( 4.62, 4.64) ( 3.27, 3.28) ( 7.55, 7.57) ( 4.83 ,4.85 ) ( 3.42, 3.43)

U B 3 8.93 7.36 6.88 9.21 7.94 7.62
(8.91 , 8.96) ( 7.34 , 7.39) ( 6.85, 6.90) ( 9.19, 9.23 ) (7.93, 7.96) ( 7.60 , 7.63)

L B m 8.09 5.57 3.91 8.35 5.99 4.22
(8.07, 8.11) (5.56, 5.59) (3.89, 3.92) (8.34, 8.36) (5.98, 6.00) (4.21, 4.23)

U B m 8.15 5.84 4.18 8.45 6.48 4.77
(8.12, 8.18) (5.79, 5.90) (4.08, 4.28) (8.43, 8.47) (6.42, 6.54) (4.64, 4.94)

y 9 b h 8.36 5.29 3.75 8.68 5.83 4.22
(8.31, 8.41) (5.24, 5.35) ( 3.70, 3.80) (8.65 , 8.72) ( 5.78, 5 . 8 7 ) (4.17, 4.27)

Parameter set. 2

L B 3 6.53 3.68 2.59 6.51 3.67 2.58
(6.51 , 6.56 ) ( 3.67 , 3.70) ( 2.58, 2.60) ( 6.49 , 6.53) ( 3.66, 3.68 ) (2.57 ,2.58)

U B 3 9.56 6.84 5.57 9.69 6.95 5.66
( 9.53 , 9.60 ) (6.80 , 6.88) ( 5.52, 5.61 ) (9.66 , 9.72 ) (6.91, 6.98) ( 5.62, 5.70)

L B m 7.88 4.85 3.30 7.91 4.87 3.31
(7.86, 7.90) (4.84, 4.87) (3.29, 3.31) (7.90, 7.93) (4.86, 4.88) (3.30, 3.32)

U B ™ 7.93 4.98 3.42 7.95 5.01 3.44
(7.89, 7.96) (4.93, 5.03) (3.37, 3.48) (7.93, 7.98) (4.97, 5.04) (3.39, 3.49)

y9*>h 6.55 3.70 2.60 6.53 3.69 2.60
(6.51, 6.59) ( 3.68 , 3.72) ( 2.59 , 2.62) ( 6.50, 6.56) ( 3.68, 3.71) ( 2.59, 2.61)

Parameter set 3

L B 3 10.02 6.75 4.61 10.21 7.11 4.87
(10.00 , 10.04) ( 6.74 , 6.76 ) (4.60 , 4.62) ( 10.20, 10.22) ( 7.10 ,7.12) ( 4.86 , 4.87)

U B 3 10.51 8.71 7.91 10.75 9.32 8.78
( 10.48 , 10.54 ) (8.67 , 8.74 ) (7.87 , 7.94 ) ( 10.73, 10.77 ) (9.30, 9.34) ( 8.76 , 8.80 )

L B ™ 10.17 7.65 5.35 10.37 8.18 5.80
(10.15, 10.18) (7.63, 7.66) (5.33, 5.36) (10.36, 10.38) (8.17, 8.19) (5.79, 5.81)

U B ™ 10.23 8.05 5.85 10.47 8.88 6.79

y g b h
(10.20, 10.26) (7.98, 8.11) (5.69, 6.01) (10.46, 10.49) (8.82, 8.94) (6.34, 7.25)

15.74 9.64 6.57 16.23 10.75 7.63
(15.65 , 15.82) ( 9.53, 9.76) ( 6.46, 6.70) ( 16.13, 16.34) ( 10.63 ,10.88 ) (7.51 , 7.76)

Parameter set 4

L B 3 9.21 5.28 3.55 9.19 5.27 3.54
(9.18 , 9.23) ( 5.27 , 5.30 ) (3.54 , 3.56) ( 9.18, 9.21) ( 5.25, 5.28) ( 3.53 ,3.55)

U B 3 10.23 7.60 5.74 10.30 7.67 5.80
( 10.19 , 10.26 ) ( 7.54 , 7.65 ) ( 5.68 , 5.80) ( 10.27, 10.32 ) (7.63 , 7.72 ) ( 5.74 5.85)

L B ™ 9.51 6.07 4.05 9.51 6.08 4.06
(9.49, 9.53) (6.05, 6.09) (4.04, 4.06) (9.50, 9.53) (6.06, 6.09) (4.05, 4.07)

U B ™ 9.54 6.20 4.19 9.55 6.22 4.20

y g b h
(9.51, 9.57) (6.15, 6.26) (4.12, 4.25) (9.52, 9.57) (6.17, 6.26) (4.14, 4.26)

13.17 7.11 4.66 13.13 7.10 4.66
(13.11, 13.23) ( 7.07, 7.14) (4.64 , 4.69) ( 13.09, 13.18) ( 7.06 , 7.13) (4.63 , 4.68)

The four parameter sets sire defined in Table 1. The rows marked L B S, L B m and V gbh report 
estimates of the expected utility achieved by using the static, myopic and GBH portfolio 
strategies, respectively. Expected utility is reported as a continuously compounded certainty 
equivalent return. Approximate 95% confidence intervals are reported in parentheses. The 
rows marked UB" and U B m report the estimates of the upper bound on the true value 
function.
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Table 5.5: Lower and upper bounds in no short sales case.

7 =  1.5 7 — 3 7 =  5

L B 3 7.46

Parameter set 1 

4.62 3.26
( 7.43, 7.49) ( 4.60, 4.63 ) ( 3.25, 3.27)

U B 3 9.98 6.01 4.16
( 9.91 , 10.05) ( 5.90 , 6.13) ( 4.00, 4.33)

L B ™ 9.04 5.58 3.89
(8.96, 9.12) (5.53, 5.62) (3.86, 3.92)

U B ™ 9.14 5.77 4.04

y 9 b h
(9.02, 9.27) (5.56, 5.98) (3.75, 4.33)

8.36 5.29 3.75
(8.31, 8.41) (5.24, 5.35) ( 3.70, 3.80)

L B 3 6.52

Parameter set 2 

3.68 2.59
(6.47 , 6.56 ) (3.66, 3.70) ( 2.57 , 2.60)

U B 3 10.65 5.75 3.72
( 10.56 , 10.73) ( 5.65, 5.85) ( 3.62, 3.82)

L B ™ 8.92 4.86 3.30
(8.82, 9.01) (4.81, 4.91) (3.26, 3.33)

U B ™ 9.01 4.98 3.38
(8.87, 9.15) (4.82, 5.14) (3.20, 3.56)

y g b h 6.55 3.70 2.60
(6.51, 6.59) ( 3.68 , 3.72) ( 2.59 , 2.62)

L B 3 11.14

Parameter set 3 

6.74 4.61
( 11.11, 11.18) ( 6.72 , 6.76) ( 4.59 , 4.62)

U B 3 14.06 8.48 5.85
( 13.97, 14.14) ( 8.33, 8.64) ( 5.62 , 6.09)

L B ™ 12.80 7.82 5.34
(12.71, 12.89) (7.77, 7.88) (5.30, 5.38)

U B ™ 12.99 8.22 5.73
(12.83, 13.14) (7.95, 8.49) (5.35, 6.11)

y 9 b h 15.74 9.64 6.57
(15.65 , 15.82) ( 9.53, 9.76) ( 6.46, 6.70)

L B 3 9.69

Parameter set 4 

5.29 3.56
(9.64, 9.74) ( 5.26 , 5.32) ( 3.54, 3.58 )

U B 8 13.55 7.26 4.71
( 13.46, 13.65 ) ( 7.14 , 7.37 ) ( 4.59, 4.84)

L B ™ 11.36 6.10 4.04
(11.25, 11.47) (6.04, 6.16) (4.00, 4.08)

U B ™ 11.47 6.21 4.09
(11.30, 11.63) (6.02, 6.41) (3.86, 4.33)

y 9 b h 13.17 7.11 4.66
(13.11, 13.23) ( 7.07, 7.14) (4.64 , 4.69)

The four parameter sets are defined in Table 1 and the 
problem horizon is T  =  5 years. The rows marked L B S, 
L B m and V'jhh report the estimates of the expected util
ity achieved by using the static, myopic and GBH portfo
lio strategies, respectively. Expected utility is reported 
as a continuously compounded certainty equivalent re
turn. Approximate 95% confidence intervals are reported 
in parentheses. The rows marked U B 3 and U Brn report 
the estimates of the upper bound on the true value func
tion.
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A ppendix  A

Proofs for Chapter 2

A .l  P r o o f o f  P ro p o sitio n  5

The discrete variance strike can be derived as follows. Applying Ito’s lemma to ln(Sf) in 

equation (4.2.5) we get

d(ln St) = ( r -  dt +  y/vt >dWj +  y j l -  p2d w f j  (A.1.1)

Integrating equation (A.1.1) from U to tl+i squaring and taking expectations in the 

risk neutral measure we get

E in f 5‘:+lN)l
2

=  E

=  E

+ 2

f U +1 1 f U + i  _______
/  ( r  -  - v t )dt  +  /  V ^ t ip d W l  + \ / l  -  P2d w ? )

Jti 1 Jti

( r A t  -  J* ' "1 j H d t )  +  (  £ +' yfcipdW?  +  y / \  ~  p2dWf)  

^ rA t -  V^tipdW,1 + y / l -  p2dW?)

Applying Ito’s isometry rule on second term and simplifying other terms we get the 

following:
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E In ti+i =  ( r A  t f  + - E
fJ t i

ti+1 \  2' 
v tdt -  (rA t)E /

U+1
vtdt

+E
rti+i
/ vtdt 

.Jti
+  2rAtE f  + y/FipdW? + y / l  -  PH W 2)

Jti

- E y/FipdW} + y / l -  p2dW 2) ĵ

(A.1.2)

The variance process has the following properties:

E(vt ) =  exp (—kt)(vo — 0) +  0 

E {v tv s) -  t r „ 2 e x p ( ~ k ( t  + s )  1 {vo_ e) + E ^ _ t i ( ) |
\  k 2k

+  exp(—k(t  +  s) ) (v  o — 0)2 +  exp(—kt)(vo — 0)0 + exp(—ks)(vo — 0)0 +  02

E

rU+ 1  ______
/  y /vt(pdWtl +  y j 1 -  P2dW t2) 

Ju
=  0

Using properties (A.1.3) we solve for the last term in equation (A.1.2)

E

=  E

v t d t j ^ J ^  ^/vt {p d W }  +  y f \  

<i+l \  /  f t i+1
vtd t)  I / y/FtpdW.}

U J  \ J t i

~  P2d W 2)

<i+i
E

(A.1.3)

vtd t )  (  f  y / F y J l  -  P2dW t 
U /  \ J t i

(A.1.4)

The 2 expectation in equation (A.1.4) is zero and first term can be rewritten using

(4.2.6) as,
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E  

= E

i f  f ti+1
v \  Jti

rU+i
vtdt ) ( vti+1 - v t i -  /  k(9 -  vt)dt)

Jti

- (  f  vtd t ) ( vti+1 -  vti
v \  Jti

( f u+i vtd t ) + ^ e (  r+i f ti+i
\ J t i  /  a v \ J t i  Jti

-nOAtE  ̂  J  vtdt ] + vtvsdtds

(A.1.5)

Next, we compute the first term in equation (A.1.5):

ti+l

' V  \ J t i
V t d t  vt

(1 -  exp(-Kti))al(v0 -  0) + exp(-/ttj) -  exp(—Ktj+i)

1T29 (+ - ^  ( (exp(uti) -  exp (-/c ti))(- exp(-Kti+1) +  exp( - k U))  

-  exp(-Ktj+i) +  exp(-zttj)exp(-Kti)(v0 -  6)2

^  (vo— 0)0 j _ exp(_ Ki.+1) +  exp(-Ktj)

+  exp(—nti)(vo — 0)6 A t  + 62A t

(A.1.6)

E
p_ (

° V  v Jti
vti+1vtdt 0XP( —?! f  _  e x p ( - K t j )  +  e x p ( — K t j + i )

K \

_ ^ e x p (  Ktt+\)(Tv0 /  e x p ^ K ; i .+ i ^  _  e x p ( K £ . )  q _  e x p ( - « ; t i + i )  -  e x p ( - K t j )

+

2k2

e x p ( - K t j + i ) ( u o  -  0)2 exp(-/tt,+i) +  exp ( - k U)

(■vo -  0)0 -  exp(-Ktj+i) +  exp(-Ktj)

+  exp(—/cij+i)(vo — 0)6 A t  +  62 A t

(A.1.7)

Subtracting equation (A.1.6) from (A.1.7) and simplifying we get,
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E
ti+1

J V  \  Jt
vtdt vu+1 -  vti

<y2vv o exp(—nti+i)( l  +  kA t — exp(/eAt))

+ K ^  )  ( exP(_ 2A + i)  _  exp(-«A f)

+(i>o — 9)6 A t  ̂ exp(-«;fi+i) ^1 — e x p (-K A f)^

(A.1.8)

Summing equation (A.1.8) from time 0 to time n - l w e  get

V td t Vtj+1 -  Vtl =  ^  ((1  +  -  ac p t.A t)))  (  ^  ” P(p(g

a29 (vo ~ 9)2\  f  f  1 — exp(—2kT ) \
2 k 2 K

1 — exp(—kA t) 

+(vo

- l  +  e x p ( ^ ) /

(A.1.9)

Next, we compute the last term in equation (A.1.5):

"-1  r /  rt
a  Ii=0 L \  «/it

fti+i \
Vtdt

/  /^i+1 /*^+l
=  A  / /2=0 \  **ti Jti

=  E J f J *  E(£(/f
j—fl V Jti /  n ^

VtVsdtdsj

adS

(A.I.10)

Now, we compute the both terms on right hand side of equation (A.1.10),
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n̂ \ / J  f U+1 vsds) = E  a'e^ {At). ( eWAt) _ 2e* m K{At) _ A  { _ e\  e x p ( - ^
i= 0 '•'*» '  i=0 K \  /  \  /

„ 2 „ - 2 k(A t)
+  o £ e  -------( 4 e *(At) _  3 e 2K(At) +  2e2*(At)K(Af) -  1)0

2 AC
2 - 2k(At)cr‘e

^2 - 2k(Ai)
+  " ,---- (4eK(At> -  3e2*(At) +  2e2K(At)/c(At) -  1)0 (A.1.11)

2/cJ

E  ( £ (  £ i+1 ««<*»)) =  E  ( 0A* + (! -  expC-zcAt))-5 ^ " ^

. . .  .o , , . .. 20Af(i>o — 0) v-J - ikT
— n(0Af) +  (1 — exp(-zcAt))-----------------E exP( )

K i=o 71

+  ( l - e » p ( - « A t ) ) »  g  £ K  _  #)2 ( A ^  12)

t= 0

E  -  8 f  =  E  £ K )2 -  n(?2 -  20(^0 -  0) E  exp(' ~ ^ ~ ' ) (A.I.13)
1=0 2=0 2=0

E e K )2 =  ( (» 0 -9 } 2 - ^ ^ - f ) E e x p ( ^ )
j=0 '  '  i= 0

+ ( 2(va _  » „  +  g  e x p (z ^ )  +  +  | f ,
'  AC /  .  7Z  ^ A C

2 = 0

(A.I.14)

Using equations (A.1.13) and (A.1.14) we can compute (A.1.12). Using equations 

(A.I.12) and (A.1.11) we can compute (A.I.10). Now, the fair discrete variance strike is 

the expectation of the discrete realized variance.
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K*var( n ) = E [ V d( 0 , n , T ) } = E $
n = o ( M ^ ) ) 2

(n — l)A t

Dividing equation (A.I.2) on both sides by (n -  l )At  and summing from time 0 to 

time n - l w e  get

E[Vd(0,n,T)\  = +
r2T  T - o E ( i : r i : r ^ s d t d s

n — 1 ' 4(n — l)A t
rE[Jy vtdt] nE[j(f  vtdt] pkOE[J^ vtdt]

(n -  1) T ( n - l ) (n -  l )av

E ”=o E  ( PK / ; ; +1 vtvsdtds ) E"=o E t  ( I t!+1 vtd t ) ( vu+i -  vu

a v {n — l)A f av(n — l)A f

(A.I.15)

This equation can be simplified as

1 f T E \r?  vtdt1 r2T  rE[fn vtdt\
ElVd(0, » ,T)] =  - B l J  vtM] +  J L !  +  —  -

t  E E f E l  /,!'+‘ W « i »

(n -  l)av (■n — l)A t
1 pn
4 a.

E"=“o E / rti+1It!+1 ytdt vu+i -  vt

crv (n — l)A i
(A.I.16)

The last term in equation (A.1.16) is given by equation (A.1.9). The second last term 

in equation (A. 1.16) is given by equation (A. 1.10). All terms except the first one on 

right hand side in expression (A.1.16) is of the order O(At)  or O(^)  . The first term on 

the right hand side is the fair continuous variance strike, i.e., J’E[Jq vtdt] — K*ar. It is 

given by equation (3.2.7). Hence, the discrete variance strike can be represented in the 

following way:
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K var(n ) =  K a r  +  ff(r > P> ^  n ) (A.I.17)

where

g(r,p,av,K,0,n) =
n - 1 T

rT  pn0T

+

i) ( n - 1 )  ' ( n - l ) c r „

Y Z o E ^ i ; r i : r ^ s d t d ^  pK

£ £ >  E

(n — l ) A t 4 av

vti+1 -  vu

crv(n — l ) A t
(A.I.18)

g(r,p,av,K,0,n) = 0 [ -
.

(A.I.19)

Hence,

i f f !
V f d t = K* as

A .2 P ro o f o f  P ro p o sitio n  10

A t — > 0 □

The discrete variance strike can be derived as follows. Applying Ito’s lemma to ln(St) in 

equation (4.2.7) and integrating from U to U+i gives

In (S i± 1 
V Si

rU+i i fU+i   /
= (r -  Am -  - v t)dt +  / y/vt{pdW} +  y / l  -  p2dW?) +  In ( J J  Y) 

Jti 1 Ju \ j=1

(A.2.1)
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where nj is number of jumps in the stock price during time f,+i -  ti. Squaring equation 

(A.2.1), summing from time 0 to time n — 1, dividing on both sides by (n — l)A t and 

taking expectation under the risk neutral measure we get

r n—1
In f

(n -  l)A i V Su Jy — -(71. — 1
i=0 

n—1
= E j 2  {n __\)At  (V -  Am)At -  £ ’+1 \ v tdt^ +  (  £ ' +1 VEt(pdWtl + ^ ? d W 2

+2 ^ (r -  Am) At -  J  ̂ ^ Jt
ti+1 1 \  /  f t i+ 1 ,_______

-Vfdt j   ̂ ^  y/v~t(pdWl + -  P2dW?)

T ^ ^ ^ l n Y ) ^  +  2^(r — Am) At — v̂tdt

+2(£ '* '  'f i l ipdW '  +  v 'W .^ H V i )  ( E 1” ^
(A.2.2)

The first two lines of expressions on the right hand side of equation (A.2 .2) can be

computed using Proposition 13 and it is equal to

zE fJo
vtdt +  g(r -  Am, p, av, n, 0, n ) (A.2.3)

and using equation(A.1.19) we get

g(r — Am, p, av, k, 9,n) = O
n

(A.2.4)

The last two lines of expressions on the right hand side of equation (A.2.2) can be

computed using Proposition 14 and it is equal to

A(a2 +  b2) + \ 2a2T  + X a (2(r — Am )T  — E[J^ vtdt\
A (a2 +  b2) + -------------------------------------------------------------------

n — 1
(A.2.5)

where E[Jq vtdt] is given by equation (3.2.7). Hence using equations (A.2.2), (A.2.3)
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and (A.2.3) fair discrete variance strike is given by following:

K a r in )  = E Vd{0,n,T)

■T

r n— 1
=  E y — -< J (n — 1 In

=  f E IJo
vtdt

i = 0

.2 , l2\

5t j+ i

(n -  1)A t “  V Sti 

+  A (a2 + b2) +  g(r — A m,p,crv,K,d,n)

+
A (a2 +  62) +  A 2a2T +  Aa ^2(r — A m )T  — vjdt]

n — 1
(A.2.6)

Hence, the fair discrete variance strike can be represented in the following way:

K a r i n ) =  K a r  +  Mr > TO» n ) (A.2.7)

where

K a r  = 0 +  ^ ^ ( 1  -  e - KT) + A (a2 +  62) (A.2.8)

and

h(r, p,crv , K,6,m,b,n) = g(r — Xm, p ,av,K,0,n)

A(a2 +  b2) + X2a2T  +  X a ( 2(r — Am )T  — E[J^ vtdt]\
'   (A3.9)

n — 1

h(r, p ,av ,K ,9 ,m ,b ,n ) = O I —
V n (A.2.10)
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A ppendix  B

Proofs for Chapter 4

B . l  V IX  In dex-L og C on tract

In this appendix we show that the square of the theoretical VIX (VIX) value is equal 

to the negative value of the payoff of a log contract. In the SV model it is same as the 

one month continuous variance swap rate as shown by Carr and Wu (2006). But in the 

SVJ model the value of negative of a one month log contract and the the one month 

continuous variance swap rate are different and hence the square of the theoretical VIX 

value is different from the one month continuous variance swap rate .

Neuberger (1994) showed that a log contract payoff can be replicated statically using 

call and put options.

(I) = - f  - K ^ i K  ~ r  h ^ K  ~  s * +dK ™

In equation (B.1.1) S t  refers to the index price at maturity T  and St can be any 

constant. In particular if we choose S t to be equal to the forward value, Ft — Ster<'T~t̂ , 

of the index at time t  maturing at time T  — t  +  t , t  = 30/365 and taking expectation
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under the risk neutral mesaure and multiplying by 2/ r  on both sides we get

2 jrQ 
r Et

In S t+ T
=

T  1

_ 2
T

J t + T _

Ft
roo ar r

St+T^  -  J™  St+T -  K ) +dK -  j *  ± { K  -  St+r)+dK

roo r r  pFt p r r  1

J F K 2 C t { K ) d K  + 1  K 2 P t { K ) d K \  (B-L2)

The market VIX definition in equation (4.2.1) represents a discretization of the equa

tion (B.1.2) and summation over a finite range of strikes. The extra term (Ff/Ko — l )2 

in the VIX definition adjusts for the in-the-money call option used at Kq < Ft . This is 

shown in Carr and Wu (2006). Hence, from equation (B.1.2) the market VIX value in 

the limit (AK  —> 0, K min —> 0, K max —► oo) approaches theoretical VIX (VIX) (4.2.4). 

The square of the theoretical VIX is equal to the value of negative of 2 /r  times the value 

of log contract payoff ln(St+T/Ft)-

— • 2 —2 nVIX, =  — E? W ( St+T)  ]
2

. \  Ft )_ T

roo r r  rF t  „ r r

JF J o C t [ K ) d K ^  I  K 2 Pt{K)dK

(B.1.3)

where r  =  30/365 (i.e., 30 calendar days). In continuous diffusion models (e.g., the SV 

model), the square of the VIX index level is also equal to the expectation of continuous 

realized variance under the risk neutral measure Q or one month continuous variance 

swap rate.

VIX? =  ~ E f =  E ?
[ 1  [ t + T  , 1  

—  / vs a s

9
-*ii

.  V  F t  ) _
Z

J  Jt J \ J t  S u  S t  J

(B.1.4)
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B .2  H istorica l V IX  L evels

Our SPX options data is from the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) and not from 

the CBOE. We use our options data in the empirical testing of VIX futures pricing 

and computing the historical profit and loss from investing in variance swaps and VIX 

futures. To check if our options data is consistent with the CBOE options data we 

compute the historical VIX levels. From our SPX options data we compute the VIX 

level using the market VTX formula (4.2.2) from January, 2004 until July, 2005. Figure 

B .l shows the VIX market level (VIX-Market) and VIX value from our options data set 

(VIX Options Data). The left plot shows both time series of VIX and their difference. 

The right plot shows the histogram plot of difference between two VIX series. We plot 

VIX market level minus VIX from our options data set. Table B.l shows the statistics of 

the difference between two series. Results show that average value of difference between 

VIX market and from our options data set is about negative 11 basis points. The small 

difference between two series implies that on an average our data is consistent with the 

CBOE data but there are some differences in data sets.

Table B.l: Difference between VIX Market and VIX from our options data.

Average Abs. Average Max Min
-0.11 0.31 2.05 -1.44
This table shows the different statistics of the differ

ence between VIX market level and from our options 
data.
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Figure B.l: The left plot shows the VIX time series from January 2004 to July 2005. It shows VIX 
market series and VIX computed from our options data set and their differences. The right plot shows 
the histogram of differences for the same time period.
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A ppendix  C

Proofs for Chapter 5

C .l  T h e S ta tic  S tra tegy  and P r o o f  o f  P ro p o sitio n  16

P ro o f o f  P ro p o sitio n  16

Using (5.2.1) and applying Ito’s lemma to In Pp we obtain

lnP T =  lnP 0 +  J  ( ^ p { X t) ~ ^ diag(£p£p)^df +  J  T,PdB.

The wealth dynamics for a static trading strategy, 6, satisfy

dWt (:l - e T l ) r  +  dTn p ( X t) dt -j- 6~^YjpdBf.
Wt

A simple application of Ito’s lemma to In Wp implies

WT = W0 exp  ̂j \ {  1 -  0Tl ) r  +  6J nP[Xt))dt -  +  0T£ p B £

Substituting (C.1.1) into (C.1.3) we obtain
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Wt  =  Wo exp ((1 — #Tl ) r T  + - # T(diag(£p£p) — YpT,Pd)T +  0 In Pr
Po

(C .1.4)

as desired. □

Under the price dynamics assumed in Section 5.4, it is easy to see that under the 

physical probability measure, P , the terminal security prices, Pt , are multivariate log- 

normally distributed. In particular, Y  := ln(iV) ~  N  (j-iy, £ y )  where

VY = (ho -  \  diag(£ /> £?)) T  + lnP 0 +  ^  (1 -  exp(-fcT))

and

^  r-,T̂ rT, T it, ( T  1 -  exp(—2kT) 2(1 — exp(—k T ) ) \
E y  =  +  + ---------- g j -------- -  ----- ---------p --------" j

+  ( / . l < E , E j y  +  (Eptbtf) ( |  -  ( 1 - « P ( - tT » ) .  (C.1.5)

It therefore follows that Wt  in (C.1.4) is also log-normally distributed. As a result, 

assuming CRRA utility it is straightforward to obtain an analytic expression for the 

value function corresponding to any static strategy as well as its derivatives. These 

terms can then be used to obtain an upper bound on the value function for the optimal 

dynamic trading strategy as described in Section 5.3 and, in further detail, in HKW.

C.2 G en eralized  B u y  and H old  S tra teg y  and V alue F unc
tio n

We now expand on the steps outlined in Section 5.2.4.
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1. Solving th e  SDE: The security price dynamics are as specified in (5.4.1) so 

that Pt is a 3-dimensional price process and X t is a scalar state variable process. The 

market-price-of risk1 process, r)t , is a 4-dimensional process satisfying

ZpVt = (Mo +  X tm  -  r l )  (C.2.1)

and the corresponding Q-Brownian motion satisfies

d B f  = (IB? -  T]tdt. (C.2.2)

The first three components of r/t are uniquely2 determined by (C.2.1) and the fourth 

component, t/?'1 , is unconstrained. Under any risk neutral measure, Q, defined by (C.2.1) 

and (C.2.2), the security price processes satisfy dPt = Pt[rdt + EpdB?].

It immediately follows that ]n(Pr) ~  Eq) under any risk neutral measure, Q,

where

Pq =  In P0 + ^ diag(EpEp)^ T (C.2.3)

Eq =  E p /E pT . (C.2.4)

The state variable, X t , is easily seen to satisfy

X t = X 0e~kt + e~kt [  eksHx d B f  (C.2.5)
Jo

with

E (X t) = X 0e~kt 

Var(Xt) =  ^ k ( l - e~2kt). (C.2.6)

1See Duffie (1996) for example.
2See Table 1 where we assumed, without loss of generality, that rj)4* does not influence the first three

rows of Up.
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Setting Yt InPt , (C.2.5) and a standard application of Ito’s lemma then yield

rt /  1 \  rt rt ( \  — ek(s- t) \
Yt = Y0+ J  Uio ~  g diag(s PS p) +  Mi^oe~ksJ  ds+J^ E p d B f+ J  ̂ f i i    Y x dBs .

Under the empirical measure, P , it therefore follows that Yt  =  lnPp ~  IV(/xy, Ey) 

where

MY =  ( ( / x o - ^ d i a € ( E p S j ) ) r  +  lni% +  ^ ( l - e - fcr)

_  (y  y T y r  . <( Ty  e - 2fcT 2(1 -  e~kT)Ey =  (EpEP)T +  /rlft ^  H----------------

+  ( M i(£p£x)T +  ) ( t  ~ ~ Tn ~ ) • (C.2.7)

k3
-kT)

, , k ~ '

In particular, its PDF satisfies

fP i Pi P3(fci ^ 2 , ^ )  =  r  i - e x p  (  -  ^ (In 6 - /ry)T E y 1 (In 6 - m y ) )  (C.2.8)
(27r) 2 |Ey| 2 V * /

Pt  has the same density under Q with the obvious replacement of /iy and Ey with /xq 

and Eq.

2. Computing the Conditional State Price Density

A state price density (SPD) process, nt , satisfies

n  = e_rt^P = e " r t  6XP ( “ Jo VsdB° l|7?s||2ds)  (C-2'9)

where rjs  is any market price-of-risk process satisfying (C.2.1). We need to compute the 

conditional state price density, ir\, where we condition on the terminal security prices. 

In particular, we wish to solve for the time T  conditional state price density

4  =  Eo ( t t tM  I P$] (w) =  bit i = 1 , . . . ,  A ) (C.2.10)
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where ui represents samples of the underlying Brownian motions. It is worth mentioning 

that while there are infinitely many SPD processes, 7rt, corresponding to each solution of 

(C.2.1), it is easy to check we can use any such process on the right-hand-side of (C.2.10) 

and still obtain the same3 conditional state price density,

Using (C.2.9) we can confirm it satisfies

6 =  e - r T f l ^ b ^ b  3)

_  e Ig y h  exp A  /iy )TE y1(ln6 -  jty) -  (In 6 -  ^Q)TE g1(ln6 -  ^ q ))  V
|E q |2 V / /

(C.2.11)

3. C om p u tin g  th e  O ptim al G B H  W ealth

We then use static martingale approach to solve for the optimal GBH strategy as

suming CRRA utility. In particular we solve

V09bh = sup Eq 
Wt

w i r 73
1 - 7

subject to E5[ir^WT] = W0. (C.2.12)

Note that because of our use of the conditional state price density, 71 p , in (C.2.12), we did 

not need to explicitly impose the constraint that W t  be a function of only the terminal 

security prices. This constraint will be automatically satisfied. The problem in (C.2.12) 

can be solved using standard static optimization techniques and we obtain

- 1

W gbh _
T

( A )

(c.2.13)

3 This is consistent with our earlier observation that all European options prices can be uniquely 
determined despite the market incompleteness.
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We call the trading strategy that replicates Wj,bh the generalized buy and hold (GBH) 

trading strategy. We also immediately obtain

(C.2.14)

While requiring some computation, it is straightforward to show that the expectation

in (C.2.14) satisfies

(k t ) — exp I —rT, ( 7 - 1 ) / j e i _
2 j \ \ Z Q\ )  Vl Sy |

(C.2.15)

where a = (7 — l ) / ( 27), and Eq and By are given in equations (C.2.4) and (C.2.7), 

respectively. The parameters 5 and B are solutions to

E -1  =  (1 -  2 a )B y 1 +  2 a E g 1

mt E _1 =  (1 -  2 a ) ^ T , y X +  2 a /ig E g 1 (C.2.16)

5 =  (1 — 2a)/iyBy1/uv +  2afj,Q^Ql fiQ — ^TB _ 1/i. (C .2.17)

4. Determining the Value Function at all Intermediate Times

It is straightforward to generalize (C .2.14), (C .2.15) and (C .2.16) to obtain

■ y g b h  _ (WT)1-7

1 - 7

< “7 ( exp ( —< 5 t + 6 ( i — y ) +  rT (l -  7 )) ( lEtrlJ
ISyl
| s Q |

[SI
|Sy|

7 -1
2

(1 - 7 )

(C.2.18)
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where <5* and Ht satisfy

=  ^ ty  (—2a)Sy +  2aSg

+  (-2a)^iySy1 +  2 a ^ g S g 1 

=  M r t ' S j y / u < y  +  ( — 2 a ) / i y E y 1 ^ t y  +  2 a A t g S g 1 / i Q  — / i ^ S t  / r t .

5. Determining the Replicating Trading Strategy

We now briefly describe how to obtain the replicating strategy for the optimal GBH 

wealth, W!pbh, given by (C.2.13). The martingale property of a state-price density process 

implies

W0E f
-1 ■ 

7

K ( 4 ) v
tTtWt = E f[n TWT] = -------- =±-----5 = r \ -  (C.2.19)

Using (C.2 .1), (C.2.9) and (C.2.10) to substitute for and wt in (C.2.19), we can 

evaluate the expectations in (C.2.19) to obtain

< c - 2 - 2 0 )

where Bt and 6t satisfy

V- 1 — ^ y 1 i y -1

i v - i  _  ^ y ^ y 1 I i v
f*t - -----------------  +  HtQ^tQ

T - 1  _  V y ± Y _  _  *  , , ,T  v - 1

7 7

_ /^yByVy VQ T v  - 1  T v  - 1  / p  0  oi\5f — 7  PtQ^tQ MtQ Ah Ah- (C.2.21)

The terms /xtg and Ejq appearing in (C.2.21) are the mean vector and variance-covariance 

matrix of In Pt  under Q, conditional on time t information. In particular, given time t
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information, we have In Pt  ~  N  (fitQ,EtQ) under any risk neutral measure, Q, where

HtQ = In Pt + ^ diag(SpSp)^ (T -  t)

S tQ =  E p J E j ( T - i ) .  (C.2 .22)

We can then apply Ito’s lemma to W fhh =  / ( t ,  P^3̂ ) to obtain

' d f  d2f
dWt = + y  ydt U t t d P l d P } \

dt +  dPt{1) + - % )  dPt^  +  
dPt d P (t 2) dPj;

(C.2.23)

From (C.2.20), we can see that W fbh depends on Pt only through St . Hence,

(C.2.24)
d W f h d f  - W t9bh dSt
dPt(l) d P {t l) 2 d P {t l) '

If 6 ^  is the proportion of W f bh invested4 in the ith security at time t then

e(i) = z l H  J?** (C.2.25)
* 2 0Pt{l)

6. C om p u te Lower and U p p er B ounds on  True O ptim al V alue function

When the agent does not face dynamic trading constraints then the expected utility, 

can be attained by following the trading strategy outlined above. V(f lh, which we 

have obtained in closed form, is therefore a lower bound on the optimal value function 

associated with the true optimal dynamic trading strategy.

The same strategy and it associated value function process, V fbh, can then be used 

to obtain an upper bound on the optimal value function. This is done by simulating the 

SDE’s for the price processes, Pt, the state variable process, X t , and the wealth process, 

Wt, and following the algorithm outlined in HKW and summarized in Section 5.3.

1 — is then the fraction invested in the cash account.
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